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To make
glass better,
put us in the mix.

Improving combustion can enable you to increase glass
production, reduce fuel consumption, enhance glass
quality, and reduce emissions, such as NOx, SOx, CO₂, and
particulates. Let Air Products’ in-house modeling and
melting experts help you get there.
For more than 70 years, we’ve delivered safe oxygen solutions,
from our very first oxygen enrichment applications to our
continuously evolving portfolio of low-emissions Cleanfire®
oxy-fuel burners. Our industry-leading burner systems can
now utilize hydrogen as a fuel, for a lower carbon footprint.
You can count on Air Products for reliable gas supply and
to help optimize your production—just like we have done
for hundreds of furnaces all over the world. Contact us
to put the skills and experience of our global team
to work for you. Optimal melting takes one key
ingredient: Us.

tell me more

airproducts.com/furnace

Air Products
Celebrates

U.S. +1 800 654 4567
+1 610 706 4730
Europe +44 (0) 800 389 0202 Asia 400 888 7662
+44 (0) 1270 612708 +86 21 3896 2000
© 2022 Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.

On closer inspection,
you will see far fewer
stoppages
Reduce line stoppages
with IQM infeed control.
Available on the FleXinspect generation III.

emhartglass.com

Welcome

To commemorate the 100th issue of Glass Worldwide and the
UN International Year of Glass 2022, we have produced our
largest-ever March/April issue to provide a unique overview of the
international hollow, flat and speciality glass sectors.
Members of our team were privileged to attend the recent
gatherings in Switzerland and the UK to celebrate the official IYOG
opening and Glass Futures’ breaking ground event. Reviews of
these landmark meetings feature in this issue and the positivity
continues in a series of exclusive interviews with leading
glassmakers and processors about the latest investments into
state-of-the-art technology at their existing and planned facilities.
Jimmy Tyagi exclusively discusses Gold Plus’ construction of
a greenfield plant to meet increasing demand for float and solar
glass in India, while Christoph Burgermeister provides an update on
Vetropack’s ambitious plans for a new glass packaging production
site in Northern Italy.
Staying in Italy, Giovanni Bormioli, President and Owner of
Cerve, spoke to Glass Worldwide about the group’s remarkable
growth and its diversification from decorating to glassmaking.
Elsewhere, August Grupp and Thomas Riss describe the
transformation of Stoelzle Flaconnage’s UK plant into an aspirational
model for the production and decoration of sustainable premium
spirits bottles, while Lynn Sidebottom details an on-site recycling
facility expansion at Beatson Clark in the latest chapter of the UK
company’s long history in glass manufacturing for the
pharmaceutical, food and beverage sectors.
Another factory with a rich history comes under the spotlight
as Antonín Petras outlines O-I’s recent €40 million upgrade of its
Nové Sedlo plant in the Czech Republic that has operated for
almost 145 years.
In a specially written market report, readers can also find a roundup of the latest developments in the expanding Mexican glass industry.
Complementing these features are a diverse series of
Technology articles, part two of our Inspection & Process Control
Buyers Guide and the annual ESMA decoration supplement, all
offering practical solutions to the everyday challenges faced by
manufacturers and processors of all types of glass.
For a digital showcase featuring many of the companies
profiled in this issue, don’t forget to visit Glass Worldwide’s Virtual
Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk alongside the latest
Hot Topics news and a Digital Archive of current and back copies.
On the occasion of our 100th issue, we would like to sincerely
thank our readers, advertisers and partners for their unwavering
support over the years. Your backing has been instrumental in
positioning Glass Worldwide at the heart of the international glass
community and we look forward to partnering with you all for the
next 100 issues!
The Glass Worldwide Team
www.glassworldwide.co.uk

www.glassworldwide.co.uk

www.glassworldwide.co.uk
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Boost the output of your press process up to 20%,
consume up to 80% less energy,
reduce compressed air up 130 m³/h and
improve your sustainability footprint.
ESERVO performance components from WALTEC
are compatible with almost all in-market
press lines, including machines from
other suppliers and can be used to
upgrade your existing press line.
Discover more and arrange
your individual presentation:

Deliver process power only
when really needed
Driving substantial savings in
energy and compressed air
Higher efficiencies, more precise movements
and optimized process repeatability

Improved operator health and safety
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For the latest news, visit the
Hot Topics section at www.glassworldwide.co.uk
SORG supplies first highly boosted furnace in South America

Cleanfire® HRx™
Synchronized
Boosting System

Brazilian-owned container glass producer for the alcoholic beverages and food market
Vidroporto has invested heavily to improve its two production sites (four furnaces in
operation). Looking to reduce its carbon footprint, Vidroporto has purchased a 480tpd
end-fired regenerative furnace from SORG, which will be the first in South America to
use a high proportion of electrical heating (boosting) whilst benefitting from SORG’s
proven technology to ensure high thermal efficiency, lower CO2 emissions and a long
furnace campaign.
Besides the engineering, supervision, steel structure, equipment and technical
support for the furnace, SORG will also deliver the glass conditioning system to
feed three Tandem machines with the latest solutions, including SORG STW for the
distributor and SORG 340+ design for the forehearths.
www.sorg.de l

All the boost you need, perfectly
synchronized
Need to boost energy input to your air-fuelfired regenerative glass melting furnace?
Air Products’ Cleanfire® HRx™ Synchronized
Boosting System is an innovative and costeffective solution. This patent pending,
commercially-proven technology is added to

SORG will supply a highly boosted 480tpd furnace to Brazilian glass manufacturer Vidroporto.

your furnace and synchronized with air-fuel
flame reversals for optimal flame stability
and luminosity.
Benefits includes:
• Ultra-low NOx emissions
• Reduced energy consumption
• Higher glass quality
• Enhanced productivity
• Increased furnace capacity
• Remote performance monitoring

To make glass better, put Air Products
in the mix.

tell me more

airproducts.com/HRx

800-654-4567, code 13639

© Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., 2021 (43776)

O-I Glass recognised for sustainable advancements

Provider of business sustainability ratings EcoVadis has upgraded O-I’s rating to Silver (2021:
Bronze), and Sustainalytics, which provides analytical environmental, social and governance
(ESG) research, ratings and data to institutional investors and companies, has awarded O-I an
ESG Regional Top-Rated performer classification.
At the beginning of 2020 O-I refreshed its business strategy and appointed its first Chief
Sustainability Officer to elevate to sustainability to a global function across the company. Based
on this transformation, O-I became the first glass packaging company to receive approval from
the Science-Based Targets initiative for its emissions reduction goal.
As an ESG Regional Top-Rated performer, O-I was recognised by Sustainalytics as a
strong outperformer in managing ESG risks with a ‘low risk’ score. The Top-Rated ESG
designation is awarded on an annual basis to companies that excel at managing their ESG
Risk Ratings.
O-I also received an upgrade to a silver sustainability
rating by EcoVadis; a silver designation demonstrates
awareness and respect that companies have for sustainability,
business ethics, the environment, human rights and
sustainable procurement. The new rating places O-I in the top
25% of all the companies evaluated by EcoVadis.
“Our vision at O-I for a sustainable future is here, today,”
said Randy Burns, Vice President, Chief Sustainability and
Corporate Affairs Officer for O-I. “This recognition is an
acknowledgment of achieving balance across this ecosystem
and will be a driving force for creating an organisation
designed for the long term modelled on this evolving
Randy Burns, Vice President, Chief
balance.”
Sustainability and Corporate Affairs
Officer for O-I.
www.o-i.com l

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk
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News

Şişecam acquires refractory manufacturer Refel

To ensure its new furnace investments and cold repairs will not be affected by disruptions to the global
supply chain, Şişecam is purchasing Italian refractory materials manufacturer Refel S.p.A. While ‘deeply
caring about the high quality AZS refractory requirements of the existing and prospective customers’,
Şişecam plans to ‘maintain Refel’s competitive position through continuous high-quality service at a
global scale’. The acquisition bolsters Şişecam's strategic position in the global glass industry and is
intended to make the company a ‘major player’ in the fast-developing and growing refractory industry.
Şişecam Chairman of the Board Prof. Dr. Ahmet Kırman elaborated on Şişecam’s decision to
purchase: “Securing the supply of critical materials is imperative today during this time of widespread
supply chain disruptions. This way, Şişecam ensures that its furnace investments are completed
according to our planned calendar.”
Refel has been operating in Northern Italy since 1986 where it produces and sells refractory products
for use in different types of glass furnaces under its own brand. The company is also known for its R&D
capabilities in refractory product development, operating a laboratory for post-production refractory
material checks, refractory tests and high-resolution analysis, as well as the analysis of glass defects.
Pointing out that Refel’s R&D capabilities align with Şişecam’s advanced R&D culture, Prof. Dr.
Kırman added that “Şişecam not only designs products but also designs furnaces; as a result, we will
contribute to Refel’s ongoing R&D development with our own advanced R&D capabilities.”
www.sisecam.com l

NSG first glass manufacturer to introduce renewable electricity in Poland

Part of the NSG Group, NSG UK Enterprises has signed a 10-year power purchase agreement with EDP
Renewables (EDPR), the world’s fourth largest renewable energy producer, for renewable electricity generated
by a wind farm located in Poland.
NSG will take 51% of the output from the wind farm, which has a total installed capacity of 70MW. The
contract will see approximately 100GWh of NSG Group’s annual electricity demand supplied at a fixed price
reducing exposure to the volatile wholesale electricity prices.
The agreement “for the majority of our electricity demand in Poland […] helps us to secure renewable
electricity at predictable costs over the long term in a market with a highly carbon intensive grid,” said John
Wilgar, Head of Procurement at NSG Group. “It is a huge step towards our sustainability objectives in support
of our actions on climate change.”
Schneider Electric, a leading advisor on corporate renewable energy procurement globally, supported NSG
Group in the selection of and negotiations for the project. “It is exciting to partner with the first glass manufacturer
to introduce renewable electricity in Poland,” commented Philippe Diez, Partner Sustainability Business Division
Europe for Schneider Electric. “We congratulate NSG on their commitment to source renewable energy.”
The NSG Group is targeting to source the equivalent of at least 50% of its electricity (by kWh) globally
from renewables by fiscal year 2024.
www.nsg.com l

Penico Gauges supplies a complete range of Gauges
& Reamers for mould production, inspection & repair
Penico’s range of Mould Gauge Equipment
provides the glass container industry with
gauge solutions. Proven gauge design Application know-how and fast delivery
to all parts of the glass container industry.
IS Blankmould - Blowmould Neckring and Bottomplate Gauges Fitter Gauges to inspect Dovetail Profiles.
Non Standard Gauges manufactured
to customer’s own requirements.
Blankmould & Mould Reamers
manufactured in either HSS or Carbide
Tipped to simplify the repair of mould
dovetails.

Penico Gauges Limited
Albion Works Keighley Road Bingley BD16 2RD United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1274 511044 Fax: +44 (0) 1274 510770
E-mail: info@penico.com Web Site: www.penico.com
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Saint-Gobain to
receive €3.6 million
for COSIMa project

In planning for CO2-neutral
production by 2030,
glass manufacturer SaintGobain has launched a
preparatory R&D project,
‘COSIMa’: CO2-neutral SaintGobain industrial location
Herzogenrath – feasibility
studies.
Germany’s MinisterPresident of North RhineWestphalia Hendrik Wüst
and Prof. Dr. Andreas
Pinkwart, Minister of
Economic Affairs, Innovation,
Digitalisation and Energy,
visited Saint-Gobain’s
Herzogenrath site in Germany
and presented Saint-Gobain
Glass Germany and SaintGobain Sekurit Germany with
around €1.9 million in funding
for the COSIMa project.
As part of COSIMa,
Saint-Gobain is examining
the possibility of a CO2neutral glass production
and processing site in
Herzogenrath by the
beginning of 2025. The
use of green hydrogen for
glass production, energy
saving measures for glass
processing into automotive
glazing, and economically
optimal energy use and
generation at the entire site
are to be investigated and
modelled in co-operation with
the city of Herzogenrath and
neighbouring municipalities.
The project is being carried
out in co-operation with the
Gas and Heat Institute Essen
as well as the Institute of
Technical Thermodynamics,
the Institute of Industrial
Furnace Construction and
Thermal Engineering and
the Institute for Power
Generation and Storage of
RWTH Aachen University,
which receive state funding
of about €1.7 million for this
purpose. The overall project
will therefore receive a state
subsidy of €3.6 million, with
an expected total expenditure
of €5.6 million. If successful,
the Saint-Gobain site could
be operating in a climateneutral manner from 2030.
www.saint-gobain.de l

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk

News
Kazakhstan’s Orda Glass bought by China Glass Holdings
On 8 November 2021 China Glass Holdings Limited agreed
to acquire Orda Glass Ltd LLP from Global Expansion
Investment II Limited and Belt and Road Glass Management
Limited for $67.5 million. China Glass has now completed
the acquisition through its associated company of the equity
interest previously owned by Stewart in the Orda Glass float
glass complex, resulting in 100% ownership by the Chinese
company.
CTIEC will lead the completion of the construction of

The Orda Glass Complex in Kazakhstan.

Great
Containers
Start Here.

the Orda Glass Complex in Kyzylorda,
Kazakhstan, which aims to be the
most modern industrial float glass
facility in the world, using the latest
float glass technology designed and
supplied by Stewart. Expected to
be fully operational later this year,
the facility will produce 600tpd of
architectural and automotive glass.

“With all parties mutually satisfied,
Stewart is confident that Orda will be
realised as the jewel of Kazakhstan,”
said Andrew Stewart, President of
Stewart Engineers. “Stewart will
continue to support and assist the
Orda project as needed and look
forward to the possibility of working
with China Glass and CTIEC on other
projects.”
Guo Lyu, CEO, China Glass,
commented, “Through this deal we
expect to tap into the great potential
of Kazakhstan glass industry. We
thank Stewart for paving the way and
moving to where we are today, and
we welcome future opportunities of
co-operation.”
“Orda Glass is the first float glass
facility in Kazakhstan, and as such
has made trail-blazing efforts in this
new territory, with help and support
from all relevant parties,” reflected
Yerzhan Sagimbayev, Chairman of
Management Board, Orda Glass.
“We are now well-positioned to move
to a bright future.”
www.stewartengineers.com /
www.ctiec.net l

News
German government supports
Gerresheimer target of 150 million vials

Global producer of medicine packaging, drug delivery
devices and solutions Gerresheimer is expanding glass
vial manufacture at its Wertheim, Germany site and at two
further sites in China and the USA. The company aims to
reach 150 million vials per year in Wertheim and plans to
create 70 new jobs for this purpose.
The German Federal Ministry of Economy and Climate
Action is supporting Gerresheimer’s investment within the
framework of federal funding of production equipment of
borosilicate tubular glass and glass vials for use in vaccine
production.
Until now, Gerresheimer has primarily served European
demand for vials from its plants in Boleslawiec (Poland) and
Chalon (France). Expansion at Wertheim will make the plant
one of the leading vial production sites in Europe, with the
technology to produce in GX-Elite quality for better filling
results.
“We already produce almost a third of the world's glass
vials,” underlined Dietmar Siemssen, CEO of Gerresheimer.
“By the end of 2022, we will be the world’s leading producer
of glass vials and manufacture the highest-quality and most
innovative products.”
www.gerresheimer.com l

Gerresheimer intends to produce 150 million vials a year at its Wertheim facility.

AGI adds speciality glass division to Bhongir facility
To reduce dependence on imports and promote
sustainability, container glass manufacturer AGI glaspac has
opened a new manufacturing facility at its site in Bhongir,
India. Aiming to capture 10–15% of the growing market for
speciality glass, the new glass plant will produce clear glass
products primarily for pharmaceutical products, premium
spirits, food and beverages.
Facilities consist of end-fired furnaces with six
forehearths, capable of producing 154tpd of premium flint
and other different coloured glass. The new plant has stateof-the-art technology for blow&blow and press&blow, with
integrated decoration facility for hot foil stamping, coating,
lacquering and colouring. AGI will be using a 5ins DG
machine, 85mm IS10 TG machine, 64mm IS8 QG machine,
64mm IS 6+6 QG Tandem machine, and 5.5ins IS 10 DG
machines to manufacture products such as vials, nail polish,
perfume and cosmetics bottles, water/wine/spirits bottles
and candle jars. There is also other specialised equipment
for packaging and decoration.
The new facility will provide direct employment to
350+ people and will serve foreign markets along with the
Indian markets. Its inauguration brings AGI “closer to our
vision of building a centre of excellence in the container
glass packaging in India, using globally-benchmarked
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glasspex India postponed to September 2023

The glasspex India and glasspro India events have been rescheduled from
3–5 March 2022 to 14–16 September 2023.
After consultation internally and with partners including the All India
Glass Manufacturers’ Federation (AIGMF), Messe Düsseldorf India
cited a number of factors for the decision, including: a third Covid-19
pandemic wave in India with a peak expected in February/March 2022;
a recommendation from the Indian glass industry to postpone trade fairs
due to lack of international participation, especially from China; existing/
tightened domestic and international travel restrictions; and the availability
of the Bombay Exhibition Centre in Mumbai.
The postponement to a later date will ensure that the event
will continue to play its leading role in bringing the global industry
stakeholders together once again. Supported by Glass Worldwide, the
AIGMF traditionally stages its technical seminars during glasspex events
and the 13th International Conference is now also slated for September
2023. See page 163 for a full list of 2022 – 2023 event listings.
www.glasspex.com l

AIGMF and its preferred partner Glass Worldwide shared a stand at glasspex India 2019.

manufacturing systems and practices,”
said Rajesh Khosla, President &
CEO, AGI glaspac. “With expected
revenue of Rs 250 crore at a CAGR
of 10% YoY, the facility will boost our

commitment to producing sustainable
world-class, innovative products for
the ever-evolving demands of our
consumers.”
www.agi-glaspac.com l

Rajesh Khosla, President & CEO of AGI glaspac.

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk

THE RIGHT WAY TO
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Cold and Hot Cutting · Fitting with Press&Blow and Blow&Blow process ·
Non-sensitive to wall thickness distribution and ovality · No washing and
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News

Chalon sur Saône Verallia plant to receive €65 million upgrade
Verallia France has announced plans to invest more
than €65 million by 2025 to modernise its Chalon sur
Saône plant. The largest of the Group’s 32 plants, both
in size and production capacity, the facility can currently
produce 1 billion bottles per year.
Planned as part of the Growth and Competitiveness
Pact (GCP) approved last June by the Verallia Group’s
employees, €60 million will be used to equip the site
with three new state-of-the-art furnaces to replace the
three current ones. The additional €5 million will be used
this year to increase the site’s production capacity and
make it more competitive and responsive to new market
growth opportunities. This investment will also reinforce
Verallia’s programme to lighten the weight of certain
bottles, in response to growing demand from customers
who want to reduce their environmental footprint.
“This €65 million investment project is perfectly in
line with the Group’s industrial modernisation strategy,”
said Olivier Rousseau, President of Verallia France. “Our
ambition is to make the Chalon plant a competitive,
flexible and reliable facility to best serve our customers
in flint and dead leaf coloured glass, characteristic of
Burgundy wine bottles, while ensuring safety and better
working conditions for our employees.”
www.verallia.com l

Bottle production at Chalon sur Saône will be boosted by a €5 million spend this year.

GCA chooses Applied Vision inspection
systems for Turkish container facility

Applied Vision’s Volcano Glass inspection system.

Applied Vision, part of Antares Vision
Group, will install its Volcano Glass
inspection systems at glass container
manufacturer GCA’s new furnace
projects in 2022. Based in Kutahya,
Turkey, GCA will use the systems to
inspect the sealing surface, base and
sidewall of its glassware.
“We chose Applied Vision for
these projects not only because
of their leading edge technologies,
but also their responsiveness to our
needs as a consistent and growing
glassmaker,” explained Dr Abdullah
Gayret, General Manager of GCA.
“GCA has been instrumental

Glass Futures’ alternative furnace fuel study to be published this summer
Research trials into low carbon alternative fuels for glass
furnaces are currently ongoing as part of Glass Futures’
UK Government-funded Industrial Fuel Switching Phase
3 programme. The not-for-profit research and technology
organisation was awarded a £7.1 million contract in
2020 by the UK Department of Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy’s (BEIS) Energy Innovation Programme
to research and deliver new energy sources to the
glass industry. The project encompasses a wide range
of industrial and academic partners and the final report
for this work is due to be published by BEIS in summer
2022.
The work involves test firing hydrogen and biofuels in a scale model glass furnace at temperatures in
excess of 1,500°C, simulating real world firing conditions
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for alternative fuels. In January 2021
glass container manufacturer, Encirc (a
Vidrala company), and Glass Futures
demonstrated that new bottles can
be made from 100% recycled glass,
using only the energy from burning
ultra-low-carbon bio-fuels, achieving
a 90% reduction in carbon footprint.
The project is also evaluating the
associated technical, economic and
environmental aspects of fuels.
“These fuel switching trials, backed
by over £7 million in government
funding, demonstrate how we are
supporting industry to decarbonise

and such a positive influence on the
evolution of our Volcano product
family,” said Jeff Hartung, Vice
President of Sales and Customer
Service at Applied Vision. “We have
been able to translate their technical
needs and feedback into value by
adding machine functionality in order
for both GCA and Applied Vision to
benefit. This technical partnership
continues to grow through these new,
large scale projects, as this is our third
and largest project in three years with
GCA.”
www.appliedvision.com /
www.gca.com l

and move away from relying on
fossil fuels,” said Greg Hands, the
UK’s Energy & Climate Change
Minister.
“We are excited to be
able to share our expertise in
hydrogen, biofuels and modelling
and simulation to facilitate this
innovative research, which is
allowing for further significant steps
towards the decarbonisation of
the glass sector,” added Professor
Mohamed Pourkashanian from the
University of Sheffield.
www.glass-futures.org l
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Air Products is blazing a new trail for oxy-fuel
burner technology . . .
Boost your performance and productivity for better glass with the Cleanfire® HRx™ burner!
Upgrading your oxy-fuel burners, adding burners to boost production,
or converting your air-fuel furnace to oxy-fuel?
The patent pending Cleanfire HRx burner offers you expanded functionality
and flexibility with unmatched performance. It can deliver:
• Increased flame radiation for high fuel efficiency
• Ultra-low NOx emissions
• Foam reduction capability for higher-quality glass
• Enhanced productivity
• Optional remote performance monitoring feature
• Integrated high efficiency oxygen supply system
This burner is the latest innovation in the long line of industry-leading Cleanfire®
burners for the glass industry, which are now able to utilize hydrogen as a fuel,
for a lower carbon footprint. To learn more or to schedule a demonstration in our
state-of-the-art lab, call 800-654-4567 (code 10868) or visit airproducts.com/HRx.

© Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., 2021

tell me more
airproducts.com/HRx

News
Ardagh Group awarded Energy Star building certification

Ardagh Group’s distribution centre in Fairfield, California, is now an Energy Starcertified building.

Packaging supplier Ardagh Group has
been awarded Energy Star building
certification for ‘superior energy
performance’ from the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) for its West
Coast distribution centre in Fairfield,
California, USA.
Energy Star is the only energy
efficiency certification in the United
States that is based on actual, verified
energy performance. On average,
certified buildings and plants use
35% less energy, cause 35% fewer
greenhouse gas emissions and are
less expensive to operate. Energy
Star-certified buildings and plants are

verified to perform in the top 25%
of US buildings, based on weathernormalised source energy use that
takes into account occupancy, hours
of operation, and other key metrics.
“Ardagh Group is honoured
to earn the Energy Star building
certification,” said John Sadlier, Chief
Sustainability Officer at Ardagh.
“As a leading global supplier of
infinitely recyclable, sustainable glass
packaging, we closely monitor our
energy consumption and strive to
reduce environmental impact in the
communities in which we operate.”
www.ardaghgroup.com l

VMA launches new high-range
thickness and distance sensor

The C46X80 from VMA, a specialist in optical,
non-contact measuring technology for the
glass industry, is the first chromatic confocal
sensor (worldwide) that can measure glass
thickness up to 80mm. It is also capable of
measuring strongly varying distances in a range
of 54mm in combination with a very compact
design (Ø34mm). It can be used as a portable
stand-alone device or as a part of a VMA fourchannel base unit.
The sensor’s characteristics make it
suitable for various applications requiring a high
operating range, e.g. flat glass, rods, tubes,
lenses and multi-pane insulating glass.
Other transparent materials such as PMMA
or polycarbonate are measurable using the
C46X80.
VMA’s new sensor operates nondestructively, offering high accuracy as well as
precision – particularly compared to magnetic
or mechanic devices. In order to reduce time
and effort, no recalibration is required over the
sensor’s entire lifetime. Its probe is designed
for rugged industrial environments, making it
suitable for production lines.
www.vma-online.de l

Are you a member of the LARGEST
glass magazine group on LinkedIn?

Join the Glass Worldwide community of
over 12,000 glass professionals and benefit
from content complementary to this issue.
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VMA’s C46X80
sensor is suitable for
measuring flat glass,
insulating glass,
lenses and tubes.

Fenzi Group acquires Johnson Matthey
Chemical company for the glass
processing industry Fenzi Group
has completed its acquisition of
Johnson Matthey Advanced Glass
Technologies (AGT), provider
of specialist glass enamels and
precious metal pastes for the
automotive, architectural, home
appliance and hollow glass
markets.
First announced on 24
November, 2021, the acquisition
represents ‘an important step in

the growth strategy’ of the Milanheadquartered Fenzi Group, enabling
customers to access a wide range of
products for almost any type of glass
processing from the traditional to the
most innovative technologies.
Founded in 1942, the Fenzi
Group now has 12 factories in
strategic markets across the
continents, delivering mirror backing
paints, insulating glass sealants and
spacers, and decorative glass paints.
www.fenzigroup.com l
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News

People & posts

Do you have a company appointment to tell the world about? Email us at news@glassworldwide.co.uk
Remembering Manohar Lal

Former Secretary of the All India Glass
Manufacturers’ Federation Manohar Lal
recently passed away.
After 24 years of service to the
AIGMF, Mr Lal’s retirement was
commemorated with a function in
Manohar Lal.
January 2014 when he acknowledged
members’ sentiments and thanked everyone for the
understanding and consideration shown to him. He also
stated that his successful tenure was because of close
co-operation with AIGMF office bearers and members.
Many AIGMF dignitaries have paid tribute to Mr Lal,
as well as members of the Glass Worldwide team who
had worked with him since the inaugural Glass India
exhibition in 1995.
Dave Fordham, Glass Worldwide Publisher,
commented: “We are very saddened to learn of the
passing of Manohar Lal and send sincere condolences
to his family and former AIGMF colleagues.
Professionally and personally, it was always a pleasure
to co-operate with Mr Lal over the years. He will be
sadly missed.”
www.aigmf.com l

Alicia Durán wins the 2022
Otto Schott Research Award

The Board of Trustees of the Ernst
Abbe Fund has declared Spanish
National Research Council (CSIC)
researcher Professor Alicia Durán
winner of the 2022 Otto Schott
Professor Alicia
Durán.
Research Award. Prof. Durán will be
presented with the award at the 26th International Glass
Congress in Berlin in July 2022.
The Otto Schott Research Award for outstanding
scientific achievements was first presented in 1991.
Since then, the award has been presented every two
years to recognise excellent researchers for their
scientific and technological achievements in basic and
applied research in the fields of glass, glass-ceramic
and related advanced materials. The research award is
governed by the Stifterverband für die Deutsche
Wissenschaft and presented on an international basis.

Previous winners include researchers
from the USA, Russia, Japan, China
and other European countries, as well
as physicists and chemists from
Germany. Alicia Durán is the first
Spanish researcher to receive the
award.
Professor Durán is a former
President of the International
Commission on Glass and is Chair of
the United Nations International Year
of Glass 2022 (see overleaf). l

HFT formalises
senior leadership
team

To further enhance
client service, HFT –
a provider of glass,
industrial, and
Mark Piedmonte.
power-generation
solutions – has made
key appointments
focused on
expanding the
company’s core
capabilities, including
Kevin Yung.
global engineering,
procurement and
construction, while
maintaining its
emphasis on project
solutions.
Mark Piedmonte
Brad Hall.
will continue to lead
as President and
CEO, directing
implementation of
the strategic plan,
while overseeing
growth of individual
Jordan Baker.
team members and
the company as a whole. “I’m
confident about our direction and I’m

New melting furnace for Pyrex

Glassware manufacturer Pyrex, part of the International
Cookware Group, is investing more than €8 million to
optimise its operations, including €7.2 million for the
demolition and reconstruction of its borosilicate glass
melting furnace in Châteauroux, France.
“This furnace, which reaches a temperature of
1,500°C, consumes a mixture of gas and oxygen. The
new one will reduce our CO2 emissions by more than
1,000 tons per year, a reduction of 12 to 13%, by
increasing the electrical share and optimising energy
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consumption,” stated Claude Bin,
Industrial Director of International
Cookware.
The work, which begins at the
end of June 2022, will be spread out
until mid August in order to keep pace
with the summer off-peak period.
International Cookware has received
€1.8 million support from funds
dedicated to energy transition from

eager for the journey ahead,” he
commented.
Kevin Yung has been
promoted to Chief Revenue Officer
and as such is now responsible for
customer success and satisfaction,
opening new revenue streams, and
strengthening HFT’s pricing
strategy by ensuring stakeholder
alignment. Mr Yung has 24 years
of senior leadership experience in
various industry sectors, and
originally joined HFT in 2003 as a
project engineer. After leaving the
company for several years, he
returned in 2015 as vice president
of operations, and led engineering,
construction, procurement, and
technical services.
Brad Hall comes to HFT as
Chief Operations Officer, with more
than 22 years of professional
experience in the construction
industry. He was most recently
corporate vice president of
operations for an ENR (Engineering
News-Record) Top 400 global
general contractor and has a
diverse background in heavy civil
engineering and building
construction features.
Jordan Baker has joined HFT
as Chief Financial Officer, with
responsibility for accounting,
treasury, Technology & Systems
and overall administration. His
nearly 15 years of experience
includes serving as director of
finance for a furniture, fixtures, and
equipment supplier, controller for
an ENR Top 400 global general
contractor and CFO for an
international electrical contractor.
www.hft.com l

Ademe, the French environment
agency.
“The next furnace change in
five years will probably introduce
new energies,” predicts Mr Bin,
who believes that hydrogen will be
part of the energy mix.
www.pyrex.eu l
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Events

A selection of attendees at the IYOG Opening Ceremony.

IYOG2022 Opening Ceremony
kick-starts ‘The Age of Glass’
Communities from all glass sectors and regions have eagerly anticipated 2022:
the International Year of Glass, following formal resolution approval granted by the
United Nations General Assembly last May. With onsite numbers limited because
of Covid-19 restrictions, Glass Worldwide joined 140 esteemed attendees for
IYOG2022’s two-day official opening ceremony, held at the UN Palace of Nations in
Geneva, Switzerland to celebrate the unique characteristics of glass in all its forms.
Preceded by a FEVE- and GPIsponsored welcome networking
reception to start festivities, 30
globally renowned speakers from
industry, academia, the media,
museums and the art world officially
opened IYOG2022 with presentations
that detailed the latest scientific
and technical breakthroughs to
demonstrate how glass can aid the
development of sustainable societies.
The event was broadcast live to a
global audience on the UN WebTV
site and can still be viewed at https://
media.un.org/en/webtv.
The opening ceremony
commenced with a greeting from
Professor Alicia Durán, IYOG Chair and
Research Professor at the Institute of
Ceramics and Glass (CSIC) in Madrid,
followed by further welcome addresses
from dignitaries including Agustín
Santos Maraver (Spanish Ambassador
at UN Spanish Mission in NY), Sadık
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The IYOG conference sessions took place at the prestigious UN Palace of Nations in Geneva.
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journal choice and appropriate package. You will also be able to see the
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Events

L–R: Kun Wang and Alicia Durán, Secretary and President of IYOG International
Council respectively, with Jean-Luc Logel, Hanène Vanhoute and Sona Debets
Podleiszekova from IRIS Inspection machines, an IYOG sponsor.

Sisecam Chairman Professor Dr Ahmet Kirman
with Sadık Arslan, the Permanent Representative of
Turkey to the United Nations Office at Geneva.

Arslan, the Permanent Representative of Turkey to the
United Nations Office at Geneva), Ambassador Ahmed Ihab
Gamaleldin (Permanent Representative of Egypt to the UN
Office in Geneva) and Shen Yanjie (Science and Technology
Counsellor, Permanent Mission of China in Geneva).
Throughout the event, attendees and speakers
consistently recognised the landmark achievements of
Alicia Durán and her supporting teams in attaining formal
UN approval for IYOG2022 and co-ordinating the multitude
of international activities planned for the coming months.
Stressing that the opening ceremony was just the start of
the movement, Professor Durán stated: “We are announcing
that we are not just entering the year of glass – we are
entering the ‘Age of Glass’”. For an exclusive interview with
Alicia Durán, Phoenix Award Person of the Year 2019 and
soon-to-be recipient of the 2022 Otto Schott Research
Award, that details the story of IYOG’s conception and the
attainment of UN approval, see the July/August 2021 issue
of Glass Worldwide.

and Chief Strategy Officer, Corning
Incorporated), Emmanuelle Gouillart
(Scientific Director, Saint-Gobain),
Dr Prof Ahmet Kirman (Chairman
of Sisecam), Erik Muijsenberg (Vice
President of Glass Service as), Corinne
Claireaux (CelSian Academy Manager),
Prof Peng Shou (Academician
Chinese Academy of Engineering and
Board Chairman of China Triumph
International Engineering Co Ltd), Ilkay
Sökmen (Glass Technologies Director,
Sisecam) Naoki Sugimoto (Executive
Officer & General Manager, Materials
Integration Laboratories at AGC),
Vitaliano Torno (President of FEVE and
Business Operations at O-I) and Dino
Zandonella Necca (President of Vitrum
and ADI).
FEVE and O-I’s Vitaliano Torno
proudly endorsed glass as the ideal
packaging material for promoting
sustainable production and
consumption patterns, including reuse
and recycling, as efforts to build a
truly sustainable future accelerate.
“We have a unique opportunity to

Figurehead speakers

A selection of onsite and remote speakers representing
the glass manufacturing and processing sectors in Geneva
included Philippe Bastien (Chairman of Glass for Europe and
Regional President, AGC Glass Europe), Reinhard Conradt
(President of the ICG), Dr Frank Heinricht (CEO, SCHOTT),
Jeffrey Evenson (Chairman of Corning Museum of Glass

Adeline Farrelly and Vitaliano Torno, FEVE General
Secretary and President, respectively.

celebrate glass. Glass is endlessly
recyclable, guarantees quality and
safety no matter how many times
it’s recycled and it’s virtually inert. It’s
the healthy choice; beautiful; it builds
brands and it is loved by people of
all generations. That’s what makes
it the perfect choice for brands,
retailers and consumers alike,” he
commented.
Using the occasion to confirm
the EU flat glass industry’s
commitments towards climate
neutrality, Philippe Bastien of Glass
for Europe and AGC Glass Europe
said: “Today, flat glass is on track
when it comes to sustainability and
we have tomorrow’s solutions ready
too. No other material provides such
transparency, energy-efficiency,
safety and durability at an affordable
cost in the construction industry.

‘Towards a sustainable world’ conference session (L–R): Vitaliano Torno (FEVE/O-I), Florian Kongoli (FLOGEN Technologies), Mathieu Hubert (Corning – moderator), Philippe Bastien (Glass for
Europe/AGC Glass Europe) and Erik Muijsenberg (Glass Service as).
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Glass experts
Furnace support Process optimization Training and R&D
Celsian’s aim is to minimize the cost of making glass for end users and the environment. We have an agile team of
glass experts using proven methods like furnace modelling, laboratory measurements and practical furnace health
checks to optimize glass melting processes. We also train operators and glass technologists through our standard
course, dedicated programs and various e-learning modules. We strive to be the best partner for optimization of
glass production worldwide.

www.celsian.nl
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Events

Vanessa Chesnot and Adeline Farrelly of FEVE with Luca Oggianu and Bertrand Cazes from Glass for Europe.
Both associations are IYOG sponsors.

Alicia Durán with Erik Muijsenberg and Jana Chovancova from IYOG sponsor
Glass Service as.

We want to go much further and
faster in slashing CO2 emissions as
much as possible from flat glass
manufacturing. Many of our Glass
for Europe members have [under]
taken very ambitious commitments”.
Naoki Sugimoto from AGC in Japan
added: “It is such an honour for AGC
to support the International Year of
Glass. Glass has been an unsung
hero so far, but with United Nations
approving IYOG2022, glass has the
chance to become the hero”.
Sisecam’s Ahmet Kirman
stated: “Sisecam is boldly taking
responsibility and moving forward
to protect, empower and transform
its ecosystem. This understanding
and sense of responsibility underlie

Sponsors

SGT President and FIC Chief Executive Stuart
Hakes with former ICG president Dr Alev Yaraman.
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Sisecam’s vigorous efforts for the
declaration of 2022 as the International
Year of Glass by the UN. As an active
member of ICG – the world’s most
prestigious institution of glass science
in the world – Sisecam has supported
the goal of the United Nations
International Year of Glass 2022 from
the very start. Throughout the year,
Sisecam will focus on amplifying the
global focus on glass”.
“This year will provide special
opportunities to engage across
disciplines and to expand our
understanding and we hope it will
spark creativity and attract new talent
to our field to continue the vital role of
glass in advancing civilisation,” added
Jeffrey Evenson of Corning.

Gesine Bergmann, Head of the VDMA Glass
Technology Forum (left) with Birgit Horn, director of
glasstec at Messe Düsseldorf.

Dr Frank Heinricht of SCHOTT covered the crucial role that
glass plays in life science and the pharmaceutical industry and
his company sponsored a grand Cocktails and Gala Dinner.
Major IYOG ‘Diamond’ sponsors are AGC, Corning, Sisecam
and Vitrum 2023 / Gimav. ‘Avventurina’ IYOG sponsors are
Libbey and Saint-Gobain while ‘Cristallo’ sponsors include
Glaston, Nazeing Glass Works, Nipro Pharma Packaging
and SPIE. Abividro, Glass for Europe, Nippon Electric Glass,
NGA, SGD Pharma, Sumitomo Electric, Verescence and Vical
are IYOG ‘Lattimo’ sponsors. FEVE and GPI were sponsors
of the welcome reception and other sponsors included
Glass Service (lanyards), IRIS Inspection machines (attendee
bag and red carpet photographs), Stevanto Group (charge
station and coffee break), SPIE (notepads and pens) and
verate (technical sponsors). Glass Service (GS) Vice President
Erik Muijsenberg, involved as an ICG Steering Committee
member and a keen IYOG supporter from the very beginning,
said: “We are honoured to have designed for this event the

L–R: Speaker Andy McConnell (BBC television presenter) alongside Stephen
Pollock-Hill (Chairman and Managing Director at Nazeing Glass Works, an IYOG
sponsor) and Mathieu Hubert (Development Associate at Corning Incorporated
and IYOG Executive Committee member). Mr Pollock-Hill is also a liveryman of
the Worshipful Company of Glass Sellers of London.
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Events
lanyards that we believe will become a
unique collector’s item with this once
in a lifetime opportunity in this glass
age. We are proud to be an ICG-IYOG
Official Sponsor.” Jean-Luc Logel,
CEO of IRIS Inspection machines,
added: “We are proud to support this
landmark event which celebrates the
essential role glass plays in the health
of humanity and the environment and
coincides with the 20th anniversary
of IRIS’s foundation.” China Triumph
International Engineering Company
(CTIEC) is a supporter of IYOG
which is promoted and led by ICG
(International Commission on Glass),
Community of Glass Associations,
and ICOM (international committee for
museums and collections of glass).
Representing the International
Year of Glass Council, Professor
John Parker from the University of
Sheffield enthused: “Whether you’re a
brand looking to make your product
stand out or a consumer keen to
celebrate an iconic material, 2022
is the year to recognise glass for its
many proven credentials and build on
a longstanding cultural heritage, for
example by advancing its contribution
to the UN’s Sustainable Development
Goals. Europe enjoys the world’s
highest glass recycling rates, and
significant progress has been made in
glass manufacturing in recent years to
increase sustainable production and
consumption. There is further potential
to progress towards a climate-neutral
Circular Economy, by moving to
renewable energies and advancing the
sustainable use of natural resources.
This all starts with encouraging
more people to choose and recycle
glass, to appreciate its recycling and

reuse as an inherent part of our future
consumption patterns, and to do it
right, so that more glass ends back in
new production loops.”
British Glass Technical Director Dr
Nick Kirk said: “It’s a pleasure to attend
such a prestigious event for our industry
to represent the UK glass industry and
begin the celebrations of our unique
industry. Glass has always been a key
part of our everyday lives, from food
and drinks packaging to windows that
bring light into our homes and the
screens on our phones and laptops,
and it will remain that way as we move
forward to a more sustainable future
with the glass sector leading the way
in decarbonisation. It’s a wonderful
opportunity to show why our industry
and the material it produces is so great
and I look forward to what we have
ahead of us for the rest of 2022.”

Programme

L–R: Jean-Luc Logel (CEO of IRIS Inspection machines), Erik Muijsenberg (Vice
President of Glass Service as) and Philipp Zippe (CEO at ZIPPE Industrieanlagen
GmbH).
Event bags were
sponsored by
IRIS Inspection
machines.

Themed to celebrate the heritage and
importance of glass, the full two-day
conference sessions were as follows:
Glass & Humankind (Moderator:
Teresa Medici)
• Ian Freestone (University College
London): How it all began – The
invention and re-invention of glass
in the ancient world.
• Dedo von Kerssenbrock-Krosigk
(Museum Kunstpalast): Glass:
A History of Meaning.
Glass Living (Moderator: Alicia
Durán)
• James Carpenter (James
Carpenter Design Associates):
Light in the Public Realm
• Emmanuelle Gouillart (SaintGobain Research): Glass for
Sustainable Construction.

The GS group
of companies
(Glass Service,
FIC and
Flammatec)
sponsored the
event lanyards.

Corinne Claireaux, CelSian Academy Manager, presenting ‘Empowering the industry through education and collaboration’.
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Events
•

L–R: Lucien Belmonte (CEO, Abividro), Jean-Pascal Marquié (Operational
Marketing & Communications Manager at IYOG sponsor SGD Pharma), Adeline
Farrelly (Secretary General, FEVE) and Bertrand Cazes (Secretary General, Glass
for Europe).

Glasses in Optics & Photonic Technologies (Moderator
John Parker)
• Kathleen A. Richardson (College of Optics and Photonics
at the University of Central Florida): Seeing and Sensing
the Future: Enabled by Infrared Glass Innovation.
• Naoki Sugimoto (AGC): The role of glass in 5G
communication technology.
• Masashi Onishi (Sumitomo Electric): Optical fibre
technology.
• Lukas Novotny (ETH Zurich): Glass and Quantum.
Glass reaching out – session one (Moderator: Reinhard
Conradt)
• Andy McConnell (journalist): Making glass visible.
• Andrea S.S. de Camargo (University of São Paulo):
Glass science in Brazil.
• Courtney Calahoo (Genics Inc. and University of Alberta):
Glass – Shaping Lives.
Glass & Innovation (Moderator: Lothar Wondraczek)
• Frederik Kotz-Helmer (Glassomer): High-resolution 3D
printing and injection moulding of fused silica glass.

L–R: Robert Prange, Senior Vice President Automotive & Display Technologies at
Glaston, an IYOG sponsor, with glasstec’s Birgit Horn and Anje Theiss-Wirth.
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Steve Jung (Mo-Si Corporation):
Future Opportunities for Glass in
Healthcare.
• Leonid Glebov (OptiGrate): PhotoThermo-Refractive Glasses for
Advanced Laser Applications.
• Samuel Poulain (Le Verre Fluoré):
Fluoride glass technologies for
XXIst century’s challenges.
• Falko Langenhorst (University of
Jena): Glass in space.
Glasses in Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs): The
case of life science and energy
(Moderator Lothar Wondraczek)
• Dr Frank Heinricht (SCHOTT):
Glass – an enabler in life science
and pharma.
• Julian Jones (Imperial College):
Bioglass – Glass for regenerative
medicine.
• Peng Shou (China Triumph
International Engineering Co., Ltd):
Development and Trends of Glass
Innovation Under Global Climate
Change.
• Ilkay Sökmen (Sisecam): Glass
Creates Value.
Towards a sustainable world
(Moderator: Mathieu Hubert)
• Florian Kongoli (FLOGEN
Technologies): Sustainability
Framework and the Role of
Science and Technology.
• Vitaliano Torno (O-I/FEVE): The role
of sustainable glass packaging in
the circular economy.
• Philippe Bastien (Glass for Europe
/ AGC Glass Europe): Sustainability
in the flat glass sector – a solid
track record to transform an
industry vision into reality.
• Erik Muijsenberg (Glass Service
as): Furnace of the future

Glass reaching out – session one
(Moderator: Reinhard Conradt)
• Srikanth Sastry (Department
of Science and Technology,
Government of India): Recent
advances in glass physics and the
glass science landscape in India.
• Edgar Zanotto (Federal University
of Sao Carlos): Glass education
worldwide through formal courses
and research.
• Márcia Vilarigues (Universidade
NOVA de Lisboa): Education
in Glass Art and Science –
challenges of transdisciplinarity.
• Corinne Claireaux (CelSian):
Empowering the industry through
education and collaboration.
The Age of Glass (Moderator:
Mathieu Hubert)
• Jeffrey Evenson (Corning): From
Magic to Science… and Back.
Art glass for ever (Moderator:
Teresa Medici)
• Kimiake Higuchi (artist): Nature of
Pâte de verre.

Forthcoming events

Featuring a host of IYOG celebrations,
including events coinciding with China
Glass in April, Mir Stekla in Moscow in
June, the ICG/DGG Congress in Berlin
in July, Italian Glass Weeks in Milan
and Venice in September, glasstec
in Düsseldorf in September and the
closing IYOG2022 congress in Tokyo
in December, the full IYOG schedule
can be found on the website. l

Further information:
web: 	www.iyog2022oc.org /
www.iyog2022.org

Attendees visiting from the UK included (L–R): Dave Fordham (Glass Worldwide), John Parker (University of
Sheffield and IYOG Executive Committee member), Steve Whettingsteel (Krysteline Technologies), Julian Jones
(Imperial College), Stuart Hakes (SGT/FIC), Rob Ireson (Glass Futures) and Nick Kirk (British Glass/GTS).
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Looking to reach
the highest quality
for all types of
tempered glass?
Here are three reasons why Glaston tempering
technology is your best choice:
1. #1 for quality with any product or glass type
2. Lowest production costs with high energy
efficiency
3. Highest automation level

How to avoid common mistakes and succeed
in the glass tempering business —
Download THE TEMPERING LINE BUYER’S
GUIDE here www.glastory.net

Machinery, services and solutions designed with the future in mind for
the architectural, automotive, solar and appliance industries.
info@glaston.net | www.glaston.net | www.glastory.net | www.gpd.fi

Events

Attendees from the UK glass industry (L–R): Rob Ireson, Aston Fuller (both Glass Futures), Danny Johnson (NSG), Adrian Curry (Encirc), Richard Hulme (Glass Futures / Guardian Glass), Paddy
O’Doherty, Lara Edison (both Encirc), Richard Katz (Glass Futures), Barbara Beadman (Glass Sellers), Dave Dalton (British Glass), Dave Fordham (Glass Worldwide) and Dean Butler (Ardagh Glass).

£54 million Glass Futures
development gets underway

Preferred media
partner of
Glass Futures

Glass Futures, Network Space Developments, St Helens Borough
Council, Liverpool City Region and MPs Marie Rimmer and Connor
McGinn welcomed UKRI and BEIS to mark the ground-breaking of the Glass
Futures Centre of Excellence site in St Helens, Liverpool, on 4 February 2022.
Glass Worldwide, preferred media part of Glass Futures, was there.
Glass Futures is a not-for-profit
Research and Technology Organisation
connecting the glass industry and
academia to create the Global Centre
of Excellence in glass comprising
R&D, innovation, training and
up-skilling. Central to the proposition
is a demonstration-scale glass making
facility of 30tpd capacity. The 165,000ft2
facility is expected to complete in
January 2023, ready for internal fit-out.
Network Space Developments (NSD)
has appointed building contractor
Bower & Kirkland to deliver the building
at Saints Retail Park, occupying a site
with links to the historic glass industry
for which the town is famed.
“With the ground-breaking
ceremony, Glass Futures has reached
a real milestone in the delivery of its
Global Centre of Excellence for glass in
R&D, innovation and training,” stated
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Glass Futures’ Chief Executive, Richard
Katz. “Due for completion next year,
we will be targeting the elimination of
carbon from mass production in the

glass industry, as well as other Foundation Industries.
“For the future of mankind, it’s essential the world
wakes up to the damage it’s doing to itself and collectively
acts now to dramatically reduce fossil fuel emissions

Artist’s impression of the Glass Futures Global Centre of Excellence facility.
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Events
whether from industry, transport,
agriculture or domestic heating.
The Glass Futures’ hot glass
experimental facility is a substantial
stepping stone to cutting
emissions, designed to work
both collaboratively or privately
with industry to identify and
deliver sustainable alternatives
to fossil fuels. We welcome
any approaches from potential
industrial partners who want to join
us on this journey.”

Milestone achievement

The event attracted senior
representatives from the glass
manufacturing community
alongside an impressive audience
of protagonists and supporters
of the project. Adrian Curry,
Managing Director at Encirc,
told Glass Worldwide: “We are
delighted to be a part of this
important milestone for Glass
Futures. At Encirc we very
much value the very important
contribution Glass Futures is
making towards helping us
towards zero emission glass. Our
partnership last year in producing
ultra-low carbon glass using biofuel in our NI plant, was a world’s
first, and I believe just the first
step in our sustainable journey
together.”
Also speaking to Glass
Worldwide at the ground breaking
event, British Glass CEO and
Glass Futures board member
Dave Dalton added: “Today is
a milestone in almost a decade
of work on behalf of the glass
industry where a lot of ambition
has been turned into a reality.
There’s been a lot of people
working behind the scenes to
engender a movement to put
glass in a position where it can
actually make a difference. The
centre will be of international
importance and will attract a lot of
global attention. Especially in the
International Year of Glass 2022,
the ability to work on a higher and
more visible platform is absolutely
tremendous.”
Having stated the Worshipful
Company of Glass Sellers of
London’s intention to influence the
City in their approach to climate
change, glass recycling and
alternative ways to minimalise the
effect on the planet when installed
as Master last December, Barbara
Beadman was present at the

St Helens reception. Ms Beadman, also a director of British Glass,
commented: “This was a meeting of like minds, positive, upbeat
and forward looking. I was proud to be there as part of Glass
Sellers and the carbon-beating future of the glass industry.”

Collaborative construction

Delivery of the project was conceived and is being managed
by landowner and developer NSD, on behalf of a partnership
including not-for-profit research organisation Glass Futures,
St Helens Borough Council, the Liverpool City Region Combined
Authority and UKRI (UK Research & Innovation). This dynamic
and fast-moving partnership has rapidly turned the Glass Futures
concept into a deliverable and contracted scheme in less than
two years. NSD will continue to manage the delivery of the
project through to practical completion.
The building has been pre-sold by NSD to global investor

Standard Life Investments Property
Income Trust, part of abrdn, to secure
forward funding and conclude a viable
delivery strategy. Property Agents B8
acted for Network Space with CBRE
acting on behalf of abrdn. It has been
pre-let to St Helens Borough Council on
a 15-year head lease and will be sub-let
to Glass Futures, which will occupy and
manage the building to deliver industry
and government backed research
and development projects focused
on decarbonising glass production.
It will also provide a platform for the
industry to access an experimental
scale furnace to test and run trials

A clear view on all phases
of glass processing
Maximum transparency and efficiency
thanks to digitalization

siemens.com/glass-processing

MOCM-A10002-00-7600_Ad-Moving-Beyond_148x210.3-190314.indd 1
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Events

On the site with the piling rigs (L–R): Cllr Gomez-Aspron, Bruce Adderley, Catherine Chivers, Conor McGinn MP, Kath O’Dwyer, Cllr David
Baines, Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram, Richard Katz, Marie Rimmer MP, Lisa Harris, Cllr Richard McCauley.

Richard Katz, Glass Futures Chief Executive,
addressing attendees in St Helens.

for implementation at commercial
scale on a state-of-the-art line, both
collaboratively and individually.

Globally significant project

Led by Bowmer & Kirkland, the
Centre’s construction will bring a host
of social and economic benefits to St
Helens and the wider Liverpool City
Region including commitments to
local employment opportunities and
apprenticeship hours.
Speaking at the ground-breaking
event, St Helens Borough Council
Leader, David Baines, said: “It’s great to
be here today to see construction begin

on Glass Futures, the state-of-the-art, globally significant
project. Over the next year, the glass research and innovation
facility will be built on the brownfield site of the former United
Glassworks, with a focus on decarbonising glass production.
“It will once again put St Helens at the forefront of glass
innovation and help us play a significant role in the Green
Industrial Revolution, leading the way for other industries to
cut their carbon emissions,” he stated.
In agreement was Steve Rotheram, Mayor of the
Liverpool City Region, who added that, “St Helens has
always been a global leader in the glass industry and Glass
Futures will be a key part of making sure it retains that role
in the future of the industry as it decarbonises, whilst being a
key driver for jobs and skills.”
“As we progress with its development, this global centre
of excellence will support the glass and other foundation
industries in their transitions to more efficient, productive,
and environmentally conscious operating models,”
noted Bruce Adderley, Challenge Director of the UKRI’s
Transforming Foundation Industries challenge.
Marie Rimmer, MP for St Helens South and Whiston
observed that, “For centuries glass has been a huge part of
St Helens. It is part of the fabric that makes up our town.
Glass Futures will keep St Helens at the heart of the global
glass industry for many more years... Glass is going to

be the green material of choice for
decades to come.”
An enthusiastic Catherine Chilvers,
Development Director at Network
Space, pronounced that, “It is fantastic
for all partners to see the works
commencing on site as we transform
a redundant former glass works site
into a global R&D asset. The project
will proudly secure St Helens at the
forefront of glass innovation and
sustainable glass production.’’
Glass Futures operates a
membership model open to likeminded organisations to work
alongside some of the world’s largest
glass manufacturers, supply-chain
partners, brands and academic
institutions collaborating to deliver netzero to the glass industry. l

Further information:
web:
www.glass-futures.org

In front of the aerial image CGI of the development on the hoardings around the construction site (L–R): Steve Barnes NS, David Baker B+K, Bruce Adderley UKRI, Cllr McCauley, Conor McGinn
MP, Richard Katz Glass Futures, Kath O’Dwyer St Helens, Cllr Baines, Cllr Gomez-Aspron, Marie Rimmer MP, Steve Rotheram LCR, Catherine Chilvers NS.
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Taking
innovation
to 1200 °C
and beyond
As the leading supplier of
high-grade refractory products,
systems and solutions, our purpose
is to master heat. We enable global
industries, including steel, cement,
non-ferrous metals and glass to
build sustainable modern life.
With a vertically integrated value
chain, from raw materials to
refractory products and full
per formance-based solutions,
RHI Magnesita serves customers
around the world.
Find out more at rhimagnesita.com
and follow us on:

Factory Spotlight

A new glassworks for a new era
One of Europe’s leading glass manufacturers Vetropack is expanding its operations
with a new production site in Northern Italy. Designed for optimum flexibility and
sustainability, the future-proof facility will capitalise on the benefits of a smart
factory, while leaving space for human expertise and creativity.

Christoph Burgermeister, Project Manager at
Vetropack.

The birth of Italian industry started on
the canals: from the 13th to the 20th
century, goods for the burgeoning
Milanese industrial region were
transported on the Naviglio Grande, a
canal that connects to the river Ticino
and which forms the border between
Lombardy and Piedmont.
By investing in a new flagship
facility for the storied Italian market,
Vetropack’s aim is for cutting-edge
production to commence in Boffalora
sopra Ticino near Milan in 2023

Rendering of the new Boffalora plant, which will be one of Vetropack Group’s largest sites.

– not far from the company’s old
site in Trezzano sul Naviglio – at an
ergonomic plant that is designed to
be future-proof, flexible and
sustainable.

Tradition meets modernisation

With nine glassworks and around 4,000 employees,
Vetropack delivers high-quality glass packaging to markets
in central, eastern and southern Europe, in particular for the
food and drinks industry with products ranging from olive oil
and preserves to nut nougat spreads and juices, soft drinks
and spirits of all kinds. Wine and prosecco are particularly
popular with the Italian market.
The subsidiary Vetropack Italia S.r.l. has belonged to
the Group since 2015, although the glass making at the
Trezzano site dates back to 1960. As Johann Reiter, CEO
of Vetropack, points out: “It was already clear from early on
that the old site in Trezzano sul Naviglio was not going to
meet the company’s long-term objectives. The important
Italian market with its rich culinary traditions and many
world-famous brands plays a central role in our strategy.”
This is in addition to the ambitious quality and sustainability
targets which the company has set for itself for the year
2030, including flexible and bespoke production on the one
hand and the most efficient usage of resources on the other.

Designing a future-proof facility

The ‘ground breaking’ ceremony for Vetropack Group’s new glassworks took place on 25 October 2021.
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Planning for the new site – the investment for which
amounts to more than 300 million CHF – has begun, with
preparations long in the making. All stakeholders including
the Italian authorities, landscape designers, architects,
employees in Trezzano and experts from the Vetropack
Group were involved in good time in order to draw up
a particularly future-proof and sustainable concept. The
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WHAT ARE WE COOL AT?
We are the first company providing complex delivery and installation service specialized in glass industry, from one hand you can get:

IS machine:
- Installation with steel support design, delivery and installation
- Piping (vacuum, compressed air, water, greasing system)
- Fans, ducting, valves for mold, dead plate, conveyor and servomotors cooling
- Cabling of IS machine
- Electric cabinets and automation and control system of all IS machines supply
devices (fans, vacuum pumps, compressors, water pumps)

Furnace:
- Assembly of steel structure around furnace
- Piping (gas, water, air supply)
- Cooling water basins, tanks, manifolds
- Fans, nozzles, valves and ducts for cooling system

DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION OF THE EQUIPMENT FOR:
GAS

COMPRESSED AIR

FRESH WATER

VACUMM

FANS

COOLING WATER

WASTE WATER

STEEL CONSTRUCTION

LAYING POWER CABLES

Our team is experienced and focused on glass industry, we have more than 20 years
of experience in installations. Get in touch with us!

Factory Spotlight

Optical non-contact measurement
technology for the glass industry

container glass

flat glass

Both white and coloured cuvée glass will be manufactured at the new plant.

production facility, which is being built on the site of the former
Reno di Medici paper factory and abides by all environmental
requirements, is 347,000m2 with approximately 170,000m2
dedicated to production equipment.
Large parts of the site’s structural remains are being reused.
A historically important warehouse is being restored and opened
to the public as an information centre. Even the SP225 main road
will be modified during the construction works, with additional relief
provided by parking spaces built for cars and lorries. Part of the
area is also envisioned as a 31,000m2 park, which, as a public
green space, will strike an attractive contrast with the modern
industrial landscape.
All 301 employees at the old Trezzano site will be given the
opportunity to transfer to the new Boffalora site approximately
25km away. Even though the output per employee is being
significantly increased, the size of the workforce will also grow
slightly due to the higher capacity, with both new employees and
existing personnel who have been trained since 2020 to use the
new production machinery.

Doing more with less

sampling &
laboratory

special
solutions

www.vma-online.de

How will production work in the new glassworks? Vetropack is
capitalising on the benefits of a smart factory, while leaving space
for human expertise and creativity: all glass production processes
are based on the Vetropack Group’s expertise and are being
brought in line with the latest technology. The Vetropack philosophy
of ‘safety first’ has been implemented consistently and the newest
developments within ergonomic workplace design have been taken
into consideration.
Both white and coloured cuvée glass will be manufactured
at the site and the productivity per tonne of glass will increase
significantly as a result of the ultra-modern machinery. As in the
previous glassworks, there will initially be two furnaces in operation
at Boffalora. The complete infrastructure is, however, already
designed for an expansion of production capacity as a positive
market development is anticipated both in Italy and abroad in
the medium term. Even with only two furnaces, an increase in
production capacity of around 50% will have been achieved.
“As such, Boffalora will be one of the Vetropack Group’s largest
sites,” says Christoph Burgermeister, Project Manager at Vetropack.
“We will be able to produce more flexibly at the new glassworks
and will therefore be more able to meet the rising demand for
high-quality packing, including in smaller batches – so-called semispecialities.”
A standout feature of the new site is its fully automated
warehouse: automated vehicles will transport the finished bottles
and glasses from the production facility into the warehouse
and from there to the loading ramp safely and without human
intervention.

info@vma-online.de I +49 36785 587-0
www.glassworldwide.co.uk

Factory Spotlight
Pioneer in sustainability issues

Environmental sustainability and efficient use of resources are
being heavily invested in at Vetropack’s new glassworks. All trees
felled in the course of the construction work will be planted anew
elsewhere. The glass façades are intended to blend into the
landscape harmoniously – not least because of the muted colour
palette of greens and browns. In addition to this, the factory roof
is being constructed so it is possible to install photovoltaic cells
over its entire surface area, a portion of which will be in use [to help
power the facility] right from the outset.
Glass is without doubt one of the most sustainable packaging
materials as it is 100% and often endlessly recyclable. Vetropack is
one of the pioneers of recycling and started collecting used glass in
Switzerland as early as 1970. Nowadays, the proportion of recycled
glass within the Vetropack Group is approximately 55%, with the
aim of surpassing 70% by 2030.
Vetropack’s specific measures for boosting sustainability
include:
• Decontaminating the industrial site.
• Re-using materials from the demolition of the original building
and facilities.
• Low noise pollution during the day and at night.
• Energy-efficient processes and production equipment and using
waste heat.
• Producing green electricity using photovoltaic systems.
• Reducing emissions using the newest filtration systems (dust
and NOx).
• Low water consumption using closed-loop systems.
Production of glass packaging will commence at Vetropack’s new
Italian site in the first quarter of 2023. Precise planning for how to
shift production from the old glassworks to the new one, as well as
training at various sites and suppliers’ premises, is already under
way.
“As there are back-up solutions for the product lines within the
Italian market at other Vetropack glass works, continuity of supply
will be guaranteed at all times,” assures Mr Burgermeister. “We are
looking forward to the beginning of a new era for our customers
and are confident that Boffalora’s success will reflect positively on
the entire Vetropack Group.” l

Proposed layout for Vetropack’s expanded operations in Northern Italy.

Further information:
Vetropack Italia S.r.l, Milan, Italy
tel:
+39 02 458771
email: info@vetropack.com
web:
www.vetropack.com
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On the Spot...

Gold Plus was the first 100% Indian-owned float glass manufacturer.

On the Spot… Jimmy Tyagi
The first and only 100% Indian-owned float glass manufacturer, Gold Plus is
currently in the throes of its largest capacity expansion to date. CEO Jimmy
Tyagi exclusively updated Glass Worldwide, preferred international journal of
the All India Glass Manufacturers’ Federation, on the company’s plans for construction of
a greenfield plant to meet increasing demand for float and solar glass.
GW: Having traded glass since
1985 and processed automotive
and architectural glass since
1996, Gold Plus has achieved
remarkable growth in the wake of
becoming the first wholly Indianowned company to produce float
glass in 2009. What position does
the company currently hold in
the India flat glass production
business?
We are the second largest float glass
producer in India in terms of installed
capacity. Customer delight has always
been our aim and our Chairman, Mr
Subhash Tyagi, the visionary who
laid the targets for the company, has
been very clear about that. To meet
our customers’ expectations we have
grown as a float glass manufacturer.
There is enough growth potential in
India and we target that growth.
GW: What are the current
capabilities of your existing
manufacturing facility at Roorkee,
Uttarakhand in the north of India?
We have two float lines in Roorkee
with a combined installed capacity
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of 1250tpd along with a mirror line.
A new silver mirror line is under
installation and will be upstream
by March 2022 [at the time of this
interview].
Our focus is to make sure that
we provide a complete the range
of products for our customers. We
produce clear float glass, tinted glass,
reflective glass, frosted glass and
mirrors at Roorkee.
GW: What are the highlights of
recent investments in Roorkee?
We commissioned Line 2 at Roorkee
in January 2018 and after that Line
1 was rebuilt in 2019 where we
increased the capacity from 460tpd
to 550tpd and made improvements
to the whole line, providing better fuel
efficiency, product capability and life of
the furnace.
As mentioned earlier, the new
silver mirror line will be operational by
March 2022.
GW: What was the motivation for
the recently announced expansion
programme in southern India?

This expansion is planned when considering the growth
of float glass industry in India. Our Chairman is committed
to making India self-reliant for float glass. He believes this
investment will not only help us in serving our customers
based in the south and west regions in efficient way but will
also reduce dependency on imports.
The expansion will be at Belgaum, Karnataka. We have
already started work at the site and will put up three lines
consisting of two float lines and one solar glass line. Total
installed capacity will be 1,900tpd (800tpd for each float and
300tpd for solar). The three lines will be operational over the
next two years.
GW: How has the Covid-19 pandemic impacted the
construction plans?
Covid has been really difficult for everyone in the country,
but recently the restrictions have started easing. Now, the
construction activities are progressing well at site. We make
sure that we follow all the Covid protocols. It’s important for
everyone’s safety.
GW: Having previously worked with internationally
renowned companies such as Fives, Glaston,
Grenzebach, ISRA, Lahti, LiSEC, Schiatti Angelo and
others, who will be the main suppliers of technology to
support the new investment?
We have signed contracts with CTIEC, Grenzebach and
ISRA for this project. All are extremely reputable suppliers
and we have had good experience with them in the past.
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Let us be your guide
through the world of glass
China and other countries share the worldwide goal to protect the environment, reduce
CO2 emissions, and focus on renewable energies. In order to meet the increasing demand for
solar glass, we have redesigned our pattern glass portfolio extensively and completed with
new technology to a state-of-the-art product line. With this pattern product line, Grenzebach is
supporting you to strive to execute the solar mega project and meet the related targets. Why
not contact us for your new glass project?
James Shang
Managing Director Grenzebach Machinery (Jiashan) Ltd.

w w w. g r e n z e b a c h . c o m

We look forward to your visit
China Glass, Shanghai
Hall E1, Booth 110

On the Spot...
Our idea is to adopt the best and
latest technology available right now
that can help us improve efficiencies in
all aspects of the production process.
GW: Why was the location of
Belgaum, Karnataka chosen for
the new plant?
Since we already have a presence

in North India, we wanted our next
location to provide us with good
strategic coverage that would
complement the existing location.
Belgaum was chosen after a thorough
study of various locations. This is a
beautiful location, meets all our basic
requirement and is strategically very
well placed to cover the south and

west market. Once this location is operational, it will help us
in serving our customers in an even more efficient way.
GW: Will the new location provide opportunities for
exporting produce?
The intent is to cater to the Indian market but being closer to
port opens up the possibility of exports in the future.
GW: What products will be manufactured at the new
plant?
Our product range will consist of clear glass, a tinted glass
range, reflective glass and frosted glass. This will be the first
facility in India to manufacture 15mm and 19mm thickness
clear float glass. There is a plan to add a mirror line and an
offline coater later at this facility.
GW: So customers have reacted positively to the
announcement of the plant?
The response has been amazing, especially from our
customers from southern and western parts of India. They
are eagerly awaiting the plants to be operational. Gold Plus
has always had a customer-centric approach and with
this expansion we will be able to deliver goods even more
efficiently all over India.

Artist’s impression of the new plant that will occupy a 200-acre area in Belgaum, Karnataka.

Autoclave-free
Lamination System for
Flat Glass Production
Energy- and cost-efficient inline
production of laminated glass

• Fast lamination due to contact heat
transfer under vacuum
• No Pre-Nip, No Vacuum bagging or
rack preparation necessary
• Low energy and manufacturing costs
compared to autoclaves
• Short cycle times of 5 to 20 minutes
depending on the glass build-up

Engineering
is our DNA
burkle.tech

GW: How many people are employed by Gold Plus and
will it be a challenge to recruit a workforce in Belgaum
with the necessary expertise?
Over 1,400 people are part of the Gold Plus family at present.
Over the years we have created a good infrastructure that has
helped us nurture young talent. This has proven to be a good

On the Spot...
way to develop an experienced set of
people. We are well prepared to recruit
another 2,000 people required for the
new facility.
GW: How is Gold Plus investing in
the specialist flat glass processing
facility in Kala Amb, Himachal
Pradesh, catering to high value
glasses such as toughened,
laminated, insulating, ceramic
printed, acoustic, bulletproof and
automotive?

In the processing facility we are
continuously making improvements
to keep up with the latest technology.
We have plans to upgrade our
infrastructure there in 2022.
GW: How would you summarise
Gold Plus’ growth strategy for the
years to come?
We want to be a leading player in the
flat glass manufacturing segments and
will continue to expand in the float and
solar segments in the coming years.

Our focus will be to make sure we are able to serve the
Indian market in best possible ways.
The Indian flat glass market will grow at a good pace
and we would like to have a major share.
GW: With Gold Plus being a member of the All India
Glass Manufacturers’ Federation (AIGMF), how
important is the federation’s role in the furtherment of
the Indian glass industry?
The AIGMF is the single biggest platform to bring together
the glass Industry in India. They have been a great
ambassador for the Indian glass industry at various levels.
Their representation has definitely helped the industry in a
lot of ways. All concerns and improvements required for the
glass industry in India are always addressed efficiently by
the AIGMF.
GW: With the next editions recently rescheduled for
14–16 September 2023, how useful are events such
glasspro INDIA and glasspex INDIA?
These exhibitions provide very good platforms to interact
with all vertical markets within the glass industry. We are
looking forward to participating at such events when they
take place again. l
Further information:
Gold Plus Float Glass, New Delhi, India
tel:
+91 11 66376000
email: info@goldplusgroup.com
web: www.goldplusgroup.com

In recent years Gold Plus has invested significantly at the existing manufacturing facility in Roorkee.

Innovations for high-performance glass inspection
from the global leader in surface inspection
www.isravision.com

Factory Spotlight

Furnace reconstruction
boosts beer bottle production
In the last quarter of 2021, O-I Glass completed a €40 million investment in the
Czech Republic, reconstructing a furnace at its Nové Sedlo plant and renewing
related equipment including two production lines. Antonín Petras, plant manager
described to Glass Worldwide the step forward in sustainability at the plant, which
has operated for almost 145 years and today specialises in beer bottle production.
O-I has reconstructed one of the two
glass furnaces at its Nové Sedlo plant
in the Czech Republic. The investment
of almost €40 million included the
demolition of the original furnace,
construction of the new furnace
and renewal of equipment on two
production lines. One of the lines now
operates with a new machine and the
cold end also underwent complex
modernisation.
“The shutdown of the furnace
is always an extraordinary event,”
said Antonín Petras, Nové Sedlo’s
Plant Manager. “This furnace worked
for more than 15 years. The new
furnace is larger and thus ensures
greater production productivity. Also,
it will provide us more flexibility in the
production, so we can keep pace
with the developing demands of our
customers.” The plant operates with
two furnaces and its site covers 14
hectares.
With the investment, the O-I plant
proceeds on its sustainability journey.

Antonín Petras (right) with members of the Furnace Rebuild Project Team.

500 million bottles are manufactured every year at the Nové Sedlo plant.
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Antonín Petras (right) with Teplotechna Prima contractor production director
Zdeněk Novák.

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk

THREE INDUSTRY-LEADING
SERVICES, ADVANCING AS ONE.
The SORG Group is more than just one company.
It is three unique forces powered by experience,
reliability and innovation, providing a single source
to support glassmakers with optimal design and
seamless delivery throughout the furnace lifetime.

Together, we are the SORG Group.

We are a customer-centric
partner dedicated to designing,
constructing and improving
batch and cullet plants using
the best technology available.

We are a world leader in glass
melting and conditioning
technology, enhancing the
performance of furnaces to
maximise asset lifespan.

We are a worldwide service
provider for furnace erections,
steel supply and glass-to-glass
rebuilds, as well as maintenance
and hot repairs.

eme.de

sorg.de

sks.net

Factory Spotlight
Over 10% energy savings are
expected, as well as 10% emissions
reduction. Creating a sustainable
future is one of the company’s most
important commitments. One of
O-I’s global goals is to increase the
average use of recycled content
in its glass to 50%. “Our plant is
focused on green and amber glass

production, which already enables us
using up to 80% of recycled material
for making our bottles,” explained Mr
Petras.

Symbol of stability

O-I’s Nové Sedlo plant is located in
the north-western part of the Czech
Republic, 150km [93 miles] from the

Czech capital of Prague. It has been a part of the global
Owens-Illinois network since 1996. However, the region
has a much longer history of glassmaking. The Nové Sedlo
plant was founded in 1878 and in the times of greatest
prosperity employed more than 2,000 people. Some
reminders of the great times of the factory’s history can
be seen even today. One is the old plant’s chimney, which
has been an integral part of the town’s landscape for more
than 100 years and was registered as a cultural monument

Creating a sustainable future is one of O-I’s most important commitments.

The recent programme included investment in two productions lines.

www.duratemp.com
Prevents thermal
checks, under-bead
checks.
Superior
performance &
machinability
Excellent heat &
wear resistance

Mould Top Plates

WARE
HANDLING
EXPERTS

949 S. McCord Road
Holland, OH 43528 USA
+1-419-866-4348
sales@duratemp.com
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Nové Sedlo’s portfolio includes 118 products.

Members of O-I’s 200-strong team in Nové Sedlo.

in 2021. Today, O-I Glass provides employment for 200
people locally.
Through the decades, the glassmaking plant in Nové
Sedlo has become a symbol of stability in the region.
Even the Covid-19 pandemic did not stop its operations,
including the latest investment. The rebuild of the furnace
started in September 2021 and took exactly two months,
when the Covid-19 pandemic was peaking again in the
Czech Republic. “Of course, we adhered to strict safety
measures at all times, and we also tested all employees and
external staff for Covid-19 as a precaution. It was not always
easy to organise and it required extra effort from all our
employees and contractors. But thanks to that, everything

was completed according to schedule
with no major health or safety issues,”
added Antonín Petras.

Dominating the market

One of the first products to come off
the renewed lines was a special beer
bottle with a motif of the rebuild. The
Nové Sedlo plant produces some
500 million bottles every year and its
portfolio comprises more than 100
products, mostly beer bottles, but also
wine containers. About 60% of the

plant’s production is destined for the
Czech market, with the rest exported
to adjacent countries.
In the Czech Republic, O-I Glass
also operates in Dubí near Teplice in
Northern Bohemia. This plant has one
furnace and is specialising in flint glass.
O-I is the market leader on the Czech
market. l
Further information:
web:
www.o-i.com

SENTRY 2-PIN CHAIN. FOR LONGER LIFE & HIGHER SPEEDS
ACTUAL PHOTOS OF SENTRY

Ramsey’s 100% Steel Sentry 2-Pin Chains:
• Guard Links with Fully Recessed Pin Heads
• 100% Hardened Alloy Steel Construction
• Staked to Decrease Chain Elongation

• Special Side Links For Easy Connection
• Pre-Stressing for Reduced Chain Elongation
• Available in ½” and 1” Extended Pitch

Contact Ramsey at www.ramseychain.com, sales@ramseychain.com, (704) 394-0322
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From embellishment to creation –
heritage brand returns to its roots

Aerial view of Cerve’s
50,000m2 Vedole plant.

Italy’s Cerve Group was born in 1953 and the Bormioli family, owner of the group,
has been active in the glass industry since the Middle Ages. As the business
continue to grow and enhance the quality and sustainability of its products,
President and Owner of Cerve Giovanni Bormioli spoke exclusively to Glass
Worldwide about diversifying from decorating to glassmaking.

Giovanni Bormioli owner of Cerve Group

Owners of Cerve Group the Bormioli
family have been working with glass
since the Middle Ages. The first official
documentation of glass activity dates
back to 1364 when the family was
located in Altare in the province of
Savona, on the north-Italian coast. In
the nineteenth century the Bormiolis
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moved to Parma, where they
continued glass production from a
larger facility.
Founded by Pier Luigi Bormioli in
Parma in 1953, initially as a division
of the Bormioli Group for decoration,
Cerve takes its name from the crasis
of CERamica and VEtro [Italian for
‘ceramics’ and ‘glass’]. Pier and his
father, Rocco, were inspired by the
consumerism in 1950s America –
the proliferation of colour televisions
and refrigerators emblematic of the
development gap between the United
States and Italy – and acquired
machines, annealing lehrs and knowhow in glass decoration technologies
from New Jersey. In 1964 the
company started its collaboration with
Ferrero for the decoration of Nutella
jars and glasses.
“Cerve began to successfully
enter the [glass] market with its own
brands and decorations in the 1980s,”
recounts Giovanni Bormioli (son of
Pier and grandson of Rocco), who

has been running the company since 1989. “It divided into
two divisions: one for decorations for third parties, the other
for the decoration and commercialisation of glass items
for the kitchen and home. In those years a policy of strong
expansion began with new plants, technologically advanced
production lines, investments in research and development.”
By 2000 Cerve was “a world leader in mechanics applied to
glass decoration and still continues its pioneering role in the
sector,” he adds.

Global player with enormous resources

Today, the company specialises in the glass decoration
sector and its main costumers are glass factories, fashion
houses, large chains of tableware and spirits producers.
“We are world leaders. We can boast of the largest
decoration plant in the world [50,000m2] with more than
30 lines of production,” says Mr Bormioli.
Cerve’s supersized facility for glass decoration is
headquartered in Vedole, Parma (the first plant opened in
2006; the second in 2009). There are two further factories in
Parma: San Polo, specialising in tableware decoration, and
Medesano: where the matting [applying an opaque satin
finish] of small bottles (perfumery/cosmetics) takes place.
There is another matting facility for larger bottles (wine,
spirits…) in Poggibonsi, Tuscany, and another in Altare – the
Tuscan home of Bormioli family. There is “no limit” to the size

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk

Glass furnaces

Glass Service Italy is a 100% Italian company priding itself
on excellence and innovation. Servicing the global glass
industry for more than 40 years, GS designs and manufactures
highly-specialized furnaces, automations and systems
and also offers tailor-made technological solutions.
Our expert engineers work side by side with customers to provide
extensive training, dedicated customer support and complete
after-sales assistance for the entire life of the plant.

S O LU T I O N S F O R T H E G L A S S I N D U S T RY
www.glassservice.it
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Davide Grossi, Cerve’s Quality Director, discusses the company’s technologies.

Matting fragrance bottles for historical client Dolce and Gabbana.

of bottles that Cerve’s equipment can
decorate.
The company currently employs
600 people. There is a “very low
turnover and a widespread sense
of belonging” among staff, reports
Mr Bormioli, which he attributes to
“the importance we attach to human
resources, in workspaces and individual
enhancement,” – for instance, all
Cerve’s factories have been purposely
designed for enhanced ergonomics,
low noise, and employee comfort.

A minimum production run for the busy company is
4,000 bottles/glasses. There is no maximum limit; “We have
the equipment to handle customers with tens of millions
of pieces per year,” confirms Mr Bormioli. And also the
capacity: Cerve’s size means that it can provide clients with
a lot of space to store products, and customers benefit from
expertise and know-how that is shared across all the plants.
Working closely with brand owners to develop innovative
glass decoration solutions is very important to Cerve. “We
want to find the best design that reflects the style of the
brand and the [intention] of the owner,” explains Mr Bormioli.
“One example could be Vodka Cavalli [created by the
fashion brand Roberto Cavalli]; we worked with Tommaso
Cavalli to refine the design of the bottle.”
Other prestige clients include Chanel – in 2000 Cerve
began decorating bottles for the launch of the Coco
Mademoiselle perfume, continuing to work with the brand on
other fragrances – and Dolce and Gabbana.

Ability to adapt and innovate

Supplying international key markets of
tableware and fashion house perfumery
& cosmetics, Cerve has observed and
responded to an increasing demand
for custom glass that ticks the boxes
for sustainability (see overleaf) and
singularity. The company offers an
abundance of decorating options. For
its screen printing operations, Cerve
works with affiliate company Tecno5,
manufacturer of equipment for multicolour and high-precision printing on
glass items. “Tecno5 is the company’s
reference [for] screen printing machines
and we commission them to produce

many machines,” says Mr Bormioli.
Other decorative techniques available
to clients include pad printing, hot
stamping, decal application, laser
engraving, matting, sandblasting,
coating, mirroring and ceramic glazes
and its OKT decoration (organic
colouring for glass tableware with a
lower environmental impact due to
using less energy for the screen printing
process).
“We are pioneers in digital
decoration with our patented OKJ
technology,” adds Mr Bormioli, of
the company’s exclusive technology
which allows decoration to extend to
the bottom of glasses, goblets and
other flat shapes, offering an unlimited
number of colours and the option
to create four-colour images – both
opaque and transparent – that are also
dishwasher-safe.
“However, there is still a long way
to go for a clear transition between
classic screen printing and digital
printing,” believes Mr Bormioli. “The
goal of Cerve is to improve more and
more in digital printing and use it to the
fullest. For example, digital printing is
very useful for sampling.”

Working with historical client Chanel on the bottles for its men’s fragrance ‘Bleu de Chanel’.
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Diversifying into glassmaking

Having dominated the market for glass decoration, Cerve
considered a return to the original family business and,
almost ten years ago, started looking for a new glass factory
that would enable the company to combine its decoration
know-how with manufacturing. This led to Cerve Group’s
acquisition of Austrian glass manufacturer Technoglas in
2018. “We decided [on] Technoglas because we believed
in the production of [its] high quality pressed glass for many
markets,” explains Mr Bormioli.
Founded in southern Austria in 1859, the Voitsberg

Vidivi heart-shaped glass produced at Technoglas.

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk
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Cerve began working with Amarena Fabbri in 1968.

Producing the bottles for Chanel’s popular ‘Chance’ perfume.

glass factory has undergone multiple changes of ownership
and product specialism. “[When] we took over the glass
factory [it] only produced car headlights. The challenge was
to start producing for other markets as well, diversifying the
company,” says Mr Bormioli. Today, under the stewardship
of Cerve and Technoglas, it manufactures high quality
pressed glass for tableware, perfume & cosmetics, and
automotive and technical glass. The plant has a 40tpd
furnace coupled to four production lines, all with automatic
pressing systems. Since the acquisition, Cerve Group has
made investments to increase the quality and production
yield and will continue to augment the facility’s capabilities.
“We are building a new, [better-] performing line,” says Mr
Bormioli. He is coy on the subject of forthcoming product
launches – “We reserve some surprises for the future,” he
teases.

the waste from the production process
is ground and used to lower the
melting temperature and save energy,”
explains Mr Bormioli. “The furnace that
melts our glass is 100% electric and
is powered by hydroelectric energy:
the process is therefore completely
sustainable.
Vidivi proudly displays its
sustainability credentials too,
highlighting the fact that all products
are strictly lead-free and fully
recyclable.
As an environmentally-conscious
glass decorator, Cerve has been
promoting organic glazes for 30
years and only uses solvent-free
water-based paints. “Our vocation for
development and research has led us
to patent organic colours and highly
sustainable techniques, such as OKT
and OKJ, without sacrificing high levels
of resistance to washing and product
brilliance,” elaborates Mr Bormioli. “We
invest in the development of glazes
that require lower firing temperatures
to reduce our energy impact [and] we
respect the environment by using lowconsumption brushless electric motors

Vidivi Vetri delle Venezie

On 18 January, 2021 Cerve acquired another glassworks
in Voitsberg, finalising its purchase of the Vetri delle Venezia
(Vidivi) branch of the business from Vetrerie Riunite SpA. An
Italian brand for home and tableware items in glass, Vidivi
Vetri delle Venezie is “well known for the brilliance, design,
transparency and resistance of the items,” according to Mr
Bormioli. “Vidivi is a very refined brand with a lot of charm.
We plan to produce new glass shapes with a very attractive
design that reflects the Austrian know-how and the classic
Italian style.”
Vidivi is a go-to for its glasses, vases, cups, bowls,
carafes, plates and cake stands, and Cerve plans to add to
this range with a premium offering: “We are going to present
two new lines of glasses, vases and cups – one this year
and another in 2023 – designed by a famous Italian designer
allocated in Milan.”
Vidivi Vetri delle Venezie’s main market is international
export: USA, the Middle East, Europe; and customers are
large household chains. Cerve intends to expand into new
markets, aided by investment in new lines and strengthening
Vidivi’s communication and brand awareness.

and electric lehrs in our factories.”
In addition, Cerve avoids polluting
with closed-cycle satin finishing
systems, and further reduces the
environmental impact of its operations
by lighting its factories with LEDs,
powered by photovoltaic panels,
cooled with the help of large windows.
“Profit is important, but there
are other values too,” underlines Mr
Bormioli. “The impact that work has on
people’s lives and on the community
is essential […] We are proud to
produce an eternal, infinitely recyclable
sustainable material.
“With our products and glass in
general we help free the planet and
the sea from the invasion of single-use
plastics,” he adds.
It would seem that the company’s
social and environmental conscience is
as crystal clear as its products. l

Further information:
Cerve S.p.A., Parma, Italy
tel:
+39 0521 2786
email: cerve.parma@cerve.it
web:
www.cerve.it

Commitment to sustainability

Cerve is acutely aware that industry leadership comes with
responsibilities, and the power to ‘play a pioneering role in
technological innovation and to devote exemplary attention
to the environment and society […] from raw materials to the
smallest organisational and managerial choices’, according
to its website, which has a dedicated ‘green’ tab detailing its
efforts to respect and preserve the environment.
Technoglas posits itself as a green company: “100% of
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Inside Cerve’s Vedole plant.

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk

Full speed ahead

Passion, know-how and high reactivity give us the
ability to grant our Customers ontime deliveries,
even now.
At SIGMA customer satisfaction is our most
important investment.
S.I.G.MA. S.r.l. - Locate Varesino - Italy
REFRATRADE S.r.l. - Locate Varesino - Italy
SIGMAREF SRLU - Plovdiv - Bulgaria

www.sigmaref.it

Supplier Focus

Taking pattern glass to the next level
Managing Director of Grenzebach Machinery (Jiashan) Ltd. James Shang has been
with Grenzebach since the foundation of its subsidiary in China, where the company
is now known as a reliable, high-quality supplier and partner, particularly for float and
pattern glass equipment. Glass Worldwide caught up with Mr Shang to find out how
Grenzebach has gained such a firm foothold in the Chinese market.
James Shang began his career in the glass industry as
an electrical engineer and worked in a glass factory for
two years after completing his studies. “Since joining
Grenzebach in 1998, I have learned many different skills as
a commissioning engineer,” he explains. “Then I entered
the sales team, where I experienced and developed
intensive relationships with the glass customers. With
encouragement from customers and colleagues, I gladly
took over the role as Managing Director in 2020.”
Grenzebach has been supplying plants for the
production of flat glass for decades. “My colleagues and I
have been working at Grenzebach for many years; we have
accrued great expertise and know our glass customers
and their needs and we are happy to support them with
our products and solutions,” continues Mr Shang. “Glass is
produced all over the world, but even so, we are a family in
the glass industry. Most of [Grenzebach’s] employees have
been working with us and in the glass industry for many
years, so we can speak the ‘same’ language even across
different countries.”

Establishing business in China

Grenzebach started business in China 35 years ago,
delivering its first glass line to a Chinese customer in 1986.
“In 1993, our Sales Manager at the time, Alfons
Reichert, and Export Manager Siegfried Christl travelled
to Beijing,” recalls Mr Shang. “Their goal was to inform
Chinese experts about the latest developments in the field
of glass production. It was a great success: they brought
home a new order worth 12 million German marks. Our
innovative strength and courage made us believe in the

James Shang, Managing Director of Grenzebach Machinery (Jiashan) Ltd.

success of the Asian market.”
Company founder Rudolf
Grenzebach recognised the potential
of the Chinese glass market very early
on and in 1998 founded a sales office

in Shanghai, followed shortly by an
accompanying production facility.
“With the growing demand for
glass, more and more glass lines
have been established in China; there
are now over 300 float glass lines in
China and 50% are delivered from
Grenzebach,” reports Mr Shang.
At the end of 2019 CNUD
EFCO, solution provider for annealing
lehrs, tin baths and accessories in
the glass industry, became part of
the Grenzebach Group (see Glass
Worldwide January/February 2022
p56 for the latest developments),
enabling Grenzebach to support
glass manufacturers with complete
production lines from the hot to the
cold end. Grenzebach Jiashan now
supplies to companies across all of
Asia and beyond.

Flourishing flat glass industry

220 Grenzebach employees in Shanghai and Jiashan work for the company’s glass, gypsum, intralogistics and casting divisions.
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Both the Jiashan and Shanghai sites
are part of the Grenzebach Group
and “very important facilities” for the
company’s Asian business as well as
internationally, reports Mr Shang.

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk

Supplier Focus
“For about 10 years now, we have been manufacturing
machinery and equipment at our Jiashan site, which is about 45
minutes by car from the site in Shanghai.
“For us, local production means less overseas and overland
transport is required,” he adds.
The Jiashan factory has a production area of about 23,000m2
and in 2018, Grenzebach carried out an extensive modernisation
of the existing workshops and the office building. In total, 220
employees work in Shanghai and Jiashan across business divisions
such as building materials, glass, intralogistics and casting and
service/maintenance.
Market conditions in the Chinese flat glass industry are
reflecting growing environmental awareness, observes Mr
Shang: “All customers recognise that product quality and lower
energy costs are key to short- and long-term success. Since
glass production is very energy-intensive, climate protection and
CO2 reduction are becoming increasingly important for glass
manufacturers.”
Moreover, he reports on a number of sectors capitalising
on a wider remit of applications for their products: demand for
solar glass is increasing year by year; architectural buildings are
becoming more modern with more glass; and automotive glass is
getting thinner/safer due to a special thin glass application.

TEMPERATURE
SENSORS & COMPONENTS
for the Glass Industry

Re-entering the pattern glass market

In 2020 the Flat Group encouraged Grenzebach to re-enter the
pattern glass market. “We gained their trust with our technology
and reputation in the market. We’ve already delivered 28 pattern
glass cold ends to flat glass customers; 30 further lines are planned
for 2022,” reports Mr Shang.
To meet the increasing demand for solar glass in China, in 2020
Grenzebach’s pattern glass equipment portfolio was extensively
redesigned and upgraded with new technology to a state-ofthe-art product line. “We listened to the market and learned from
the experience,” explains Mr Shang. That’s why we optimised

Thermocouple Assemblies
Sheathed Thermocouple Assemblies
Resistance Thermometers

Grenzebach has already delivered 28 pattern glass cold ends to flat glass customers; 30
further lines are planned for 2022.

www.reckmann.de/en
www.glassworldwide.co.uk
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Pattern glass production lines for flat glass – one of Grenzebach’s success stories in China.

and customised our pattern glass
production equipment to meet our
customers’ needs. With this pattern
glass product line, Grenzebach is
making a major contribution to the use
of ‘green’ energy in East Asia.
“Grenzebach’s new pattern glass
production technology supports one of
China’s megaprojects: CO2 neutrality
and green energy,” continues Mr
Shang. “China’s leadership places a
clear emphasis on renewable energies:
on September 22, 2020, President
Xi Jinping announced to the UN
General Assembly that China will set
its climate targets even higher in the
future – which means a consistent shift
away from fossil energy sources to
sustainable ones. The Chinese goal is
to reach peak CO2 emissions before
2030 and CO2 neutrality before 2060.
To do so, China is rapidly ramping up

wind and solar farms, among other things. From 2021 to
2030, the Government plans to add 80 to 160 gigawatts
of solar capacity annually. This implies a sharp increase in
demand for solar glass, and glass manufacturers will have
to respond to it. In China alone, the installation of more
than 160 pattern glass lines specifically for the solar market
is planned. And the scale of this effect is impressive: the
products generated by these plants could cover the whole
of Germany with solar panels within nearly two years!”

Solar specialism

Responding swiftly to the energy revolution, Grenzebach
offers specialised and ‘continuously improved’ production
technology for solar module manufacturers. For photovoltaic
applications, ultra-clear glass with high light transmission,
a light focusing structure and low light reflection is used. In
order to supply high-quality base glass for the solar module,
the edges have to be precisely ground and prepared for later
use in the solar module, and the sheets are then stacked
neatly. In addition to offering robots with high stacking
accuracy, Grenzebach supplies conveyor and automation
technology to transport raw glass for further processing,

focusing on high-precision and gentle
treatment of the sensitive substrates.
With Grenzebach’s pattern glass
lines, glass thicknesses from 1.5mm
to 6mm are possible. Manufactured
glass plates range from 1,200mm x
2,400mm to 2,650mm x 2,800mm
– a perfect match for Chinese solar
panels. The capacity of one line varies
typically from 125 to 300 tons per day.
“Knowing that the glass
production equipment of our
customers never sleeps, our service
team also plays an important role,”
adds Mr Shang. Grenzebach takes
care of maintenance and service
over the entire lifecycle of the line,
and experts at the company’s
manufacturing site in Jiashan close
to Shanghai support Chinese plant
operators in making optimum use
of pattern/solar glass lines and
furthermore, can also supply spare
parts at short notice.

Global support and
communication

Although travel restrictions due to
Covid-19 are still (at time of writing)
making commissioning projects more
difficult for Grenzebach, Mr Shang
also sees this as an opportunity for
the company’s local engineers in
China. “They are taking on more tasks
with the remote support of colleagues
from overseas and developing [their
skills] more and more,” he explains.
“Grenzebach is a global group
with strong links to our regions and
can interact locally and globally,”
he continues. “We share ideas and
processes daily to learn from each
other, constantly pushing ourselves
to develop. We support each other
globally and work strongly together as
‘One Grenzebach Group’ to serve all
our customers even better.”
Noting that China Glass 2021
was “very successful”, Mr Shang is
encouraged by more face-to-face
connection at this year’s event. “We’re
looking forward to China Glass 2022
and to seeing our Asian customers
again,” he enthuses. “I would like to
take this opportunity to thank all our
customers for their trust and for the
good collaboration they have with
Grenzebach,” he concludes. l
Further information:
Grenzebach Machinery (Jiashan)
Ltd., Zhejiang, China
tel:
+86 573 8499 8000
email: info.gj@grenzebach.com
web: www.grenzebach.com

Grenzebach’s plant in Jiashan has a production area of about 23,000 m2.
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Focus Mexico

Mexican glass industry
Mexico continues to enhance its glass production capabilities. The country is one
of the 15 largest exporters of glass and glassware products among the world’s
nations and is one of the top 20 importers of glass and glassware products globally.
Richard McDonough reports.
Mexico has a robust trade in glass and glassware products.
This North American country was ranked as the 17th
largest importing nation of glass and glassware products in
2020, with less imports than Poland and more imports than
Singapore. Mexico is ranked higher for these imports than
such nations as Russia and India. In 2016, Mexico was the
15th largest importing nation for these products.
As an exporting country, Mexico ranked as the 13th
largest exporter of glass and glassware products globally
in 2020. This ranking placed the nation with less exports
than Belgium and the Czech Republic, but more than
Spain and Malaysia. As with imports, Mexico is ranked
higher for these exports than both Russia and India as
well as the United Kingdom. In 2016, Mexico was the 12th
largest exporting nation for these products.
These statistics are provided by the International Trade
Centre, with the statistics for 2020 being the most recent
for Mexico from this international organisation. Unless
otherwise stated, statistics detailing imports and exports of
glass and glassware products to and from Mexico are from
reports issued by the International Trade Centre.

Exports

The value of glass and glassware product exported from
Mexico was (US) $1,735,316,000 in 2020. The USA
represented by far the vast majority of exports – 83.8% –
from Mexico, with exports amounting to $1,454,813,000 in
2020. Other top export markets for Mexico were Brazil, with
exports in the amount of $39,891,000; Canada, exports in
the amount of $33,521,000; the UK, exports in the amount
of $27,294,000; and Colombia, exports in the amount of
$24,959,000 worth of glass and glassware products from
Mexico. Exports to these four nations collectively represented
$125,665,000 – more than 7.2% of all of glass and glassware
products exported by Mexico. Together with the exports to
the USA, the top five export markets for Mexico accounted
for more than 91% of all exports from this country.
The Dominican Republic, Belgium, Guatemala, France
and Germany round out the top 10 national markets for
exports of glass and glassware products from Mexico.
These five additional countries collectively represented
3.7% – $63,869,000 – of glass and glassware products
exported from Mexico. Overall, the top 10 export markets
for Mexico represented almost 95% of the country’s global
exports of glass and glassware products.
Exports of these products decreased from 2016 –
when exports amounted to $1,570,910,000 – to 2017
and then increased in 2018 and 2019; in 2019, exports
were at their highest level during this five-year time period:
$1,780,783,000. Exports to Colombia, Belgium, France
and Germany have decreased from 2016 through 2020.
Substantial increases in exports of glass and glassware
products from 2016 to 2020 took place with the UK –
$1,108,000 in exports in 2016, $27,294,000 in exports in
2020 – as well as with the Dominican Republic – $4,083,000
in exports in 2016, $21,116,000 in exports in 2020.
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GLASS EXPORTS MEXICO

83% of Mexican glass and glassware products exported went to the US in 2020.

Imports

The value of glass and glassware
products imported into Mexico
was (US) $1,378,369,000 in 2020.
The USA was the largest source
of imports – 52.3% – into Mexico,
amounting to $726,149,000 in 2020.
Other top sources of imports into
Mexico were China, imports in the
amount of $326,868,000; Germany,
imports in the amount of $54,081,000;
India, imports in the amount of
$37,312,000; and Brazil, imports in
the amount of $26,194,000 worth
of glass and glassware products
into Mexico. Imports from the top
five nations collectively represented
$1,170,604,000 – more than 84.9% –

of all of glass and glassware products
imported into Mexico.
Italy, Malaysia, France, Korea and
Japan round out the top 10 national
markets as sources for imports of
glass and glassware products brought
into Mexico. These five additional
countries collectively represented 6% –
$83,235,000 – of glass and glassware
products imported into Mexico.
Overall, the top 10 sources of imports
into Mexico represented almost 91%
of the country’s global imports of glass
and glassware products.
Imports of these products into
Mexico have decreased overall
from 2016 to 2020, but saw steady
increases from 2016 through 2019.

GLASS IMPORTS MEXICO

The USA was the largest source of imports (52.3%) into Mexico in 2020, followed by China.
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In 2016, imports of these products amounted to $1,427,983,000;
in 2019, imports of glass and glassware products were valued at
$1.600,812,000.
Mexico decreased importation of glass and glassware products
from five of its top 10 global sources from 2016 to 2020. Whilst
imports from the USA decreased from $812,057,000 in 2016,
imports were as high as $856,983,000 in 2017. Imports from Brazil,
Italy, France and Korea also saw decreases from 2016 to 2020.
Increases in the product imports of these products occurred
with three countries during this five-year time period: Germany,
$37,267,000 in 2016 to $54,081,000 in 2020, with a high of
$56,594,000 reached in 2019; India, $15,163,000 in 2016 to
$37,312,000 in 2020, with a high of $41,720,000 in 2019; and
Malaysia, $9,208,000 in 2016 to a high of $17,253,000 in 2020.

Vitro

Several large businesses active in the glass industry announced or
implemented major expansion efforts in Mexico during 2021 and
early 2022. An announcement was made on 23 June 2021 that
the Board of Directors of Vitro approved the construction of a third
float furnace at its glass factory in San Pedro Garza Garcia in the
State of Nuevo León. The investment to be made was estimated
to be (US) $120 million, according to a news statement from Vitro,
and is anticipated to enhance the company’s operations “to meet
the growing market demand in Latin America and provide greater
product availability and improved logistics, enabling the company to
provide a higher level of service to its customers and markets.”
Company officials noted the expansion of the Mexican
economy continues and with that, the need for additional glass
production.
“Board approval of the construction of this new float line
demonstrates Vitro’s commitment to meeting the needs of the
markets we serve,” said Adrián Sada Cueva, Chief Executive Officer
of Vitro. “Vitro is continually developing new products with improved
efficiency, aesthetics, and value. With building construction steadily
increasing in the region, these are the attributes that the industry
is seeking in glass. Expanding our capacity will help meet that
demand and allow us to get glass to our customers faster, using
the latest production technologies.”
This new furnace is part of a series of investments in its North
American facilities, according to company officials.
“Whilst the primary purpose of this new line is to meet growing
market demand in the Latin American region, the additional
capacity will allow us to provide a higher level of service to our
customers,” said Ricardo Maiz, President of Vitro Architectural
Glass. “This is especially important as we continue to release new
products that are in high demand, such as our Acuity low-iron glass
with the full range of energy efficient Solarban low‑e coatings.”
A few months later, on 12 October 2021, Vitro announced an
investment of approximately $70 million for the construction of a
new container furnace at the Vitro plant in Toluca in the State of
Mexico.
The investment was approved to meet the increased demand
for glass containers in the various segments in which the company
participates, according to a news statement from Vitro.
“This new furnace will have the best technology for the
manufacture of glass with high quality, design and a high level of
sophistication. With this new furnace we will be able to offer greater
availability of value-added products,” said Mr Sada Cueva. He also
reiterated that this investment confirms Vitro’s commitment to offer
the best level of service to its customers and markets worldwide.
“The new furnace will provide additional capacity to support
our customers and their growing requirements for glass containers,
providing a higher level service in the regions and segments
where we participate,” said Shlomo Frymerman, Director of
Glass Containers at Vitro. “The furnace will have state-of-the-art
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technology to manufacture highvalue-added glass containers with
sustainable processes.” Operations
of the new furnace are anticipated,
according to the news statement, to
begin in the first half of 2023.
(Solarban is a registered trademark
of Vitro)

Becton Dickinson

On 18 August 2021, Becton Dickinson
(BD) announced it was making
an investment of (US) $56 million
dollars for the installation of a new
production line for high-tech pre-fillable
glass syringes for vaccines and the
construction of a new cap assembly
plant for these injection devices at its
site in Cuautitlán Izcalli in the State of
Mexico.
“Both projects will be located
within the plant that BD has in the
Cuamatla Industrial Park,” according
to the news statement. “Together
they will generate 200 direct and 400
indirect jobs for builders, operators
and professionals in the industry.”
The company noted that the new
infrastructure will cover 4,000m²
in a two-story building and will be
completed in August 2022.
“This expansion is a sign of
BD’s confidence in Mexico and its
commitment to Mexicans and the
economy,” said Julio Duclos, Vice
President and General Director of
Mexico, Caribbean and Central
America of BD. “The investment
is part of a four-year global plan

to continue advancing the world of health in which the
company will invest (US) $1.2 billion in different countries to
expand and upgrade our prefillable syringe technology and
manufacturing capacity, as well as administration systems
for advanced drugs, vaccines and new drugs.”
Cecilia Rios, Director of the BD plant in Cuautitlán
Izcalli, stated that “the expansion is a strategic decision that
will allow us to increase the capacity of the plant by 11%,
provide agility in the production of glass syringes based on
the requirements of our pharmaceutical industry and will
satisfy the growing demand for vaccines worldwide. This will
produce 320 million units per year in addition to the current
capacity of the Cuautitlán Izcalli plant and our participation in
the global glass syringe business will increase by 10%.”
Local governmental officials welcomed the additional
investments in the glass industry: “Today it is about more
than competitiveness, performance or liquidity,” stated
Ricardo Núñez, Municipal President of Cuautitlán Izcalli.
“It is about responding to the necessity imposed by the
survival of humanity. It is a question of supplying, in a timely
and efficient manner, the materials that are needed for
vaccination and care for the sick in hospitals and clinics. I
recognise this great effort…”
BD indicated that this new project will join the 11
existing manufacturing plants that the company has in
Mexico. The firm stated it began operations in the country
more than 60 years ago and currently has a workforce of
17,000 people in the nation.

SORG Group – Vidrio Formas

During 2021, SORG Group announced that it had “recently
carried out a greenfield project in Mexico on behalf of Vidrio
Formas, a family-owned manufacturer of glass containers for
the domestic and international liquor, food, industrial, paint,
cosmetic, and pharmaceutical markets.”
“Working within strict travelling restrictions, we
engineered and delivered the complete hot end for the glass
plant, which is situated in Toluca, close to Mexico City,” the
news statement from SORG Group continued. “Nikolaus

Mexico ranked as the 13th largest exporter of glass and glassware products globally in 2020. (Photograph provided courtesy of Edgar
Flores through Pixabay.)
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SORG built a new 117m² regenerative
end-fired furnace with a capacity of
320 t/d to produce container glass
(soda lime) in a variety of colours
including amber, flint and green.”
“Partnering with EME, a batch
plant was constructed with the
capacity to support the later installation
of a second furnace,” the news
statement also noted. “This included
raw material charging, storage, dosing,
weighing, mixing, a batch transport
system and batch charger. A cullet
return system was also built, featuring
a scraper, crusher, and belt scale.”
The State of Mexico noted that
the manufacturing of glass is one
of the seven industries that have
“opportunities for exportation” in a
brochure issued by this governmental
entity highlighting the economic
development opportunities in that
jurisdiction. Vidrio Formas is one of
the Mexican glass manufacturers with
operations in the State of Mexico.
Some of the other industries
highlighted in this brochure also
rely on glass containers or other
glass products. For example, motor
vehicles, pharmaceutical products,
and cosmetics. This brochure detailed
strategic export markets ranging
from Canada and the USA to Latin
American nations, the countries within
the European Union as well as the UK,
and the Asian nations of China, India,
and Japan, among other locales.

Soft drinks

Glass is an important part of the
soft drink industry in Mexico. Part
of that impact has been displayed
through select Coca-Cola products
manufactured in Mexico specifically
for export to the USA. Whilst a wide
variety of Coca-Cola beverages are
made in the USA and available for
sale within that country, some CocaCola beverages made in Mexico have
become quite popular in the USA.
Part of this market is built on
the foundation of cultural bonds
between the two nations. A number of
Mexicans have immigrated to the USA,
whilst a number of others work in and
visit their neighbour. These individuals
have brought their tastes for certain
beverages with them.
American-made Coca-Cola
beverages are produced using
high fructose corn syrup and are
typically sold in plastic and aluminium
containers. Coca-Cola Nostalgia
beverage products manufactured
in Mexico for export to the USA are
produced using cane sugar and
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packaged using glass bottles.
This niche market developed
from some Americans believing the
combination of glass bottles with cane
sugar as the sweetener provides a
better-tasting beverage than one using
high fructose corn syrup in plastic and
aluminium containers. Other Americans
don’t notice any material difference
and typically purchase American-made
Coca-Cola products.
Arca Continental, based in
Monterey, is one the companies
that produce Coca-Cola products in
Mexico. According to Arca Continental,
the firm is “the second largest CocaCola bottler in Latin America and one
of the most important in the world.”
In addition, this Mexican company
operates bottling plants for Coca-Cola
products in Texas as well as in parts of
New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Arkansas
in the USA.
Glass containers are critical to
Arca Continental. The 2020 Annual
Report of the firm noted that a total of
12,843.82 tonnes of glass waste was
generated within the company. The
company reported that 99.8% of that
glass waste was recycled: “Through
different waste management projects
[...] a high percentage of the PET,
glass, and aluminium containers that
we send to the market are collected,”
noted that annual report issued in
2021. “They are then reintroduced as
recycled material in our packaging,
thus closing the value cycle of our
circular economy model.”

Alcoholic beverages

As with the soft drink market, glass
is a major aspect of the alcoholic
beverage market. Increased demand
for these types of Mexican beverages
throughout North America has led
to increases in demand for glass
bottles in Mexico. On 30 September
2021, Diageo announced plans to
expand its manufacturing operations
in Mexico through an investment of
more than $500 million in new facilities
in the State of Jalisco. In a news
statement, the company noted that
this investment would help Diageo as
it increases production capacity in the
tequila category.
“In fiscal 2021, Diageo’s tequila
organic net sales grew 79% with the
category now representing 8% of the
company’s organic net sales,” said
Álvaro Cárdenas, President, Latin
America and Caribbean, Diageo.
“Growth was primarily driven by North
America, where tequila is benefitting
from its broad appeal across consumer
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occasions. This exciting investment
in Mexico will support our future
category growth to meet Mexican and
international demand.”
The news statement continued by
noting that “since the acquisition of
Tequila Don Julio in 2015, Diageo has
continuously invested in its operations
in Mexico, primarily in Jalisco. In
2019, the company finalised the
first expansion of its facilities at ‘El
Charcón’ in Atotonilco El Alto, creating
additional jobs and supporting the local
community through initiatives including
Hablemos de Emprendedoras, a skills
programme for female entrepreneurs
in Jalisco.”
Constellation Brands, the company
that distributes Corona and other Grupo
Modelo brands in the USA, has seen
great promise in expanding its brewery
operations in Mexico. As part of its
plans, the company had initially planned
to operate a brewery in Mexicali in
the State of Baja California, but that
project was halted due to public
sentiment in the area. In January of
2022, the company announced a plan
to construct a new brewery in the State
of Veracruz in southeastern Mexico.
Constellation Brands also indicated
that the company planned to increase
capacity at its existing facilities in Nava
in the State of Coahuila and Obregón in
the State of Sonora.
“In the past eight years, we have
more than tripled our production
capacity in Mexico, allowing us the
opportunity to further expand our
leadership position in the high-end
segment of the US beer market,”
according to a statement included in
the 2021 Summary Annual Report
of Constellation Brands. “As of
28 February 2021, our production
capacity at our Mexican breweries was
approximately 34 million hectolitres.
By the end of Fiscal 2025, we expect
to complete planned expansions to
increase our capacity in Mexico to
approximately 54 million hectolitres
to support the growth of our Mexican
brands.”
The summary annual report noted
that O-I and Constellation Brands
work together through a joint venture
that “…owns a state-of-the-art glass
production plant adjacent to our
Nava Brewery […] The glass plant
currently has five operational glass
furnaces which supply approximately
55% of the total annual glass bottle
supply for our Mexican beer brands.
We also have long-term glass
supply agreements with other glass
producers.”

Outside influences

As with almost every other country on Earth, Mexico has
continued to be impacted by the Covid-19 Pandemic. There
have been challenges with virus affecting the labour force,
supply chains, and market demands during 2021 and early
2022.
Glass bottle shortages occurred in Mexico just as similar
shortages also occurred in a number of other nations. In
late 2021, for example, an official with Constellation Brands
stated that the company had some difficulty in securing
brown coloured glass for its Cerveza Pacífico Clara pilsner
and Modelo Negra dark lager brands.
Beyond the Covid-19 Pandemic, other events have also
impacted the glass industry in Mexico. In February of 2021,
O-I reported that severe weather affected its operations
in the country: “Access to natural gas and electricity was
curtailed which are key inputs for our business. As a result,
the company temporarily idled eight facilities across Texas,
Oklahoma and Mexico. Whilst the situation was most acute
in Texas, Mexico was also significantly impacted as Texas
supplies natural gas to the country. In response, the O-I
team took swift and proactive measures to preserve our
asset base and minimise the impact of this unexpected
situation.”
Competitive pressures also continued from products
that can be used as alternatives to glass. In its “Mexico
– Country Commercial Guide” issued on 2 September
2021, the International Trade Administration of the US
Department of Commerce reported on some of those
alternatives, including plastic and aluminium, that are utilised
for containers. This guide reported that the demand for
glass packaging represented 19.5% of the overall demand
for packaging material in Mexico. Demand for paper
and cardboard packaging was listed at 32.7%, plastic
packaging at 29.3%, metal packaging at 18.1%, and wood
packaging at 0.4%. The source of that data noted by the
US Department of Commerce was the Asociación Mexicana
de Envase y Embalaje (Mexican Association for Bottling and
Packaging).

Trade shows

Whilst a number of trade shows planned for 2021 were
cancelled or went virtual due to the Covid-19 Pandemic,
three major in-person expositions are planned to take place
in Mexico during 2022. Glassman Latin America is anticipated
to take place on 11–12 May of 2022 in Monterrey. According
to the show officials, “Domestic speakers will discuss the
rise of the Mexican glass packaging market and its future
opportunities [and] challenges.” PMMI, The Association for
Packaging and Processing Technologies is planning EXPO
PACK Mexico for 14–17 June 2022 in Mexico City. Glasstech
Mexico is planned for 6–8 July 2022 in Mexico City. Please
check with trade show sponsors to confirm specific dates
and locations. l
Copyright: Richard McDonough, 2022
About the author:
Richard McDonough is a civic journalist based in the
USA. He writes on a variety of topics in the glass
industry.
Further information:
TwoCents.News
email: gloinechronicles@gmail.com
web: www.twocents.news
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A bird’s eye view of the Stoelzle Flaconnage site in Knottingley, West Yorkshire.

Clear focus on design and
decoration supports prestige
spirits specialisation
In recent years, Stoelzle Glass Group has transformed its UK Stoelzle Flaconnage
plant into an aspirational model for the production and decoration of sustainable
premium spirits bottles. Head of Spirits Business Unit August Grupp and Thomas Riss,
Stoelzle Flaconnage’s CEO spoke exclusively to Glass Worldwide about pushing the
boundaries in development, design and manufacturing in the pursuit of excellence.

August Grupp, President of Stoelzle Glass USA Inc
and Head of Spirits Business Unit.
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The Stoelzle Flaconnage Ltd site in
Knottingley, West Yorkshire holds a longstanding history, adding to Stoelzle’s
200-year tradition of glassmaking, familymanaged throughout the centuries.
Production started in 1871, when the
glassworks was known as ‘Bagleys’, named
after the family owner. In the 1920s and
30s, the company became famous for its
crystalline art deco style handmade pressed
ware, which is still collectable today. The
UK plant joined the Stoelzle Glass Group in
1994, thus becoming a part of a family-run
company. By 2019, August Grupp, son of
the owner Dr. Cornelius Grupp, joined the
company as Head of Spirits Business Unit,
ensuring that the family tradition continues.

Prestige spirits focus

In recent years, the UK factory’s job mix has focused
almost entirely on the production of prestige spirits
glassware, serving the high-end whisky, gin and vodka
markets.
The Knottingley factory transformed successfully
into a one-stop-shop for product development, design,
manufacturing, and decoration, including the supply of
closure applications for a variety of spirits bottles. Caps
and closures are equally unique to the bottles that they
become paired with; customers are able to choose
from sustainable to high-end options as they work with
Stoelzle closures experts. Designers and glass experts
are committed to developing the perfect bottle for every
single product, working closely with customers and
supporting them from the initial sketch to the final bottle.
More than 50 developments are brought to market
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Production of Johnnie Walker bottles.

per year, the most impressive gaining
international recognition at packaging
awards. The Stoelzle-manufactured Isle
of Raasay single Malt whisky bottle was
one of the winners at the UK Luxury
packaging awards in 2021, while
Austrian brand For Fellows’ 4x50 R.N.P
Superior Rum – featuring a flacon made
by Stoelzle from extra flint glass – was
recognised at the 2022 WorldStar
awards
for Technology
global packaging
excellence.
GW ad - Glass
Services - Feb
2022 - FINAL.pdf

Featuring a flacon made by Stoelzle from extra flint glass, Austrian brand For
Fellows’ 4x50 R.N.P Superior Rum was recognised at the 2022 WorldStar awards.

Production flexibility
& sustainability

Saving raw material, reducing energy
consumption and CO2 emissions have
been identified as essential milestones
in the Group’s sustainability roadmap,
leading to significant investments
made over the past few years.
In 2016, the site’s melting capacity
was increased to 175tpd, including
option 15:15:37
for 100tpd in the form of
1the
03/02/2022

coloured glass. Provision was also made to supply tall ware
(up to 575mm high) in extra white flint as well as colour
compositions.
Previously unable to process post-consumer
recycled (PCR) cullet due to the physical size and layout
of its existing batch plant, in 2020, Stoelzle Flaconnage
embarked on a project to build a 180-tonne silo along with
conveying capabilities to feed PCR directly into the existing
batch house. This major feat of civil and mechanical
engineering is planned to be finished and in operation by
summer 2022 and will enable the plant to run up to 30%

LAUNCH YOUR NEXT GLASS
CONTAINER WITH CONFIDENCE
Releasing a new product in glass packaging comes with signiﬁcant
manufacturing costs — so it’s important to get it right.
We can help you transform your initial concept into a product
that’s ready for market while ensuring it meets necessary design
speciﬁcations and due dilligence standards.
Find out more about our FEA and design review services at:
www.glass-ts.com/glass-container-design

FREE WEBINAR REPLAY ON
EFFECTIVE GLASS BOTTLE DESIGN

www.glass-ts.com
+44 (0) 114 290 1801
enquiries@glass-ts.com

Learn the steps you can take to reduce risk in the
container design process for a successful launch.
Watch the replay at:

www.glass-ts.com/eﬀective-glass-bottle-design

LEHRn°
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Examples of extra-fine screen printing.

PCR along with up to 20% internal cullet.
Further investments have been made in the field of
compressors. Scheduled for completion by autumn 2022,
the implementation of modern and more efficient equipment
will help Stoelzle to save approximately 1,400MWh of
electricity every year.
“As our CSR strategy focuses on three pillars, which are
environment, employees and business partners, we are also
engaged in continuous improvement training for workforce,
not necessarily related to the recent investment but as part
of site development and HR development in our operational
areas. This will be cascaded down to the shop floor, with
direct management levels receiving training in Lean, 5 S
and 6 Sigma principles,” Thomas Riss, CEO of Stoelzle
Flaconnage explains.

Stoelzle client Whitby Gin.

Innovation in decoration

Stoelzle Flaconnage’s site includes
one of Stoelzle’s three decoration
departments, where it promotes
sustainable decoration processes
and techniques. The company’s most
recent development is ‘recycled ink’
(see Glass Worldwide November/
December 2021, p.53). In collaboration
with external experts, this new,
environmentally friendly black printing
ink was developed exclusively for
Stoelzle. The carbon black used in
colour pigmentations derives entirely
from end-of-life tyres, which now have
a sustainable purpose. The recycled
ink not only saves carbon, which is a
precious raw material, but also helps
to reduce rubber waste. It is available
in dark black, as well as shades of
grey.

Delivering product
differentiation

Isle of Raasay single Malt whisky bottle (made by Stoelzle) was one of the
winners at the 2021 UK Luxury Packaging Awards
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Decoration is a top priority for the
continued success of the Stoelzle
Flaconnage operation and the ability
to deliver product differentiation.
“Gold print is a great example of this,
allowing the products we produce to
stand out on the shelf at higher price
points than those without print,” Mr
Grupp observes. “It creates more

of a luxury feel, depending on the
complexity of the decoration.”
The company’s flexibility and
design house techniques also provide
opportunities for customers wishing
to create a unique product. “Our
technical ability to produce high value,
coloured bottles with challenging
shapes distinguishes us from our
competitors,” adds Mr Grupp.
Recognised as the major prestige
spirits producer in the Stoelzle Group,
Stoelzle Flaconnage is performing well,
especially in the UK. The ever-popular
gin sector is an important business
driver, while enquiry levels from the
emerging rum sector are increasing.
The factory’s latest investment
initiatives are helping to support further
business expansion. With more than
200 years of experience in the art of
making glass, Stoelzle and its longstanding history will continue to drive
innovation and growth for years to
come. l

Further information:
Stoelzle Flaconnage Ltd,
Knottingley, West Yorkshire, UK
tel:
+44 1977 607124
email: office@stoelzle.com
web: www.stoelzle.com
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Small batch glass
making with big ideals
Founded in 1751, Beatson Clark’s long history of glass manufacturing for the
pharmaceutical, food and beverage sectors has been driven by quality, flexibility
and innovation. Sales & Marketing Director Lynn Sidebottom explained exclusively
to Glass Worldwide how the company combines a trend-driven bespoke packaging
service with an enduring focus on sustainability and championing British business.

Lynn Sidebottom, Sales & Marketing Director at
Beatson Clark.

Think vodka, and the conventional
product image tends to be a clear
bottle of colourless liquor. But when a
North Yorkshire distiller with a strong
ethical and sustainable focus was
considering the container for its new
premium vodka brand, the company
chose amber glass from Beatson
Clark. “Our bespoke amber bottle
has been beautifully decorated,”

reveals Lynn Sidebottom, Beatson
Clark’s Sales & Marketing Director,
explaining that the glass has a high
recycled content along with reduced
transportation requirements. The
product is “launching shortly” (at time
of writing) and sounds likely to be
as distinctive as it is environmentally
friendly.
A glass packaging manufacturer
that has diversified from supplying
the pharmaceutical industry (Beatson
Clark is still the UK’s only manufacturer
of glass bottles and jars for pharma)
into the food and beverage sectors,
the South Yorkshire-based company
tends to work with independent niche
brands looking for high quality and low
volumes, or with larger brands looking
for a contingency supply or bespoke
lines. “We aim to be as flexible as
possible in terms of production,
offering low-volume production runs
and the ability to customise standard
containers using new finish moulds,”
explains Ms Sidebottom. “Our in-house
design team specialises in sculpted
embossing and we can also offer

spraying and sleeving as alternative decorative techniques.
“We have several spirit and beer products in the pipeline
which we’re excited about,” she adds. “Spirits is a growing
market for us and there are lots of interesting developments
happening in this category.”

Responding to market trends

Lynn Sidebottom is an experienced member of the glass
industry. She joined Beatson Clark in 1980 as Marketing
Assistant, then transferred to external sales with responsibility
for some of the company’s key accounts and business
development in new markets. She was promoted to the
board in 1998 as UK Sales Director and subsequently Sales
and Marketing Director, taking on responsibility for export
sales and deputising for the CEO. During her time in the
industry Lynn has been involved with FEVE and British Glass
and is currently a serving board member of British Glass.
Quizzed for her take on the prevailing market conditions
in the sectors Beatson Clark serves, Ms Sidebottom reports
that sales of medicines are picking up again after a slow
year when there were fewer colds and bugs in circulation
during lockdown. “However, some of the recent upturn
we have seen in the pharma sector has been down to
alternative products such as cosmetics and male grooming.
Amber glass blocks over 90% of UV light from entering the
container and affecting its contents, and it is increasingly
being valued by cosmetics brands looking for an artisan or
vintage look for products such as beard oils.
“We have also seen a trend in health and nutrition
brands such as Optibac [producer of supplements
containing bacteria and live cultures] moving away from
The company’s in-house design
team specialises in sculpted
embossing.

People first: the safety of staff, trainees and visiting contractors is a top priority at Beatson Clark.
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Focus UK
plastic packaging and towards glass,
which is more sustainable and offers
a more premium look and feel,” she
adds.
As the Covid-19 pandemic
begins to ease the UK brewing
sector is starting to recover, notes
Ms Sidebottom, but the lockdowndriven increase in consumers drinking
at home has seen the emergence of
start-ups as well as a “huge increase”
in the no- and low-alcohol market and
functional drinks such as kombucha
fermented tea.

“When people were locked down
and unable to exercise as easily, they
looked for other ways to stay healthy,
and this trend has led to the rise
of health and nutrition drinks such
as Hip Pop kombucha,” observes
Ms Sidebottom, explaining how, in
response to increased demand from
drinks manufacturers, Beatson Clark
launched last year’s 330ml Alpha
drinks bottle. Aimed at niche soft
drinks brands, the retro-style amber
container is based on an Alpha Sirop
pharmaceutical bottle normally used
for medicines and is tested to 3.0
bar, making it suitable for carbonated
or fermented drinks. The design
can also be used for beers as it is
available with both an MCA and a
standard crown neck finish.

Expanding recycling facilities

Beatson Clark client Optibac has swapped plastic
packaging for glass for its health products.

When Glass Worldwide last spoke to
Ms Sidebottom (see the November/
December 2016 issue), in excess
of £20 million had been invested
in machinery and technology at
the Rotherham site, including
rebuilding the white flint and amber
furnaces, installation of new cold
end inspection machines and

implementing UV inkjet coding across all production lines
for improved product traceability.
The business has recently invested a further £1
million in expanding its on-site recycling plant and
installing new, more efficient equipment designed and
supplied by REDWAVE (a division of BT-Wolfgang Binder).
“We have installed additional optical sorters, vibratory
feeder conveyors, new screening machines and a new
JCB telehandler,” confirms Ms Sidebottom. “Additional
processing stages have been introduced using new
vibrating screens and dedicated optical sorters, improving
quality and reducing waste.
“The new equipment and the additional inspection
stages have reduced the false rejects of glass which were
removed with the CSP (ceramics, stones and pottery) by
over 50%, which in turn has increased the plant efficiency,”
she reports. “This makes the process more sustainable and
means less waste glass going to aggregate for reuse rather
than being truly recycled within our furnaces.”
Its carefully planned recycling facility saw Beatson Clark
shortlisted for the ‘Sustainable Practice’ category at the
Glass Focus 2021 Awards. “Much of the new equipment
was installed in order to manufacture in a more resourceefficient way,” explains Ms Sidebottom. “This included a
new canopy to protect infeed material from the elements
and a new optical sorter to reduce waste.”

Collecting cullet

As well as reducing transport miles generated through the
supply chain, improved facility for re-sorting recycled glass
at source gives Beatson Clark greater control over the
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brings with it the concern “that including glass in the current
DRS proposal would encourage more production of harmful
plastics to the detriment of natural, healthy and sustainable
glass packaging.” Beatson Clark champions the current
“excellent system” for recycling glass through kerbside
collections and bottle banks, but “we would support
alternative DRS schemes such as the digital DRS which
would enable consumers to continue to recycle at home,”
notes Ms Sidebottom.

Safety and training

When home-cooking became more prevalent during the pandemic, there was something of a boom as
people discovered new ingredients, sauces and recipes.

quality of its cullet. “Our recycling
plant used to generate on average
50% of this cullet; following these
investments it now generates over
75% of the cullet,” reports Ms
Sidebottom. “The quality of the
cullet we use has improved, and
the amount we use has increased
by 25% in the last five years [postconsumer recycled content is
currently 30% for white flint and 45%
for amber glass]. We plan to increase

this further.”
The company is encouraged
by British Glass’ industry-wide
commitment to achieving 90% rate of
collection for recycling by 2030 – “If
the overall recycling rate increases,
there should be more recycled glass
available, which will lead to higher
levels of recycled content in our
containers,” suggests Ms Sidebottom.
However, the UK Government’s
proposed Deposit Return Scheme

In a first for a glass manufacturer anywhere in the world,
the company spent several months working with virtual
reality experts VRMT to help develop a new training system
to teach staff how to operate Beatson Clark’s production
machines and improve understanding of the glass-making
process. The training programme recreates a lifelike 3D
virtual model of the factory and allows new IS machine
operators to fully understand the bottle forming process and
identify faults. The programme is first of its kind to be used
by a glass manufacturer, and in the future the company
plans to use it to provide detailed refresher training for
existing staff. The VRMT virtual reality training programme
is “now used widely throughout the industry,” observes Ms
Sidebottom.
The company has also implemented an effective new
contractor control system to reduce the number of incidents
involving visiting contractors. “The signs are that the system
is working,” and it gained Beatson Clark another nod at the
Glass Focus awards – this time a shortlisting in the Health &
Safety Action category.

Over 1000 production lines are equipped with Graphoidal Shear Spray Systems.
Contact us today to find out how our latest technology can help you.
Graphoidal Developments Ltd, Broombank Road, Chesterfield S41 9QJ, England
Tel: +44 (0) 1246 266000
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Fax: +44 (0) 1246 269269
Website: www.graphoidal.com
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Upgrading operations

Additional developments at Beatson Clark include six new
IS machines (installation of the sixth is currently in progress)
and the refurbishment of one more to offer increased
container variety. “We will also be introducing an auto
swabbing robot from Novaxion to our IS machines in 2022,”
adds Ms Sidebottom.
“The investments we have made in new IS machines
has given us even more flexibility in the products we can
produce. State-of-the-art inspection equipment ensures
the high quality of our containers and the technological
advances in design (sculpted embossing) further enhance
our design service, enabling us to offer customers highly
complex and defined embossing.”
The manufacturer has also added three new palletisers –
one of which can pack multiple formats – to boost flexibility,
a Bradman Lake case packer to create shrink-film wrapped
smaller packs, and a new Messersì shrink wrapping
machine for pallets to improve the quality of its packaging.
Implementing an ERP [enterprise resource planning]
management information system is helping Beatson Clark to
streamline and centralise its systems.
“Looking ahead to larger investments, both furnaces will
be rebuilt in the next five or six years and there will be a new
batch plant,” continues Ms Sidebottom. “The new furnaces
will be fitted with furnace condition monitoring using radar to
monitor the thickness of the refractory; this helps us to judge
more accurately when repairs or rebuilds are required as we
will be constantly monitoring the status of the furnace. At the
moment this task is outsourced periodically.”

Fermented teas are part of the growing trend for healthier beverages in the drinks market, along with no and
low-alcohol drinks and adult soft drinks.

throughout. We have successfully
maintained supply throughout the crisis,
even when white flint capacity was full
across the glass packaging sector.”
Brexit is less of a worry: “We are
extremely experienced exporters,
so we have adapted to the new
procedures easily,” reports Ms
Sidebottom. “Increased transportation
costs have been a challenge for us,
but at the same time UK brands
are now turning to us as a UK
manufacturer rather than importing
their glass, which is a huge advantage
of Brexit for UK manufacturing.”
Customers are increasingly
seeking the security and quality of
a UK manufacturer, believes Ms
Sidebottom. This desire to ‘shop
local’ is complemented by buying
behaviour evidenced in the food and

Challenges and opportunities

Being an essential part of the food, drink and pharmaceutical
supply chain with production processes running 24/7, the
Covid-19 pandemic has been “challenging” for Beatson Clark,
but “we’re very proud of our staff, who are key workers
and who have gone above and beyond what was expected
of them to maintain normal business operations,” says Ms
Sidebottom. “The market has been extremely difficult and
unpredictable to forecast since the start of the pandemic,
so we have had to be flexible and support customers

pharma sector, “as consumers look
to source sustainable, recyclable
packaging” – another bonus for
the glass manufacturer. However,
there is still confusion in the market
about sustainability, according to
Ms Sidebottom: “We need clear
messaging for the consumer about the
true sustainability of all pack formats.
For example, cans are a major threat
to glass, yet most consumers do not
know that they contain a plastic layer
that comes into contact with your food
and drink, and they are unaware of
the detrimental effect mining the raw
materials has on the environment.”
Supporting FEVE’s ‘Glass
Hallmark’ initiative that encourages
brands to promote the recyclability
and inert nature of glass packaging,
Beatson Clark raises the hallmark
with customers at the new product
development stage. “We have also
embossed the Glass Hallmark on
our promotional spirit bottle to help
promote it more widely,” says Ms
Sidebottom.
With sustainability “an integral
part of our philosophy as glass
manufacturers,” Beatson Clark is
constantly looking at new ways to
reduce its carbon footprint and cut
waste, to the benefit of the business,
and ultimately customers seeking
a product that is natural, inert and
endlessly recyclable. “We offer the
advantages of continuous reliable
supply, excellent customer service and
high quality,” assures Ms Sidebottom. l
Further information:
Beatson Clark, Rotherham, UK
tel:
+44 1709 828 141
email: sales@beatsonclark.co.uk
web: www.beatsonclark.co.uk

Recent investments at Beatson Clark include the installation of six new IS machines.
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Spotlight

Anti-dumping duties
in Asian glass industry
In recent years there has been a significant increase in anti-dumping duties on glass
imports from countries keen to protect and boost their domestic manufacturing.
Sunder Singh looks at the impact this is having on the Asian glass industry.
In international trade parlance,
dumping is what happens when
exporters sell a product in a foreign
market at a price below the cost of
production in their domestic market.
The effect of this is to create unfair
competition for domestic producers
in the importing market, potentially
forcing them out of business.
Dumping impacts the price of the
product in the importing country, hitting
margins and profits of manufacturing
firms. In the long run countries or
companies that engage in dumping
may gain a stranglehold of their target
market so that they can ultimately
benefit from monopolistic power.

authorities in that particular country.
Recent decades have seen
a rise in anti-dumping policy as a
trade barrier used by competitionregulating authorities in their respective
countries to counteract dumping in
markets. While anti-dumping duties
are the most frequently used trade
remedy, CVDs [Countervailing Duty –
a Customs Duty imposed on goods
which have received government
subsidies in the originating or exporting
country] have grown in recent years,
particularly against imports from China.
There have been more than two dozen
instances of a country using antidumping measures in or against an
Asian country in the glass industry.

Anti-dumping duties

In the glass industry, opinions
on dumping differ, with many
governments having historically taken
action (most notably, India, Australia
and South Africa) against dumping
with the use of anti-dumping (AD)
measures. A country is allowed
to impose tariffs on such dumped
products to provide a level-playing
field to domestic manufacturers.
The duty is imposed only after a
thorough investigation by a judicial or
quasi-judicial body. The World Trade
Organisation (WTO) does not pass
judgment on dumping itself; instead it
directs governments in the ways they
can and cannot react to dumping.
Anti-dumping duties provide
relief to domestic industries that
have been, or are threatened with,
material injury caused by imported
goods sold in a particular market at
prices that are shown to be less than
fair market value. The relief provided
is an additional import duty placed
on the dumped imports based upon
calculations made by the concerned
Sub-Segment
Flat Glass
Flat Glass
Flat Glass
Flat Glass
Flat Glass

Flat glass

Flat glass imports have seen the most
anti-dumping measures taken by
importing countries. Comparatively
easy to transport compared to
tableware and container glass, flat
glass can travel long distances over
sea and surface networks. Global
trade statistics on the glass industry
shows that flat glass imports (or
exports) forms nearly 78% of the
volume of the total trade in the three
major sub-segments of glass industry.
In Asia, India, leads in the number
of anti-dumping duties imposed on
float glass imports from other Asian
countries (see Table 1). Currently, India
charges anti-dumping duties on flat
glass imports from Iran, Pakistan, UAE
and Saudi Arabia in the Middle East
region and Malaysia in the South East
Asia region (see Table 2).
Until a few years ago, the Chinese
flat glass industry was the main target
for the importing countries in terms of
levying of anti-dumping duty. However,
during the last two years, some of

Country of origin Date
Remarks
Term of duty
Iran
29 June 2021 Sunset investigation Yet to be decided
Bangladesh
& Thailand
June 2021
Initiation		
Malaysia
Dec 2020
Countervailing Duty		
Pakistan, UAE
and Saudi Arabia				
China
June 2021
AD terminated		

Current Tenure
11 May 2022
First Time
Operational since Feb 2021

Was in operation since 2003

Table 1: Anti-dumping and countervailing measures by Indian authorities on flat glass imports.
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Tableware glass imports have been the subject of second largest number of
anti-dumping measures taken by and against Asian countries.

the countries have dropped anti-dumping duties on glass
imports from China.
Currently, Saudi Arabia, UAE and Malaysia faces
maximum number of anti-dumping duties and ongoing
investigations.
The reason cited by Indian authorities at the time of
imposition of anti-dumping duty on glass imports from
UAE and Saudi Arabia in the last decade is significant in
understanding the advantages of producing flat glass in
the Middle East region. The order by Indian authorities
read: “The price of gas for these float glass makers is just
about $0.75 a million British thermal unit (mBtu), whereas
it is about $16.5 for Indian manufacturers. For every dollar
difference in gas pricing, the impact on the price of glass is
$7–8 a tonne. Glass manufacturers in Saudi Arabia and the
UAE enjoy not only cheaper gas, but their interest costs –
called administrative charges – are as low as 2%. Another
Country
Country of origin
China
Philippines
Australia
Indonesia
Malaysia and UAE
Australia
		
South Africa
UAE and Saudi Arabia

Date/ Year
2017
Sept 2021
AD investigation
initiated in April 2021
2019

Term of Duty
2017–2022
2021–2026

2019-2024

Table 2: Tariff barriers in flat glass industry by major Asian countries.
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Spotlight
element of cost as far as glass is
concerned is the cutting, packing and
transporting charges. This adds nearly
40% to the cost of the raw glass.”

Solar glass

Solar glass imports have seen
a number of anti-dumping and
countervailing duty measures in the
last few years. With the concentration
of solar glass production in China and
Malaysia (through Chinese producers),
most of these measures are against
these two countries.
In the highest profile case (due
to volume of imports of solar glass),
the European Union announced it
would continue the countervailing duty
on solar glass imports from China
in August 2020. These duties range
from 3.2% to 17.1%. The [European]
Commission [responsible for EU
strategy, its role in setting priorities,
and its implementation through EU
policy] had initiated a review of the
duties applicable to the import of solar
glass.
During the original investigation,
solar glass producers in the EU had
submitted [documentation stating]
that Chinese solar glass producers
continued to benefit from preferential
lending and below-market interest
rates from domestic banks in China.
The Commission noted that there is
sufficient evidence that subsidisation
of the solar glass industry in China
continued and is likely to continue in
the future (see Table 3).
However, solar glass end users
in Europe argued that maintaining the
measures on solar glass [from China]
was not in line with the Commission’s
goals regarding the use of clean
energy. On the contrary, extending
these measures would have [negative]
consequences for European solar
module manufacturers, as they will be
forced to buy the higher priced solar
glass from European producers.
Furthermore, the European solar
(glass) module manufacturers said
that while the EU market for solar
module installations is expected to
grow, they would be forced out of this
market as it would not undertake new
investments due to lack of solar glass
supply. This step, in turn, would harm
the solar glass industry.
In December 2020, Indian
Country
European Union
India
India
India

Country of origin
China
China
Malaysia
Malaysia

Date
29 June 2021
June 2021
2019
2020

authorities recommended
countervailing duty at 9.71% of the
cost, insurance and freight value on
the imports of textured and tempered
glass from Malaysia, which is the
largest exporter of solar glass to the
Indian market. These duties will last
until December 2025.
These countervailing duties are in
addition to anti-dumping duties that
Indian authorities imposed in 2019
(on the import of textured tempered
coated and uncoated glass from
Malaysia for five years). India also
imposed an anti-dumping duty on
solar glass imported from China in
the range of $64.04 per metric ton to
$136.21 per metric ton.
The imposition of anti-dumping
and countervailing duties on solar
glass imports has benefited India’s
[only] solar producer, Borosil
Renewables, but downstream users
of solar glass are not very happy with
these duties. According to Pramod
Sirohiya, Managing Director of Senza
Solar, “The price of imported solar
glass is higher than the local prices.
Before the Chinese New Year holidays
in February 2021, the prices were
around (US) $6.4 (INR 475.9) per
square metre. After the Chinese
New Year, the prices came down
to (US) $5.3 (INR 386.7) per square
metre. For the Indian solar module
producers, the situation is not good,
and we are facing a really hard time.
We have been forced to invest heavily
in solar glass and other raw materials
at a higher price. It takes nearly two
months for the delivery, and the freight
charges are around (US) $2,736 (INR
200,000) – (US) $4,104 (INR 300,000)
per container. In one container, there
are around 1,500 glass sheets. In
India, we don’t have enough suppliers,
which has created a shortage and
increase in prices, with one company
enjoying the benefits.”

Tableware glass

Tableware glass imports have been
the subject of second-largest number
of AD and CVD measures taken by
and against Asian countries, even
though the vast space consumed by
tableware products during transit from
one country to other often acts as a
barrier for transporting these products
over very long distances.

Remarks
Term of duty
Sunset investigation
Yet to be decided
Sunset review
Anti-dumping		
Countervailing duty		

Table 3: Tariff barriers on solar glass imports by different countries.
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Current Tenure
11 May 2022
2024
2025

Indian authorities have implemented anti-dumping and countervailing measures
on flat glass imports.

Headline-making container glass investigation

The container glass industry has been largely spared from
anti-dumping measures by importing countries. The bulky
nature of the products and high transportation costs make
it quite costly to ship container glass long distances. There
have not been many instances (barring a couple of cases in
pharmaceutical sub-segment) of imposition or investigation
of anti-dumping duties in container glass industry.
The United States anti-dumping investigation (initiated
in 2019) on container glass imports from China has been
the most high-profile anti-dumping investigation in the
global container glass industry. US authorities initiated
anti-dumping investigation on container glass imports from
China in September 2019, following receipt of anti-dumping
and countervailing duty petitions filed by the American Glass
Packaging Coalition.
In a detailed ruling in October 2020, the U.S.
International Trade Commission (ITC) stated that glass
containers from China do not cause an injury to US
container glass industry. The Commission made a negative
determination in the final phase of the anti-dumping duty
investigation. The ITC’s negative AD determination followed
its negative countervailing duty determination in July, 2020.
As a result of the ITC determinations, there will be no further
AD or CVD deposits required for imports of glass containers
from China, and importers will receive refunds for deposits
previously paid.

Countries using antidumping measures

Among its Asian peers, India has imposed the most
anti-dumping and countervailing duties on flat, solar and
tableware glass imports. The country is one of the largest
importers of glass products in these categories; about
20% of the total flat glass demand in India is met through
imports. However, recent expansions and further plans
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Spotlight
in the pipeline are expected to make the country selfsufficient in flat and solar glass production in the next four
years. It is expected that some of India’s anti-dumping and
countervailing measures will be revoked when the country
becomes self-sufficient in these two sub-segments of the
industry.
Australia imposed anti-dumping duty on float glass
imports from China, Thailand and Indonesia in 2011 after
due investigation. The duties were re-imposed in 2016 for
a period of five years. Imposition of AD duties on flat glass
imports from these countries led to a turnaround for the
country’s float glass producer Viridian (Now Oceania Glass)
with earnings of AUD 3.1 million in 2015 and AUD 8.1
million in 2016, following three consecutive years of losses
in 2012, 2013 and 2014. Despite these duties, the import
of architectural and automotive glass products from China
consistently remained about 48% of total glass imports in
the country during 2016, 2017 and 2018.
In a review in September 2021, Australian authorities
have decided to remove China and Thailand from antidumping duty on float glass imported into the country.
However, float glass producers from Indonesia (except PT
Mulia Glass) will continue to face anti-dumping measures
for glass imports in Australia. While deciding this case,
Australian authorities reportedly referred to an interview
published in Glass Worldwide (with the General Manager for
Guardian Glass’ Asia-Pacific General Manager) [see July/
August 2020 issue] to reach to its conclusion.
Currently, Australian authorities are investigating whether
float glass imports from Malaysia and UAE are imported into
the country at dumping prices. The authorities are expected
to submit their final report in March 2022.
Malaysia has witnessed a number of anti-dumping
and countervailing investigations and imposition of duties
in recent years. In fact, these cases have cropped up
after Chinese flat and solar glass companies established
manufacturing plants in the country.
In addition to India, Australia and South Africa have
initiated anti-dumping probe on clear float glass of a
thickness of 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, 8mm, 10mm and
12mm originating in or imported from Malaysia.

US authorities initiated an anti-dumping investigation on container glass imports from China in September 2019.

has initiated investigation. There is
a new challenge posed by imports
coming from the new solar glass plant
in Vietnam set up by one of the large
Chinese companies, which has begun
operations recently. Such imports are
not subjected to any duties as of now.
Initially, these imports were priced
higher taking into account the duties
on alternate sources. However, the
offer prices have now aligned to China/
Malaysia. We are closely watching the
situation and we will take appropriate
measures available under the law.
While we await levy of basic custom
duty on solar cells and modules
becoming effective from April 1, 2022,
the safeguard duty of 14.5% has come
to an end [as] of July 30, 2021. This
may result in an increase in imports
and pose a temporary challenge for
domestic producers of modules.”

Impact of anti-dumping duties

Stakeholders in the glass industry are divided on the
advantages and disadvantages of imposing anti-dumping
duties on glass imports in any particular country. Although
the domestic glass producers in any country are the direct
beneficiaries of antidumping duties, glass processors and
end users can end up paying higher prices for the glass
products.
In a recent conference call with the company’s investors,
P.K. Kheruka, Executive Chairman of India’s solar glass
producer Borosil Renewables Limited said, “The levy of
9.71% CVD on imports of solar tempered glass originating
from Malaysia from March 2021 had its positive impact as
this becomes a part of the landed cost of imports, while we
negotiate our selling prices. The anti-dumping duty against
imports from China is valid until August 2022. The company
has filed an application with the concerned authorities to
extend the duty for another five years and the Government
Sub-Segment
Opal Glassware
Glass Tableware
Glass Tableware

Restrictive measures –
used or abused?

Analysts and market stakeholders
are divided on the imposition of
anti-dumping duties in general.
The number of anti-dumping duties
globally has jumped significantly in
recent years. During the peak of the
pandemic period (July 2020 – June
2021), countries led by the US, India
and China doubled their use of antidumping measures (of all goods)
against the cheap inflow of certain
goods, but most nations demonstrated
restraint in the imposition of new trade
restrictive measures related to the
pandemic, as numbers collated by a

Imposing Country of origin
Year
Remarks
Term of duty
country					
India
China & UAE
8 Dec 2021
Sunset investigation
Yet to be decided
India
China & Indonesia
2018
–		
Brazil
China, Indonesia and Brazil
2011
Sunset investigation		

Current
Tenure
Aug 2022
2018–2023
2016–2021

recent WTO report show.
According to leading experts,
the sharp increase in anti-dumping
measures is mainly due to a
pandemic-induced fall in demand
in the exporting country, leading to
unutilised capacities and lowering of
export prices.
Speaking to the author, Manish
Singhal – Associate Professor
with Department of Law at Delhi
University, and an Advocate
specialising on anti-dumping and
countervailing duties in New Delhibased Law Firm, Legal Axis said, “In
many cases, anti-dumping duty on
glass imports is not justifiable and
it can be manipulated to protect
domestic producers interests. In
many cases interests and welfare of
intermediate users and consumers
are ignored in determining antidumping duties. If dumping hurts
domestic producers in glass industry,
the anti-dumping duty on the other
hand affects the consumers and
intermediate users. It is therefore
imperative to access the impact of
anti-dumping duty on these two
sub-set[s] of consumers before it is
imposed, but, both the WTO codes
and domestic laws on anti-dumping
in most of the WTO member
countries do not have any specific
clause on public interest. This clearly
indicates that the beneficiar[ies] of
anti-dumping dut[ies] are primarily
domestic producers of glass.” l

About the author:
Sunder Singh is a freelance
correspondent
Further information:
email: sunder.singh@gmail.com

Table 4 : Anti-dumping duties in tableware glass industry.
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Recycling in the glass
packaging industry – part 2
Prof. Vincenzo M. Sglavo and Davide Armoni, Andrea Rossi, Mattia Scottini and
Nicholas Paul Sentieri identify possible solutions for reaching the EU’s desired 2030
metrics for recycling and achieving a closed loop system.
In the previous paper (see Glass
Worldwide January/February 2021),
technical and economical limitations
of the EU’s goals for glass packaging
recycling were discussed and
established. Here, additional limitations
related to social and legislative
aspects are considered. In addition,
some suggestions and guidelines are
proposed in order to achieve the 90%
target for glass packaging recycling
by 2030.

Social limitations

The goal of 90% of glass packaging
collection can be achieved through
the implementation and continued
progress in the awareness and
education of each citizen in the area
of glass recycling. If each citizen takes
recycling and collection seriously, a
smaller amount of glass packaging
will be lost and, in the end, the
quantity of glass packaging available
to be potentially processed into cullet
and reused in the loop, increases.
In addition, correct separation of
[recyclable] waste will decrease the
discrepancy between the collection
of glass packaging and the quantity
of it that is effectively recycled, with
enormous effects on the costs and
efficiency of the entire system.
The impact of the role of citizens

Figure 1: Pie chart illustrating 2020 figures for glass packaging and its various end of life outcomes. Note 9.3% of losses due to incorrect
separation by citizens and 12.1% of glass that does not enter the recycling cycle. (Figure adapted from CoReVe’s Piano Specifico di
Prevenzione 20211)

can have on glass recycling is depicted
in Figure 1, where the example of Italy
in 2020 is presented: 77.6% of glass
packaging was recovered, with 9.3%
lost to incorrect waste separation and
12.1% not collected at all.
The fight for recycling education
cannot be a success without important
players such as CoReVe [Italy’s
national glass recovery consortium].
In Italy, CoReVe strives not only to
educate people through advertising

Italy’s national glass recovery consortium CoReVe advises on the implementation and co-ordination of
recycling programmes.
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campaigns, but also acting as advisor on the implementation
and co-ordination of recycling programmes. CoReVe annually
collects data related to the total collection and processing
of glass packaging throughout all of Italy. This information
is outlined in the annual “Piano Specifico di Prevenzione,”
[‘specific prevention plan’] displayed on its website1. Figure 2
shows collection, production and recycling rate data regarding
glass recycling collection in Italy.

Dealing with impurities

From Figure 2, it can be deduced that the collection system
is not perfect and losses are inevitable. However, a positive
trend is observed, with an increase in recycling of more
than 10% in the last decade, due to citizens’ increased
awareness. Lots of improvements are evident but are still
far from optimal. The main issue lies in the bad behaviour
of a few people that can heavily damage the entire system:
for example, a single ashtray made of crystal class contains
trace amounts of lead that can contaminate half ton of glass,
which must be discarded. Also, medical glass must be
treated in different way due to different taxes applied, even
if small amounts are tolerated2. Plastic bags, if recycled with
glass bottles and cans inside, can cause increased costs
due to time inefficiencies. Those examples reduce the final
quantity of glass for recycling, yet with the correct mindset
and attention towards the correct waste separation system,
unnecessary losses can be avoided.
The effect of impurities on the final aesthetics of glass
bottles is not negligible. In our society, appearance plays an
important role in market sales, as the customer associates
the idea of a container with a small imperfection (e.g. colour)
with contamination. These issues can limit glass producers’
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Spotlight
notion of recycling [by re-using] is also
somewhat contrary to the conventional
recycling of glass packaging, as it
reduces the availability of glass waste
for cullet. Regardless, it is hard to
criticise the themes central to reuse as
they also align with the sustainability
efforts that are core to recycling.7

Solutions and improvements

Figure 2: Chart showing the last two decades in terms of glass packaging produced, collected and recycled. In general, an increasing
trend can be seen.

use of recycled cullet because a
small amount of the wrong-colour
fragments may damage the aesthetic
of an entire batch unless discoloration
is considered acceptable for that
particular product. Today, there are
glass packaging production companies
that are working to encourage
customers ordering glass packaging
to consider a bottle with slight
discolouration as an eco-friendlier
option.3

Legislative limitations

Although there are several regulatory
documents that are instrumental in
forming the legislative backbone for
the glass packaging industry, there are
primarily two major documents that
concern this analysis: the ‘European
Parliament’s Packaging and Packaging
Waste (PPW) Directive of 1994’
(94/62/EC27) and the ‘European
Commission’s Circular Economy Action
Plan from 2020’.
The PPW Directive, with its most
recent amendment, establishes the
criteria and metrics required to be met
by 2025 and 2030 of 70% and 75%
recycled glass packaging, respectively,
for all of the EU.4 These goals aim to
prevent the production of unnecessary
wasteful packaging, and promote the
idea of recycling on a multinational
and co-operative level.4 Without the
PPW Directive of 1994, the basis for
which the current goals are set, the
EU’s latest metrics for recycling and
achieving a closed loop system could
not exist.
The European Commission’s
Circular Economy Action Plan (CEAP)
is the second of the two documents
considered in the scope of this
analysis and pertains more specifically
to the ideas behind the closed loop
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system. Drafted in 2020, this plan works to establish the
central ideas of a circular economy, including sustainable
product policy framework, key product value chains and
cross cutting actions.5 More specifically, Section 3.3 of the
CEAP on Packaging states that this plan will “ensure that all
packaging on the EU market is reusable or recyclable in an
economically viable way by 2030”.5
Legislative limitations that affect the glass packaging
industry are more difficult to identify, possibly as a result of
the [un]clear wording on the rules that are used to guide
the industry. Two possible identifiable restraints could be
the limited influence of organisations in the glass packaging
industry (such as CoReVe or FEVE) on formal municipalities
and governances, as well as the obstacles connected with
the bureaucracy of being an industry player such as a glass
cullet processor or a production facility.
Costs associated with the legislative portion of the glass
industry are slightly more difficult to characterise due to the
complexity of the many players involved. For this reason,
it is too difficult within the scope of this analysis to identify
the effect that legislative limits have on the costs tied to the
glass packaging industry.

Other considerations

Other limitations on the EU’s desired goals are the political
influence, and the alternative end of life for a glass package,
better known colloquially as ‘reuse’.
Political influence can manifest itself in several different
ways, yet the clearest case is in the debate between bottle
bank or door-to-door collection systems. The adoption of
one of these choices may be the political move of a newlyelected official that doesn’t take into account the long-term
effects. This may seem inconsequential to the politician or
even the municipality collecting the glass packaging, outside
of perhaps a higher cost towards the implementation of one
over the other, but the glass recycling industry receiving the
recycled product pays for these choices immediately: both
literally and figuratively, in the possible form of less cullet at
a higher price and the push away from the idealised closed
loop system.
Not every glass package is recycled or landfilled, and in
fact the life of a glass container can be extended by reuse.
The reuse of glass bottles and jars is not a new concept,
and today it can also cause a problem for recycling. In the
same vein as the increase of carbon emissions associated
with additional transportation [of freight to be recycled], the

For every previously mentioned aspect,
there also exists a solution. The
achievement of the EU’s objectives
is based on improving an already
well-established and efficient system
for recycling glass, especially when
compared with other materials. A
single key step for reaching the set
goals has not yet been identified, but
there exists a diversity of approaches
and starting points. In particular,
a distinction can be made by two
principal lines of thought: the first
pays more attention to the quality of
cullet on the market, which would
lead to a stabilisation of cullet prices
and a reduction in finished product
costs.6,7 The other approach is based
on reducing environmental damage
and requires that each entity in the
[recycling] chain tries to minimise
complexity and waste at every step.
In particular, this focuses on increasing
the relative quantity of recycled glass,
so as to reduce the quantity that goes
into landfill.
The substantial difference between
these two approaches is the role of
initiator. On one hand there exists the
companies, moving towards a more
prosperous and stable market, while
citizens, through their actions, can
make a difference in the fight against
pollution and climate change. The
choice and adoption of one approach
does not deny the possibility of the
other: on the contrary, a synergistic
shared action may be the best way to
effect serious change in the current
situation.
For the previously discussed
limitations it is clear that the social
aspect – the role played by the actions
of citizens – is currently the most
critical, and improvements in this area
could lead to significant progress
towards the overall final goals. In the
short term, an increase in the quality
of the waste should be observed, with
positive effects on price stabilisation
and refinement costs. Companies
should support awareness campaigns
with a special emphasis on civic
education for the population. Costs
incurred in this area will presumably be
recouped by the (improved) quality of
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Spotlight
the material coming in for recycling due
to better-educated citizen. An individual
company’s personal advertising
campaign may struggle, due to high
costs, low audience reach and potential
for conflicting messages: it is therefore
essential to refer to third parties,
such as CoReVe in Italy or FEVE on a
European level, to send a synergistic
message to the widespread population.
In regards to the technical aspects,
technological improvement would
allow for positive progress, but with
limited advances in the near future,
as there are no radical changes in
process technology in sight. In any
case, incremental improvements to
industrial processes could (still) have
a meaningful impact on the amount
of pollutants and waste produced. An
example of this could be hardware
and software improvements in optical
selectors [for grading and sorting
PCR glass], which would lead to an
increase in the efficiency of the material
flow. From a hardware point of view,
traditional optical systems can be
paired with systems that exploit other
electromagnetic radiations, such as
UV-Vis and NIR; the improvements
of the software aspects include the
implementation of more complex neural
networks and deep-learning concepts.
Another research field is a solution
for increasing the amount of recycled
cullet in new glass products.5 However,
it must be remembered that the
technological complexity throughout the
process is strictly related to the purity of
the waste. Therefore, it is likely that any
progression on the social aspect will
lead to simplification in the treatment
and processing of the recycled material:
the role of the citizen is essential.
As with the other limitations, all
the changes hypothesised so far
must be contextualised in the current
European economic system, meaning
that the entire glass cycle is governed
by economic laws and any change
whatsoever requires approvals at
multiple levels. Innovation across the
board cannot happen with a single
bound forward, as changing so many
well-established factors would come at
heavy investment costs, not to mention
the potential for social upheavals. With
an intermediated step approach, a
positive change made by any figure or
institution must establish itself in the
common mentality, proving its worth
as it demonstrates its feasibility and
cost-effectiveness. As these ideas
are proven, a causal effect may see
other elements within the system
adapt, or even try to improve and
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impose themselves in the form of
an alternative model, spontaneously
modifying the entire model of
business and, in the end, adapting to
a new market law.
The governing state in charge
can intervene effectively through
specific financing or taxes, to slowly
tip the balance towards one solution
over another. An innovative and
flexible political reform programme
is necessary and must include
considerations on the current
situations and different scenarios of
future development over a time range
of perhaps 20 years. This would
ensure enough time to consider all
aspects, but not too much time as to
restrict the inevitable developments
that will emanate. To this effect,
directives such as the European
Commission’s Circular Economy
Action Plan from 2020 represent
a starting point for all EU member
states to apply to the current
situation within their countries.
Each of these aspects plays a
key role, not only in the economic
and environmental stability as
a whole, but also in developing
and improving the environmental
objectives identified by Europe. These
directives and numerical values that
each EU state is required to achieve
represent much smaller goals in the
grand scheme of sustainability. These
goals are important as they propel
the glass packaging industry forward,
yet are not representative of a finish.
The ultimate goal of sustainability is
to push beyond metrics and establish
a system that focuses on “meeting
the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their needs”.8

it – quite challenging. Less glass packaging (collected for
recycling) reduces options for generating more cullet and
will have an adverse effect on every industry player involved
at some point. Using recycled glass cullet is advantageous
both economically and socially versus the costs of extracting
the raw materials required to produce virgin packaging.
Regardless, one central theme remains imperative:
education on proper recycling. The entire loop begins at the
civic level and with the proper programmes and instruction,
a direct and positive change can be effected. This, in
conjunction with small incremental improvements in each of
the limitations identified through this analysis, might just be
enough to achieve the EU targets, and eventually supersede
them. This supersession could establish a closed-loop system
for the glass packaging industry and could offer substantial
strides towards other EU strategies, such as the declared
objective of net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by the year
2050.9 Even so, this task is no small feat and the CEAP
summarises this transition best in stating, “the transition to the
circular economy will be systemic, deep and transformative,
in the EU and beyond. It will require an alignment and
co-operation of all stakeholders at all levels – EU, national,
regional and local, and international”.5 The implementation of
a circular economy and a closed loop system may be one
of the greatest challenges currently facing the world, and it
remains a necessary one to ensure a future for generations
beyond our own. l

Conclusions

9

The limitations that hold back the
glass packaging industry from
reaching its potential cannot be
ignored. Whether they are technical
and tied to losses in discharged
glass (due to contamination) during
processing; economic and tied to
an optimal system of collection;
social and tied to the education
on proper recycling; legislative
and tied to the limited influence of
agencies acting as advisors; or other
considerations such as political or
reuse of packaging, each of these
aspects can limit the recycling of
glass packaging. The interconnection
between each aspect makes
identifying one limitation – in order
to devise and provide solutions for
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Offline sample testing
of glass containers
Pete Cooper introduces two new quality control machines from Pro-Sight for
testing the internal pressure and vertical load testing systems of glass containers.
UK-based designer and manufacturer of inspection
machines and glass container handling equipment
Pro-Sight has introduced two additional quality control
machines for use in the off-line sample testing of glass
containers. The first an Internal Pressure Tester, available
in single or double head configuration, and the second is a
Vertical Load Tester. Both systems comply with the required
BS/EN/ISO standards for glass container testing and both
machines also have communication outputs to pass results
data on to existing factory data networks.

tests and then displays the results. In
addition to the frame and the doors,
stainless steel is used for the pipework
and fittings in the system and also
for the pressure regulators and safety
pressure relief valve.

Pro-Sight’s
Vertical Load
Tester.

Internal Pressure Tester

Pro-Sight’s Internal Pressure Tester, which is manufactured
with stainless steel frame and doors, is available as a single
or double station machine for off-line periodic sampling
and testing of glass containers, in accordance with BS EN
ISO7458:2004 for the internal pressure resistance testing of
glass containers.
The single head, lower-cost version has one station
where a bottle can be inserted and tested. The double
station version allows an operator to prepare a second
bottle, ready for a quick change-over whist another is under
pressure. This enables a much higher throughput per hour
of test containers.
To comply with the required testing standard, the
machines increase the internal pressure of the containers
(filled with water) at a fixed ramp rate of 5.8 bar (+/- 1 bar)
per second until a predetermined pressure is reached, or
the container bursts.
Some systems on the market have complex, motor
driven, oil filled systems for generating the pressure in
the water circuit that feeds the bottles. The modern ProSight machines employ a simple, proportional pneumatic
regulator to control an air cylinder which is used to
generate pressure in the water test circuit. Pressure
ramping is controlled by either a Siemens or AllenBradley PLC (customers can specify their preference).
A touchscreen menu guides the operator through the

Pro-Sight’s dual
station Internal
Pressure Tester.

INSPECTION & PROCESS CONTROL BUYERS GUIDE: PART ONE
In addition to the articles in the following pages in part two of our Inspection &
Process Control Buyers Guide, part one in the January/February issue included
contributions from AGR, CelSian, Dr Günther Inspections, Eurotherm, Heye,
Pro-Sight, Siemens, Vertech’ and XPAR.
To access the articles, visit the Digital Archive
(sponsored by FIC) at www.glassworldwide.co.uk
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Operating the test routine

After powering on the machine, the operator sets the target pressure
and presses the start button to activate the system. The PLC screen
also displays user menus allowing the operator to access standard
pre-set pressure tests, or alternatively they can enter their own
custom pressure settings per job.
After inserting a bottle the operator then closes the door which
automatically engages the electromagnetic safety interlock before
the test automatically begins. There is no need for additional multistep button presses; simply closing the door commences the test.
With the safety door closed the system will increase the
pressure in the bottle at the required controlled rate to comply with
the BS EN ISO standard, with the pressure being displayed on the
touchscreen in real time. There is a quick water outlet on the side of
the machine which can be used to rapidly pre-fill the containers and
the machine will automatically top-up bottles in the loaded position
immediately prior to the test commencing.
On the version with two test stations, if an operator has loaded
a second bottle into the machine whilst a test it being carried out the
system will automatically start the second test immediately on completing
the first one, with the safety interlocks always preventing any doors
being opened whilst a container is under pressure. This enables rapid
testing when there is a large volume of sample bottles to check.
The system also has full stainless steel draining trays and a
removable stainless steel shard tray for safely removing test failures.
There is, in addition, a fine stainless steel mesh filter over the drain
outlet to prevent small particles of glass entering the drain.

The new NX-VR-300 swabbing robot
mounts on the valve blocks
of all IS machines.
Provides mould closed and
neck ring automatic swabbing
within the same section cycle.
On the fly swabbing, no reject.

Vertical load tester

The Pro-Sight-Vision Vertical Load Tester is a stand-alone testing
machine which has its own controller and its own hydraulic system
for generating the load on the glass containers.
The unit’s PLC and LCD operator interface enables quick and
easy set-up of the machine, and displays test results in compliance
with the international standard for the testing of glass containers to
vertical load resistance as described in BS EN ISO8113:2004.
The Vertical Load Tester has both pre-set and user programmable
load ramp rates for the test cycle with the force being generated by a selfcontained hydraulic system. An electronic load cell is used to provide very
accurate force measurements in Newtons back to the PLC, which are
displayed on screen in real time throughout each test. The system stores
and recalls the previous 10 test results and the controller incorporates a
data port which allows all the results to be exported to a factory network.
The safety interlocked door at the front of the machine ensures
operator safety and there is a removable shard tray at the base
of the unit to collect any fragments from test failures for disposal.
However, Pro-Sight also offers a range of stainless steel canisters
that can be used to house the bottles during testing to prevent
broken glass from having to be cleaned from inside the machine.
In addition to showing the force being applied to the glass in
real time during each test, the ‘max force reading’ is also displayed
and indicates the maximum reading from the load cell that occurred
during the test cycle, in kilo-Newtons.
‘Pass or fail’ results for the test cycle are also displayed on
screen with the screen changing to green for pass and red for fail for
easy operator feedback. The screen resets only when the next test
is initiated. l
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Automatic inspection
for glass tableware
Paolo Panza examines the challenges specific to glass tableware inspection, and
explains how automatic monitoring and processing from IPROTec can help to
ensure the highest levels of quality control.
Quality analysis of geometric and cosmetic faults in drinking
glass production is becoming increasingly important in the
tableware glass industry to guarantee homogeneous quality
control, reduce personnel costs and improve the company’s
reputation. Automatic inspection of glass tableware
production must be up to the challenge of monitoring a
high variability of products, as well as a wide range of
faults (flaws) located on the surface or inside of a glass. A
wide range of geometric and cosmetic issues have to be
continuously recognised and classified.
Compared to widely-used inspection systems in
container glass production, the inspection complexity and
requested accuracy in drinking glass production is much
higher, so a special solution for this application area has
been designed by IPROTec, manufacturer of automatic glass
inspection machines automatic glass inspection machines.

Advantages of automatic inspection

Due to the high number of specific error classes (up to 60)
and high production rates, manual inspection will never be
sufficiently reliable. With an automatic inspection system it
is possible to increase the reliability of testing and achieve a
certifiable quality level. Additionally, the capture and statistical
analysis of glass data can be used as feedback to optimise
the production process. Manually testing usually detects only
one flaw in an item, whereas automatic inspection delivers an
overview about all of the flaws which appear.
To achieve a stable quality level without outliers,
reduce personal costs and improve production quality, the
introduction of automatic quality inspection systems is highly
recommended.

Glass tableware inspection

Set-up of a container inspection machine is normally done
by image processing specialists since the inspection doesn’t
require frequent intervention due to the long production
campaigns. However, in the case of tableware articles,
the set-up must be changed almost every day, and new
articles are often produced so the system must be simple
for the machine operator to re-program. Taking all this
into consideration, IPROTec has developed a very simple
interface for its cold and hot end automatic inspection
machines.

Cold end inspection machine.

bottom thickness and inclination; bowl
to stem offset; oval, not blown out,
bowl wavy; stem diameter, oval, bent,
curved; stem shape deviations; stem
suctions and bubbles); ‘Cosmetic
Faults’ (cracks; bubbles; bowl circlets/
mould rings; cord; knots); ‘Bowl-Stem
joint’ (over-pressed/overblown; badly
pressed/badly blown; compressed);
‘Rim’ (notches; wavy; strength of
melted rim); ‘Base Plate’ (diameter,

oval; wobble; faults in seam; cracks,
rough and wavy; and ‘Cords and Cold
waves’.

Hot end linear
inspection machine

Testing in the hot-end area, just after
the forming or the cutting machine, is
possible with a fast and direct process
intervention. With such a set-up, article
tracing can enable faults to be tracked

Cold end linear inspection machine

IPROTec’s cold end machine is a complete unit with its
own closed frame and a modular number of stations: 5–8
(each one equipped with up to four cameras) that can
be customised according to article shape and customer
requirements. It is the most complete system and can
typically detect up to 60 different classes of defects.
Detectable main fault classes include: ‘Tumblers/Bowl
& Stem geometry’ (glass height and rim diameter; tumbler
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Hot-end Inspection machine.

Hot end
layout.

to specific stations of the forming or cutting machine.
IPROTec’s hot end inspection machine is modular and
can be equipped with 1–3 stations (each one equipped with
one or two cameras) according to the available area and the
type of fault detection required. The system can typically run
up to 60pcs/min but higher rates are also available upon
request.
It is very helpful for machine operators to be able to
detect if there is any deformation or defect in the article
immediately after the forming or cutting, so that a correction
can be made without waiting for the article to arrive at the
end of the annealing lehr – by which time it is impossible to
determine from which machine section the fault originated.
Detectable main fault classes include:Inspection 1: (two cameras) ‘Tumbler/Bowl Inspection’
(body not blown completely – shape deviation; body
geometry deviation; body – bottom deformed/inclined; bowl
shape bent; bubbles, breakage, stones, knots, scratches.
Inspection 2: (two cameras) ‘Stem Inspection’ (bowl/

Hot end camera configuration.

stem junction; set off between
stem and bowl contour; stem bent;
bubbles).
Inspection 3: (2 two cameras)
‘Body Inspection’ – pattern field
(mould rings; heavy knots).
Inspection 4: (one or two
cameras) ‘Stemware Foot Inspection’

after the forming machine or ‘Rim
Inspection’ after the Burn-off machine
(heavy knots, glass height deviation;
roughness of rim; burnt-off lip
detection; cracking of rim; intensity of
rim melting; light field defects next to
rim).

HMI interface

To facilitate the use of IPROTec’s
inspection machines, an intuitive HMI
interface has been developed based
on daily use, with simple machine setups and job change set-ups available.
Evaluation is made easier by means of
graphics/diagrams with statistics and
warning indications as well as access
to historical data.

Why IPROTec?

HMI Diagram 1.
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IPROTec’s inspection machines can
accurately detect of a high number of
classes of defects in the manufacture
of all types of blow or press & blow
drinking glasses and stemware
drinking glasses. By employing a
modular concept, the system can
be customised according to clients’
needs and adopted for use in cold
end or hot end production. IPROTec
has developed multiple innovative
optical and algorithmic solutions and a
dedicated HMI to assist operators with
set-up as well as data analysis. The
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EXAMPLES OF DETECTABLE DEFECTS: IPROTec machines can detect various defect classes, offering different grades of accuracy in different parts of the articles.

Body Knot-wave stemware.

Bowl-stem-foot joint.

Body Knot-wave tumbler.

Tumbler bottom.

Rim defect.

Foot base.

Stem.

Bottom inclination tumbler.

HMI Diagram 2.

highest class components (CPU, cameras and sensors) are
used for IPROTec’s machines to ensure maximum reliability.
Direct image processing is used to avoid mirrors for
reduced maintenance and improved reliability. IPROTec’s
algorithms allow the inspection system installed to self-adjust
to environmental changes (light, dust) as well as production
fluctuation without any manual intervention. Based on
25 years’ experience and development, the company’s
machines, sensors and handling & image processing
technology offer a ‘ready to use’ system for tableware
inspection. l
About the author:
Paolo Panza is Business Development Manager at
IPROTec
Further information:
IPROTec GmbH., Zwiesel, Germany
tel:
+49 9922 98 633
email: paolo.panza@iprotec-gmbh.com
web: www.iprotec-gmbh.com

HMI interface.
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Laser-based measuring system
for curved automotive glass
Nizar Amor introduces nokra’s alpha.glassWS inline measuring system for
calculating the curvature of windshields or glass roofs immediately after bending.
Headquartered in Aachen, Germany, nokra was founded
1991 as a spin-off from the Fraunhofer institutes for
production and laser technology (IPT & ILT) and today
focuses on laser-based inline measuring systems, supplying
automotive glazing companies worldwide with measuring
systems.
nokra’s ‘alpha.glassWS’ glass measuring system
is designed to measure the curvature of windshields or
glass roofs inline immediately after bending. The bending
of every piece of glass can be evaluated on 3–13 tracks
on an arbitrary number of measuring points. The system
is designed to operate in the hot environment right after
exiting the bending furnace. Being an optical system, the
measurements are independent from the glass temperature.
A cycle time of down to 8.5s glass-to-glass allows for 100%
measurement of all windshields produced.
Receiving immediate feedback on the bending curvature
of every piece of glass produced, alpha.glassWS users profit
from:
1. Enhanced process control – measurement results can
be used to control and optimise furnace settings both
during start-up and the running production, meaning
scrap rate can be significantly reduced.
2. Predictive quality control – by correlating nokra
measurement data with final inspection data, the final
quality of each windshield can be predicted at this early
stage in the production process. Flawed windshields can
be identified and ejected before further costly production
steps such as washing, laminating, final inspection etc.

nokra’s alpha.glassWS inline measuring system.

How it works

The fully automated operating principle of the system is very
simple. During each measurement the windshield is stopped
at the system. An array of multiple sensors mounted to a
beam scans the glass to measure predefined tracks. The

Rate of change evaluation feature.

amount and configuration of the
sensors can be adapted to customers’
demands. The glass can either lie in its
bending mould or on a conveyer. The
position of the sensors is automatically
adjusted to the specific windshield
model based on the corresponding
measurement recipe. This means that
the nokra system can be configured
for an unlimited number of different
windshield models.

Virtual ruler rating

The nokra facilities in Aachen, Germany.
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For every measured track a virtual ruler
rating is performed. This virtual rating
offers significant advantages compared
to a traditional ruler rating with a
physical ruler:
• An arbitrary number of evaluation
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points can be configured on
any desired position for every
measured track.
• The measurement is independent
of the surface temperature.
• No distortion by pushing a ruler on
the glass.
• Angle deviations against the lateral
axes are automatically corrected.
All measurement results are
automatically rated against tolerance

and action limits. For every single point an according rating
as well as an overall rating for the entire windshield is given.
If the cycle time allows, the sensors can automatically be
repositioned after the first scan to measure a second time on
their way back to the starting position (Dual Mode). By this,
the amount of measured tracks is doubled. A rate-of-change
(ROC) evaluation feature is available for head-up-display
(HUD) and augmented reality (AR) applications. Depending on
the OEM’s demands, different methods can be implemented
to bring the measurement points in the HUD area into
correlation with one another to determine the ROC.

Current and future updates

nokra is constantly working on new
features and improvement of the
measuring system to meet the rising
requirements of automotive glazing
manufacturers. In 2021 both hardand software improvements were
implemented. The lateral adjustment of
the sensors was accelerated by a factor
of seven to optimise the cycle time for
Dual Mode applications. The entirely new
easy.glass software significantly improves
the usability of the user interface, the
analysis of the raw data, the access
to the database and adds additional
industry 4.0 features to the system.
For 2022, next to other modifications,
an ADAS feature is the first topic on
nokra’s development road map. l

About the author:
Nizar Amor is Product Manager at
nokra
Further information:
nokra Optische Prüftechnik und
Automation GmbH, Baesweiler,
Germany
+49 2401 60770
tel:
email: info@nokra.de
web:
www.nokra.de
A virtual rating ensures that there is no distortion from pushing a ruler on the glass.
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Identifying breakage issues
in crown closure bottles
Dr. Clarissa L. Justino de Lima and Peter W. de Haan report on findings obtained
from using a medical CT scan in a novel manner to investigate how guide ring seam
irregularities can result in breakage issues for both pry-off and twist-off finish bottles.
Common finish irregularities
associated with the guide ring seam
and neck rings [of crown closure
glass bottles] are categorised as
undermatch, overmatch, flange, or
knockout. Examples of these four
types of irregularities are shown
in Figure 1. As shown in these
cross-sectional views, a knockout
has a similar physical appearance
to a flange. However, a knockout
is restricted to the junction of
the vertical neck ring seam with
the horizontal guide ring seam
whereas a flange can occur at any
position along the guide ring seam
and typically extends around the
circumference of the finish for some
distance.
Overmatch and undermatch
features are predominantly caused by
misalignments or dimensional issues
between the neck ring components
of a finish mould. Flanges and
knockouts are usually caused by
improperly closed neck ring halves or
damaged and/or misaligned mould
parts. Flanges, overmatches and
knockouts are normally regarded
as more serious problems as they
are susceptible to breakage upon

Figure 1: Guide ring seam irregularities.

contact. In addition, bottles with
especially sharp flanges, knockouts
or overmatch features can chip or
fracture during capping and possibly
lead to pieces of glass entering
the filled bottle.1 Undermatches
are viewed as being more benign
as they generally do not lead to
breakage issues although in extreme
circumstances, even undermatches
can lead to problems.
The purpose of this paper is to
discuss the manner in which guide
ring seam irregularities can result in
breakage issues for both pry-off and
twist-off finishes.

Figure 2: Different finish types.

Figure 3: Examples of distances between the finish and the closure.

Pry-off finish: Guide ring seam measurements (mm).

Twist-off finish:
Guide rig seam
measurements (mm).
Figure 4: Undermatch with no space between the guide ring seam and the
closure.
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Figure 5: Representative fracture pattern.

Experiment

The samples used in this study consisted of empty 330ml and 600
ml bottles with a pry-off finish and 250 ml bottles with a twist-off
finish; these latter bottles had been previously filled and capped in
a commercial filling line (the finish types are shown in Figure 2). The
empty bottles were manually capped with crimp values that are
typical for these types of finishes.
The interactions between the applied metal closures and bottle C
finishes were analysed with a Phoenix Nanotom 180NF CT-scanner;
M
1440 images were obtained for each sample around the entire
circumference of the finish. The images were analysed with Volume Y
Graphics software and dimensional measurements were performed
CM
using an ImageJ program.
Two approaches were used for the measurement of the height MY
of the most severe guide ring seam irregularity. For overmatch and CY
undermatch features, the distance was measured between the
CMY
tangent of the irregularity and the tangent of the finish surface. For
K

Figure 6: Overmatch defect measuring 0.26mm.

Figure 7: Percussion cone.

www.glassworldwide.co.uk
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Figure 8: Flange measuring 0.12mm.

Figure 9: Metal to glass frictive damage.

Figure 10: Overmatch measuring 0.17mm.

flanges and knockouts, the height
was measured between the tangent
of the finish surface and the tip of the
irregularity.

Failure mechanism

deposited from a device used to
remove the closure. Furthermore,
the bottle exhibited an overmatch
(0.17mm), as shown in Figure 10.
High contact stresses were generated
upon contact of the overmatch during
closure removal which caused the
breakage.

Results and discussion

Results from the CT scan
measurements are summarised in
Tables I through V. The heights of the
individual flaws are shown along with
the total distances from the glass
surfaces to the closures where the
flaws were located.
The average total distance between
the guide ring seam and the closure
for pry-off and twist-off finishes were
0.39mm and 0.53mm, respectively, a
statistically significant difference at a
confidence level of 95%. As shown in
Figure 3, these differences are due to
the configuration of these two types
of finishes and the manner in which
the closure interacts with the finish.
The presence of threads combined
with a right angle between the finish E
wall and the sealing surface of twistoff finishes results in a relatively large
distance between the finish and the
closure skirt. The obtuse angle between
the crimp bead and the sealing surface
of a pry-off finish led to a relatively small
distance between the finish and the
closure skirt.
As a consequence, finish
irregularities of the same dimension
would be more concerning when
located on a pry-off bottle as they
would be located closer to the closure,
which increases the risk of becoming
damaged during the crowning
operation. For example, the maximum
irregularity height for the pry-off
bottles was 0.29mm which was the
same as the minimum ‘total distance’
(0.29mm). For twist-off finishes, the
minimum ‘total distance’ was 0.45mm,
which would provide ample space to
accommodate the largest irregularity
height measured in this study.
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Flanges, overmatch features, and knockouts are classified
as serious irregularities if they are unusually large. High
tensile stresses will be developed if these irregularities are
contacted by the closure during the crowning operation in
a filling line or if they are contacted by an opener during
removal of the closure by a consumer. These high stresses
can create a cone crack which could fracture the glass
completely or could act as a stress concentrator. When
the bottle is opened, either shear forces (closure twisting)
or leverage forces (bottle opener) could act on the cone
crack partial fracture causing it to develop into a complete
fracture.
Figure 4 shows an unusual situation in which an
undermatch can also act as a focal point of contact stresses
leading to breakage under abnormal situations. In this
example, the edge of the undermatch feature is in direct
contact with the closure and high contact stresses will be
generated. These stresses could lead to the development of
a cone crack and ultimately the potential for complete failure
of the finish.

Case Studies

The following are examples in which guide ring seam
irregularities led to problems in commercial practice.
#1: Twist-off closure: A beverage filler received a
series of consumer complaints regarding fractures of twistoff finishes as shown in Figure 5. The fractures originated at
percussion cones which coincided with an overmatch of the
outer guide ring seam (0.26mm), as shown in Figure 6. The
overmatch acted as a focal point for the crimp forces during
application of the crown closure leading to the formation of
a cone crack. Extension of the cone crack into a complete
failure occurred by either a leverage force generated by the
use of a bottle opener or a shear force from the twisting
motion of the closure. In either case, the overmatch was the
cause of the problem.
#2: Pry-off closure: A beverage company received a
consumer complaint related to a fractured finish as shown in
Figure 7. The fracture initiated at the outer-guide ring seam,
which exhibited a flange (0.12mm), as shown in Figure 8.
The force applied to the flange during closure application
created high contact stresses in the glass which resulted in
chippage of the finish.
#3: Bottle opener: A filler received a consumer
complaint related to the fractured finish of a beer bottle
that originated at a cone crack. Metal-to-glass damage
was also detected at the fracture origin, as shown in Figure
9. Analysis of the metal composition indicated that it was

Conclusions

Analyses of bottle finishes indicated
that the distance between the guide
ring seam and the closure in pry-off
bottles was smaller compared to
twist-off bottles. This smaller distance
enhances the potential that guide
ring seam irregularities of the same
height may lead to more problems with
pry-off finishes compared to twist-off
finishes.
It is recognised that other
parameters can affect the gap
between finishes and closures.
Parameters such as crimp gauge,
closure material, crowner head wear,
crowner settings, verticality in the
crowner, ovality of the finish, and
capping force, among others are the
subject of further investigations. l
1

B.S. Aldinger, P.W. de Haan. ‘Color
Atlas of Glass Container Defects’.
American Glass Research, Butler,
2019.
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TWEEL
SUSPENDED TWEEL
The tweel is one of the most
important control instruments within a ﬂoat glass
production plant. It adjusts
the ﬂow of the glass melt
from the furnace into the tin
bath. The tweel can also be
used to completely shut-off
the glass ﬂow.
The suspended tweel is installed on the tin bath support steel structure. The robust and highly innovative
design of the suspended
tweel ensures a stable and
smooth operation providing
all the beneﬁts of a freely accessible spout area. Additional air cooling protects the
electrical and mechanical
parts from the high temperatures.
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Enhanced inspection
with deep learning
Fast and accurate classification of defects is crucial for automatic inspection systems.
Bertrand Mercier explains why ISRA SURFACE VISION’s P2 inline inspection system
for glass plate coating now features deep learning classifier technology.
Today, machine vision systems are an essential asset
on many processing lines. Investment has soared, and
many new applications have been developed in the glass
industry. The driving factors for these investments are
increasing quality, customer satisfaction, and production
yield by sorting out defects in real time.
Yet, given all these driving factors, what is the right
inspection set-up? Inspection systems remain complex
technologies and some critical decision factors are not
always well understood – especially the classification
performance and its impact on the return of investment
during operation.
Let’s take a look at possible inspection set-ups to
better understand the challenges of automating quality
inspection of glass plates.

Inspection set-up options

In comparison to an automatic inspection system,
a manual inspection has lower repeatability for key
performance indicators. This is due to the human factors:
given that each operator can interpret defects differently,
manual inspection is less consistent over time. Therefore,
an automatic inspection system is usually considered
to be superior. However, not all automatic inspection
systems perform on the same level. A ‘basic’ inspection
system consists of machine vision technologies with a
limited number of optical channels or low-quality sensors

ISRA’s P2 (PowerPlate) product line provides a high degree of inspection reliability for glass.

and the ability to process a limited
number of defect features. The
detection and sizing precision can
vary depending on the solution,
but ultimately such a solution
provides a low type of performance
classification/evaluation.
On the other hand, a ‘high-end’

inspection system is developed for a
specified application, uses custombuilt image processing FPGAs [Field
Programmable Gate Array], integrates
high-quality data acquisition, and
offers a more comprehensive defect
analysis with superior classification
performance.

Methods of classification from simple trigger to deep learning.
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Challenges

In practical terms, classification can have a strong influence
on the performance of the overall system. False identification
– derived from a high number of ‘events’ perceived during the
inspection process, and not all of them considered to be a real
defect – can lead to potential overkill and/or missed defects.
The severity of the defects detected also needs to be correctly
determined. Finally, complex grading rules need to be developed
to make the final decision on whether a glass plate should be
rejected or dispatched to customers with different quality levels.
Machine inspection systems typically integrate software tools to
determine quality zones, analyse clusters and more to decide if
the plate fulfils the given quality requirement.

P2 inspection system

ISRA VISION’s P2 coating inline inspection system provides
complete inspection of coating quality on glass plates, and
detects and classifies all typical coating and arcing defects.
The P2 inspection systems integrate ISRA’s multi-view
technology to evaluate each defect in different illumination
conditions. This enables the fusion of multiple channels – such as
the advanced cross-dark field technology, for example – into one
system. During defect analysis over 100 characteristics (features
or calculated features) per channel are extracted. Each feature
can correspond to a distinguishing analysis of the defect, such
as its shape, its axis, the ratio between its length and width, and
also contrast characteristics including its homogeneity, sharpness
and specific patterns. This represents five to 20 times more
characteristics compared to a ‘basic’ inspection system and
increases the classification capability of ISRA systems.

Benefits of deep learning

WWW.HFT.COM
+1 724 941 9550
info@hft.com
HEAD OFFICE:
3009 Washington Road
McMurray, PA 15317-3202
USA

Naturally, this quantity of defect information requires advanced
classifier technologies. Classifying using a simple trigger is
not an option anymore because advanced classifiers have
to compare hundreds of image features of different defects
to find similarities and define rules for distinction. Advanced
standardised systems already offer optimised and performant
classifiers based on experience. In contrast, AI-based classifiers
offer an alternative but require additional training data. In a
machine learning approach (feature-based classification), the
system is continuously trained according to its own needs,
primarily via an evaluation branch or the next similar defect –
i.e., the classification is generated via features such as geometry,
statistics, or frequency.
Deep Learning (image-based classification) forgoes feature
extraction – it is the task of the neural network to learn this.
Instead, it works directly on representative image data with
convolutional layers – so-called filters. The system learns the
features and classifies with high precision if a sufficiently large
and qualitatively good image data set is the basis.
Classification performance is paramount. Thus, ISRA has
recently introduced the fifth generation (deep learning) of classifier
technology into its advanced classifier tools to increase the
performance for the most critical tasks. l
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Automating the hot end
production process
Mark Holtkamp, CEO of Cortex Glass, introduces a number of hot end systems
to automatically measure, monitor and control essential hot end processes for
improved efficiency and quality in glass production.
Some of the world’s largest glass producers want to reach
the next step in modern glassmaking: an automated hot
end production process – one that is more efficient; less
dependent on specialist staff and produces higher and more
consistent product quality.
Located in The Netherlands, Cortex Glass has been
developing and selling hot end camera systems for the glass
industry since 2014. An experienced team of engineers
designs everything in-house from software to electronics
and mechanics. In close co-operation with global glass
manufacturers, the company has developed hot end
systems to measure, monitor and control essential hot
end processes in order to automate the glass production
process.

Hot end automation

The first hot end system developed by Cortex Glass is the
GobWatch system, which measures all gob parameters and
automatically controls the gob weight. Next the company
developed its ISWatch system, which measures the glass
distribution and ware spacing and inspects every glass
container for defects. The latest system added to the
portfolio is the BlankWatch system, which measures and
controls blank temperatures and the gob loading. Images
and data of all bottles produced are stored for half a year or

Quad-camera ISWatch hot end inspection.

Figure 1: Triple camera ISWatch beer bottle inspection.

BlankWatch system.
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longer and can easily be reviewed. Artificial intelligence and closed
loops are extensively used in the automation process, and Cortex
Glass customers are using the essential hot end process data in
their ‘Industry 4.0’ and smart factory projects. With 50 systems
sold in 2021, Cortex Glass is now one of the leading hot end
system suppliers of the glass industry.

ISWatch: complete hot end bottle inspection

At an early stage in the automation development process it was
realised that a full bottle inspection at the hot end is a necessity.
A two-camera inspection system is not capable of detecting
all defects, which becomes more important when the system
controls the IS machine. Cortex Glass’ ISWatch system can
therefore be equipped with three or more sidewall cameras.
As an example, the detection of fins with a three-camera
ISWatch system is shown for a beer bottle (see Figure 1). Two of
the sidewall cameras cannot detect the fin; the third camera can.
To further boost the inspection performance, the ISWatch system
uses neural networks which are trained to detect critical defects
such as fins, bird swings and spikes, and inclusions.
The ISWatch system can also be equipped with a top
camera. The top camera is not only used to inspect bottoms
for defects, the data it provides is essential in the automation
process.

BlankWatch: real time blank side information

For automating the blank side process, temperature and gob
loading information is needed. Although a measuring system on a
rail gives important information and can be used to automatically
control blank temperatures, real time information of each section
is necessary when it comes to automating the production
process.
The Cortex Glass BlankWatch system uses one thermal
camera and one or two high-speed gob-loading cameras per
section to measure real time temperatures and the gob loading.
The BlankWatch measurements can be used to control the
cooling and to detect when things go wrong. This is particularly
important as the production process becomes more automated
and fewer operators are present or available. With cameras
installed at each section, the BlankWatch system takes care of
these situations.

GobWatch: 3D gob inspection

Every glass specialist knows the gob is the input of the IS
machine and is transformed by the IS machine into a bottle.
A correct gob weight, shape and temperature is necessary to
make this process successful. Cortex Glass’ GobWatch system
measures all these parameters and controls the gob weight
automatically.

Summary

For an automated hot end production process, full bottle
inspection and real-time information of every subprocess is
essential. With its innovative monitoring and measurement
systems, Cortex Glass is helping to speed up the automation of
the hot end. l
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Efficient quality control
for optical fibre production
Anne Correns shares the outcome of a special solution project using optical
measurement specialist’s VMA’s recently-developed automatic preform analyser
to assist a manufacturer of single mode glass preforms and optical fibres.
In addition to producing optical, noncontact measurement technology for
container glass, flat glass, sampling
and laboratory purposes, VMA also
develops special solutions for all
kinds of glasses. These are often
developed for a niche market and
require a considerable amount of time
and effort, however, they provide the
opportunity to deal with interesting
technological issues – combining
existing know-how with newly gained
knowledge.

Preform quality affects
fibre production

Industry 4.0. is the buzzword when it
comes to large data volume and fast
data transmission in order to build
smart factories. Implementing industry
4.0 requires gigabit-speed, which
leads us to optical fibre. Optical fibre

Cross section of a preform.

Outside diameter deviation along a preform.

allows light sources to transmit data
without electromagnetic interference
or restriction on bandwidth (sending
more information at a time). Needless
to say, the quality of fibre has to
be flawless in order to ensure its
functionality. The quality is contingent
on the used raw materials and the
quality of the production process,
including intermediate products like
preforms. A preform consists of a

core rod surrounded by a cladding tube; [fibre is ‘drawn’
from the preform to a diameter slightly thicker than that of
a human hair].
The production process of optical fibre consists of four
main steps:
1. Production of high purity quartz glass as input material
for the preform
2. Design, configuration and manufacturing of the preform
3. Drawing fibre from the preform
4. Cabling and assembling
There is always a strong focus on the drawing process
controlling the quality. However, a closer look at preforms in
their initial state shows the extent to which they can affect
optical fibre production. Both preform components – the
core rod and the cladding tube – have a different refractive
index, enabling fast data transmissions. The preform has to
be perfectly constructed since the fibre will have the exact
same properties as the preform, but is many times more
enhanced. Geometrical deviations or impurities found in
a preform are transferred one-to-one to the fibre. Hence,

Length
up to 3000mm
Outside diameter:
15mm–150mm (0.01mm–0.02 mm STDV)
Ovality:
0.5–4 mm (0.01–0.02mm STDV)
Bend:
0.5–4 mm (0.01–0.02mm STDV)
Core-cladding concentricity (CCC):	0.1%-100% (position of the core rod
in relation to the cladding tube)
Bubbles:
min. diameter 0.1mm
min. length 2.0mm
Stones:
min. diameter 0.2mm
min. length: 2.0mm
VMA’s preform analyser.
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Figure 1: Geometrical and defect specifications for the analysed preform using
the VMA preform-analyser.
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geometry measurement and
defect detection are essential
for quality control at the preform
stage.

VMA preform analyser

VMA’s preform analyser is
an automatic, stand-alone
measuring device that combines
different measurement methods
to determine geometrical
dimensions and defects quickly
and unobtrusively. The preform
analyser can measure preforms
with an outside diameter of up to
150mm and a maximum length of
3000mm (see Figure 1).
Deviations in the geometrical
dimensions as well as impurities
influence the transmission quality.
The accuracy of the preform’s
geometrical specifications,
maintaining exact ratios, ensures
that the final fibre drawn will
have the required performance
characteristics. This is the only
way to achieve low attenuation,
enabling better light transmission.

Using the VMA preform analyser at the customer’s plant.

Classification and control

The ability to identify crucial
quality characteristics of a
preform that would manifest
in optical fibre offers two main
opportunities for manufacturers.
Firstly, preform sections can be
classified as high quality (low
attenuation) or low quality (high
attenuation). In the subsequent
drawing process, the quality
of the resulting fibre can be
precisely determined and the lowquality material might be used for
other purposes. Secondly, the
drawing process can be planned
more systematically in advance,
allowing the quality control effort
after the drawing process to be
reduced where necessary.
In each case, using a preform
analyser to obtain this extra
information beforehand enables
efficient commercial exploitation
of both the preform and the
optical fibre. l

About the author:
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3D scanning and measurement
for flat glass products
SmartRay’s 3D laser triangulation technology is designed to deliver consistent quality
and correct dimensional specifications for glass and glass-like highly reflective
surfaces. Alexander Simon explains how the innovative process was developed.
Fast, highly accurate 3D inspection of
small glass parts can add significant
value to the production process.
The measurements obtained help to
ensure that the finished product meets
specifications, quantifying size variations
and distortions that impact on quality.
However, 3D scanning of glass
has, in the past, been impossible,
because the laser light would pass
through the glass. Additionally, issues
caused by light reflection from the
glass also pose serious challenges for
3D materials inspection.

Challenges

Shiny, reflective glass surfaces can
create inconsistencies in the data
obtained, corrupting the integrity of
the results. Reflections consist of two
components – specular and diffused
light. Specular is the more problematic
of the two, but is also the one most
common to glass surfaces – typically,
there is almost no diffused light.
Specular light is a direct reflection,
where the angle of the reflected light
is the same as that of the incident
light. Diffused light, on the other hand,
reflects in all directions at the same
time. Both depend on the reflective
properties of the material.
Vision inspection systems must
achieve the highest possible accuracy
and repeatability in order to avoid the

SmartRay sensors identify defects in glass.
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need for users to constantly check and
recalibrate the measurement being
made. Consistent data is required
throughout the production process.
To ensure this, the various,
complex adverse effects of reflections
must be identified and filtered out.
This can create further challenges,
as the measurement must account for
any changes in the environment and
process conditions, while the glass being
inspected has natural characteristics that
may change in consistency.
These changing factors exacerbate
any reflections present, seriously
affecting the level of accuracy
and repeatability required to attain
consistent quality.

Laser triangulation

Many 3D vision sensors, including
those developed by SmartRay –
which specialises in 3D sensors for
measuring tasks, quality inspection
and robot guidance – are based on
the principle of laser triangulation. They
project a laser line on the surface of
the object being scanned, with the
light reflected back to the imager.
The imager is mounted at a certain
triangulation angle relative to the laser
source, and in this way the height of
the surface can be calculated.
Ideally, the imager only sees the
true laser line, based on diffused

SmartRay’s sensor inspects a mobile phone screen.

reflection from the surface. However, specular reflection can
often be brighter than the true laser signal, and so may be
mistakenly selected by the sensor, resulting in an incorrect
height value.
This means that, in many cases, the sensor is required to
take the decision on which is the correct reflection. Sensors
have limited processing power, so this ‘local’ decision may
not be the best one and is often based on limited data.

Scanning glass defects.
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Gathering 3D data

SmartRay has developed a method to overcome this, using a
combination of an optimised optical set-up and powerful reflection
filtering software.
The direction of the laser light directed at the glass is essential
to achieve a high-quality laser line, and thus produce the best 3D
data. As the glass is transparent, the laser light reflects from both
surfaces, enabling simultaneous inspection of both sides of the
glass, as well as a determination of the glass thickness if required.
Rather than rely upon the sensor as a decision-making tool, the
sensor is instead directed to gather as much high-quality 3D data
as possible, in an intelligent way. This data can then be combined
with advanced reflection filter algorithms, using the powerful
processing capability of an industrial PC, to improve reliability and
accuracy and allow better, informed decisions to be made.
Continuity criteria – based on the principle that glass surfaces
are generally smooth – help to distinguish the correct reflection
from reflection artefacts. SmartRay software provides an advanced
reflection filter that exploits this continuity, not only along the laser
line but also in the direction of transport for the process.

Digital Glass
Printing

SmartRay laser scanners

While filtering provides an effective solution to reflective surfaces,
it still does not overcome the biggest challenge when it comes to
scanning glass – the laser light passes through it.
In response to this, SmartRay has developed the ECCO
95.015G and ECCO 95.025G*, 3D laser scanners specifically
designed to measure flat glass and specular surfaces. The ECCO
95+ Glass range uses an optimised lens and optics, together with
SmartRay’s advanced SmartX software tools, to deliver a highaccuracy, high-resolution, high-speed scanning solution.
This means that, for the first time, glass manufacturers are able to
use 3D laser scanning to obtain superior 3D images of their products,
ensuring consistent quality and correct dimensional specifications. The
sensors are suitable for glass-like and highly reflective surfaces in
the consumer electronics and mobile phone housing sectors, and
can be easily configured for many other applications.

Specifications

The ECCO 95.015G’s 450nm brilliant blue laser delivers a typical
lateral resolution between 6 and 6.8µm, and a vertical resolution
between 0.42 and 0.54µm, and can create a 3D profile with up to
1,920 points. Mounted at a 21° pitch angle, it provides a typical
field of view of 12mm at mid-field, and has a typical measurement
range of 5.6mm.
The ECCO 95.025G typically measures at 15mm, with a
lateral resolution between 13 and 14.5µm, and a vertical resolution
between 1.4 and 1.9µm. It also uses the 450nm brilliant blue laser
to create a 1,920-point profile, and is mounted at a 14.5° pitch
angle, delivering a typical field of view of 28.5mm at mid-field.
Both sensors can be integrated with third party vision software
or the customer’s own software framework, enabling a completely
customisable and cost-effective solution for inspection of any flat
glass or specular surface. l
* ECCO 95.025G launching soon
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New sensor transforms dark glass
wall thickness measurement
Reliable and fast quality control is essential to enable smooth, cost-efficient and
sustainable production of dark or tinted flat glass. Nadine Ferber introduces a new
chromatic confocal sensor from Precitec that is specially adapted to measuring the
wall thickness of such products.
Glass is a fascinating material, a sustainable packaging
solution thanks to its excellent recycling properties. In
recent years the glass industry has been confronted by
new challenges. Controlling and inspecting glass has
become a more demanding task, for example due to
tighter dimensional tolerances in combination with more
complex shapes in highly dark or tinted glass.
By closely co-operating with its customers, Precitec
Optronik has become a leading innovator in measuring
the thickness and topography of glass. Its CHRocodile
sensors are the industry standard for measuring the wall
thickness of glass containers. To avoid breakage during
filling or packaging, it is essential to ensure each glass
container has a sufficiently thick wall. Standard inspection
machines equipped with Precitec Optronik sensors enable
fast and reliable 100% quality inspection and monitoring
of glass container wall thickness.
As a highly experienced and trusted innovator,
Precitec has built up a market-leading position. Close
co-operation with well-known integrators complements
the company’s large and versatile product portfolio.
Cooled sensor probes for the hot end in combination
with the harsh production environments common in the
glass industry are only one example of the innovations
based on such co-operation. Besides wall thickness
measurement of container glass, Precitec also provides
inline measurement solutions for other applications such
as inspection of medical glass tubes, float glass and
processed glass.

Precitec’s new CHRocodile 2 S HP sensor significantly improves the intensity of
the signal wavelength peak from the reverse side of dark glass.
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Absorbing a higher quantity of light, the thickness of dark glass is more challenging to detect using optical
sensors.

Accurate contact-free
measurement

Chromatic confocal sensors are
commonly used to measure container
glass wall thickness due to their high
angle acceptance (high numerical
aperture). This is ideally suited to
the highly sloped surfaces of glass
containers and harsh production
environments. Precitec’s chromatic
confocal sensors offer a cost-efficient
and highly accurate solution for this
application. When using a special
Precitec CHRocodile 2 S Sensor,
a fibre-coupled chromatic-confocal
probe focuses the white light. The
focus point for each wavelength is at
a different distance from the probe.
Measuring the wavelength of the
deflected light allows the distance to
be calculated. The difference between
two signals – each signal from one
surface of the glass sample – allows

the thickness of the glass sample to
be calculated. The first and higher
peak is the reflected beam from the
top surface, the second and weaker
peak is the reflection from the reverse
side. The second peak is attenuated
by the absorption of the glass, which
it passes twice.

Challenging aspects of dark glass

It is hardly surprising that glass is one
of the preferred packaging materials
for sensitive or premium products.
To ensure the taste and pure aroma
of sensitive beverages like beer,
wine, or milk, coloured or dark glass
containers are used to protect the
content against solar radiation. The
pharma packaging industry makes
use of the high absorption properties
of amber-coloured glass to ensure the
safe storage of particularly vulnerable
drugs.

Featuring an eight times brighter integrated light source, the CHRocodile 2 S HP sensor produces highly
accurate dark glass wall thickness measurements.
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The higher the absorption of light, the more challenging it
becomes to detect glass thickness using optical sensors. To
determine the thickness of glass with high-precision, contact-free
thickness sensors, a detectable reflection of both surfaces [front
and reverse] is mandatory. For thick and very highly absorptive
glass, the second peak could become too weak to detect or
require a significant reduction in the measurement rate, which is
not acceptable for inline inspections.

Improved inspection with a new light source

To overcome this technical limitation and improve the inspection
quality for dark and tinted glasses, Precitec Optronik has
launched a new sensor, the CHRocodile 2 S HP, with an eight
times brighter integrated and compact high-power light source.
The new technology significantly increases the measurable
thickness of dark glass; the intelligent auto-adapted-light function
prevents oversaturation and automatically optimises the light
source illumination in line with the respective properties of the
glass containers. Quite simply, the brighter light source improves
the intensity of the reverse side reflection – even if the high
absorptive flat glass is very thick, has a special coating, or is
laminated – producing a stronger second peak wave signal, and
a more accurate measurement.
Another benefit to the higher quality measurement signal is
the option to increase measurement speed, not least for glass
containers with difficult, highly sloping areas.
Products such as privacy glass for transportation vehicles
which utilise dark or tinted flat glass in combination with complex
coatings or laminated multilayer systems have historically
posed a challenge to existing optical metrology; Precitec’s new
sensor enables high-speed and reliable measurement of these
challenging types of glass.

Further benefits

The CHRocodile 2 S HP sensor has been optimised to measure
various and complex container shapes, clear and coloured glass
on the same production line, through automatic adjustment of
the light source intensity to the respective container type.
In contrast to traditional external high-brightness whitelight sources, the 2 S HP’s new integrated light source has low
maintenance requirements, a long lifetime and is resistant to
harsh production environments.
With the familiar compact design unchanged, the
CHRocodile 2 S HP sensor can replace Precitec’s previous
second-generation sensors without any additional effort or
integration requirements and comes with its usual scope of
functions. As the sensor’s outer dimensions are identical,
integrators and customers can make a straightforward
replacement.
With the CHRocodile 2 S HP, Precitec has again underlined
its leading position as an innovator for the quality inspection of
glass. This new ultra-precise technology has the potential to
open up new opportunities and help users increase the scope of
their operations l
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Using IoT sensors to complement
periodic radar refractory inspections
Fred Aker explains how PaneraTech’s recently-introduced Polaris IoT sensors for
continuous refractory monitoring can work together with the company’s SmartMelter
portable radar inspection sensors to monitor the condition of refractories.
SmartMelter radar inspections
have become a regular part of
furnace monitoring for many glass
manufacturers. PaneraTech’s portable
sensors have been utilised by 200
plants since 2017, and the company’s
technology has been recommended
as a standard practice by FM Global
and other insurers since 2020. Regular
radar inspections help manufacturers
to make data-driven decisions about
furnace maintenance and repair by
reporting the exact areas of glass
penetration and the residual thickness
of refractory block.
While SmartMelter provides a full
scan of the furnace melter, it does
require human labour to place the
sensors on each area of the refractory
that is measured. PaneraTech’s
equipment is lightweight and easy to
operate, but that does not change
the physical limitations of the human
body. There have always been a
few small areas that have been
difficult for the equipment operator
to access, especially on furnace
throats. In addition to access issues,
manufacturers have expressed an
interest in receiving more frequent
data for areas that are known to wear
quickly. Sometimes these two problems
overlap. This can result in a high-wear
area being ‘skipped’ on inspection.

Introducing Polaris

These are just two of the issues that
are solved by Polaris, PaneraTech’s
new continuous monitoring sensor.
Polaris is a permanent IoT [Internet of
Things] sensor that can be installed
during furnace construction or later
during operations when an area
of concern is discovered. While
SmartMelter provides a comprehensive
inspection at one point in time, Polaris
provides continuous data from a
specific area. Polaris has been tested
for five years on furnace throats. These
sensors can be removed to apply
overcoat, and then reapplied when the
maintenance is complete. They can be
moved from one area to a more critical
area when a concern is identified.
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PaneraTech’s Polaris sensor array.

How do these solutions work together?

A manufacturer might choose specific areas of the furnace
to be monitored by Polaris throughout the campaign,
including those they identify as hard-to-access. These
sensors would be installed on the refractory during
construction. A SmartMelter radar scan at heat-up will
establish baseline data for the entire melter and ensure that
there were no issues during heat-up. Annual SmartMelter
scans will help the manufacturer determine the rate of wear
and adjust operations to maximise campaign life. When
glass is detected, Polaris sensors can be placed at critical
areas for regular monitoring. Together, SmartMelter gives a
full report of the melter condition once per year and Polaris
delivers real-time data on the areas of highest concern.
Polaris provides the regular ‘heart rate’ of the furnace, letting
the manufacturer know how well the furnace is surviving
current operating conditions. For example, this information

could alert the plant team about the
need to accelerate maintenance
plans. The end result is an optimised
furnace campaign with no unexpected
interruptions to production.

Ideal for electric furnaces

Polaris is the ideal solution for the
growing number of electric furnaces.
Existing refractory assessment
techniques all require an electric
furnace to be de-energised. Loss
of production time can make these
assessments costly. Polaris allows
electric furnaces to be monitored
continuously without shutting down
production.

Polaris placement and connection.
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SmartMelter portable sensor collecting data on a furnace bottom.

Polaris also helps SmartMelter to accommodate electric
boosting. PaneraTech’s portable sensors can be used on electrode
blocks, but a careful plan is made to turn off boosting for short
periods of time so that the operator can collect data safely. Because
Polaris does not require human labour, electrode blocks and areas
within boosting cages are perfect locations for IoT sensors.

Additional capabilities

Polaris can collect data on hotter temperatures than PaneraTech’s
portable sensors. Currently, SmartMelter sensors require a surface
temperature of 500°C while Polaris sensors can operate indefinitely
up to 1,000°C.
SmartMelter sensors currently identify issues up to two years
before there are visual or thermal indications. However, many
customers have asked us for a sensor with a deeper range for
specific areas. Continuous monitoring means that we are collecting
more data in shorter periods of time. For example, it took almost
five years for SmartMelter to collect one million measurements from
furnaces. A single Polaris sensor can collect the same amount
of data in two months. As we analyse this data, there is a great
possibility that we will be able to not only see deeper into the
refractory, but also into a greater variety of materials.

Best solution for an immediate inspection?

If your furnace is not currently monitored by one of our products
and you have an immediate need, then SmartMelter is the most
responsive solution. A SmartMelter inspection can be set up within
weeks, sometimes faster depending on equipment availability. Once
the refractory condition is assessed, this information can be used to
determine the best placement of IoT sensors.
Our furnace experts can work with you to design a plan for the
best combination of assessment by portable and IoT sensors. Using
what we have learned from one million refractory measurements,
we can help you get the most life out of your furnace without an
unexpected halt to production. l
SmartMelter is a registered trademark of PaneraTech, Inc.
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One-step multi-air pollutant control
Using a single boxed housing filtration system for pollutant control can reduce
expenditure as well as the amount of equipment required. Mughis Naqvi from Clean
Air Technology explores the advantages of controlling glass furnace exhaust gases
with ceramic catalytic filters.
The three most common pollutants
found in the air we breathe are
particulate matter (PM), nitrogen oxides
(NOx) and sulphur oxides (SOx). These
three major sources of pollutants
can trigger respiratory difficulties and
asthma as well as cause environmental
harms created by acid rain, visibility
impairments and water quality impacts.
The United States Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) regulates all
three pollutants.

The majority of industrial pollution
control equipment is dominated 59%
by fabric filters (also called baghouses),
and 39% by electrostatic precipitators
(ESPs). Common equipment used
to remove NOx is selective catalytic
reduction (SCR) which reacts with
ammonia at around 700°F (371°C)
with the aid of a catalyst, and selective
non catalytic reduction (SNCR),
which reacts with ammonia at higher
temperatures to reduce NOx.

Simultaneous removal of particulates, NOx and SOx from
flue gas can be achieved with catalyst-impregnated ceramic
filter elements within one boxed housing system. Using a
three-in-one ceramic catalytic filter (CCF) process offers
CapEx savings of 10–20% over traditional ESP/baghouse and
SCR/SNCR configurations, as well as saving on plot space.

3 in 1 multi-pollutant control

Fabric filters and ceramic filters can capture over 99.9% of
particulate matter, including PM2.5. These become multipollutant systems when combined with sorbent injection
to remove additional pollutants, such as mercury, SOx and
other acid gases. NOx can be removed via SCR catalysts
incorporated in the filter elements and upstream injection of
ammonia or, if the temperature is sufficiently high, urea.
The benefit of utilising ceramic catalytic filters for
pollutant control is to reduce the amount of equipment being
used and hence reduce the onsite footprint.

Ceramic/candle filters

Flue gas treatment system with FLKCAT filter elements installed in five filter boxes.

Ceramic filters are also called candle filters because of their
solid tube shape. Low density ceramic filters can be with or
without an embedded catalyst.
Candle-shaped ceramic filters comprise an 80–90% porosity
rigid tube, lightweight ~3-micron diameter refractory fibres plus
organic and inorganic binding agents. Dispersant agents, pore
forming agents, high temperature binders and plasticisers are
typically added to produce the filter tube, allowing for excellent
thermal resistance and thermal shock resistance. Due to the fibre
structure there is a high internal surface area.
The filter elements are installed as an alternative to
conventional pulse jet cleaned fabric filter elements. The
filter elements are self-supported via an integral flange. The
pressure drop across the filter boxes is held at 4ins w.g.
when in a clean condition.

Advantages of a catalytic
ceramic filter box system

ESP vs. CCF vs. fabric filter. A single CCF unit achieves equal removal efficiencies with a smaller footprint,
reduced operating and maintenance costs.
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1. High efficiency pollutant removal.
2. CapEx savings: less equipment for PM, NOx and
SOx control.
3. Removal of dioxins and heavy metals.
4. Reduced utility usage; lower pressure drop across
the system.
5. OpEx savings: reduced maintenance costs; less
equipment to maintain.
6. Fewer moving parts.
7. Can run at high exhaust gas temperatures
(>350°F/177°C).
8. Modular design: one filter box at a time can be
maintained without interrupting operation.
9. Catalyst filter elements have 5–10 years’ operating life.
10. Filter cake removal is achieved by automatic online
pulse jet cleaning.
11. Operation is away from acid and water dew points.
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Summary of the removal efficiencies of the CCF unit for various pollutants.

Ceramic filters are most commonly
supplied in 10ft (305cm) lengths by
6ins (15cm) diameter with a weight
of 12.5kg (27lbs). Some suppliers are
investigating even longer lengths of 20ft
(610cm) allowing for fewer elements per
box and hence even lower footprints.

Removing SO2 and NOx

Dry calcium- or sodium-based
sorbents are injected into the flue gas
upstream of the ceramic filter for SO2
removal. The flue gas is drawn through
the filter tube wall by an ID fan where
the collected particulates build up as a
cake on the outside of the tube.
Ceramic filters are spray
embedded and dried with a catalyst
slurry to allow for reactions to remove
NOx. The catalytic filter element
consists mostly of Al2O3, SiO3, TiO2,
V2O5 and WO3. The micron-sized
catalyst particles are distributed across
the entire filter wall thickness, thus
creating a large catalytic surface area.
Their micro-porous structure and small
size partly accounts for the increased
reactivity at lower temperatures.
NOx is removed by catalytic
reduction with injected ammonia
or urea to form nitrogen and water.

The clean flue gas then passes up
the tube into the plenum. The cake
is periodically cleaned from the filter
walls online using standard pulse jet
methods. Optimum pulse jet frequency
and pressure improves NOx reduction.

Why use a catalytic ceramic
filter box system?

Using catalytic ceramic filter box
systems allows for multi-pollutant
control in one step. Catalytic ceramic
filters have a small footprint and
are simple to operate. A glass
manufacturer could replace an existing
ESP and eliminate the need for a
separate SCR unit, i.e. a CCF could be
retrofitted in an industrial plant where
there is not enough space to fit a
conventional SCR unit.
The modular design of the CCF
box housing units allows filters to be
configured to handle large gas flow
volumes. The systems can be designed
so that a single box can be taken
offline if required, and the remaining
two or more boxes continue to operate
at a slightly higher pressure without
interruption of the process itself and with
no appreciable change in emissions.
No water is consumed in the

Installed FLK ceramic catalytic filter elements.

process and so no wastewater is produced. However, the fly
ash requires disposal. Disposal of catalytic ceramic filters is
required when they reach the end of their life; however, the
CCF catalyst lifetime has been found to be longer than in
high-dust conventional SCR systems. Typical life of ceramic
filters is five to ten years with some installations running for
longer than 10 years.
Currently there are 74 glass manufacturing locations
in the USA consisting of 133 furnaces, 42 of which have
air pollution control equipment installed. Twenty-five of the
locations have CCF units in operation or are installing them.
As more facilities move towards installing or upgrading their
units, the CCF base will only increase. l
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Installation of FLK ceramic catalytic filter elements.
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Technology • Energy Saving

Turning recovered
heat into electricity
Andri Zeqja explains why he believes investment in Zuccato Energia’s ORC
(Organic Rankine Cycle) technology for turning industrial by-product heat into
electricity is crucial for tomorrow’s glassmaking business.
Building to a crucial point when
our planet increasingly needs to
produce energy in the most efficient
way possible and, at the same time,
with a low environmental footprint,
ORC (Organic Rankine Cycle)
technology has gained more and
more importance. Italian energy
company Zuccato Energia designs
and manufactures ORC systems
to transform the heat generated by
industrial processes, motors and
renewable sources into clean electricity
with high efficiency.
Zuccato Energia systems are
entirely built from recyclable and
environmentally sustainable materials
and make use, for their operation, of
an equally environmentally-friendly and
completely ozone-friendly ‘working
fluid’, which is also the key element of
these systems.
Alessandro Zuccato, CEO of
the company, presents the ORC
system’s application for the glass
industry and details the system that
Zuccato Energia installed for Vetreria
di Borgonovo – a glassware company
based in Piacenza, Italy.

Application in the glass industry
Through the recovery of waste heat,
Zuccato Energia’s ORC systems

Evaporator
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The Vetreria di Borgonovo glass factory benefits from up to 200kW of electricity produced by the ORC system that Zuccato Energia installed.

enable glass manufacturers to reduce
the environmental impact of their
internal processes whilst increasing the
energy efficiency of their operations.
In the hollow glass sector it is
possible to intervene at multiple
stages of the manufacturing process.
The first intervention can be carried
out by recovering heat from flue
gases upstream of the bag filter
with the advantage of cooling and

stabilising the filtering temperature. Another intervention
is made possible by recovering the heat downstream of
the electrostatic filter, where it is possible to perform a
very efficient heat recovery from clean and relatively hightemperature fumes.
As regards the processing of flat glass, e.g. for
windowpanes, it is possible to recover heat from clean air
flows coming from the thermal stabilisation processes.

Operating system

The Organic Rankine Cycle has been optimally designed
to recover waste heat and exploit low-temperature heat
sources for energy. Heat generated at an initial source
is conveyed through a vector fluid, which circulates in a
Alternator
closed-loop towards one or more primary heat exchangers
– generally a pre-heater and an evaporator – where it is then
transferred to the working fluid.
Consisting of a low boiling-point liquid, biodegradable
and non-toxic at room temperature, the working fluid
boils – becoming a dry gas at high pressure, which causes
the impeller of a dimensioned turbine to rotate through its
expansion.
Regenerator
The high-speed rotation (12.000÷18.000rpm) of the
turbine shaft spins the rotor of a generator which is directly
connected to it, thus producing electric power which, after
Condensator being synchronised in frequency, phase, and voltage by a
power converter, can be injected into the national power grid
or self-consumed, according to local needs and policies.
Downstream of the turbine, the working fluid – which is
still in gas form – is channelled to another heat exchanger,
called a condenser, where it is cooled. Releasing the excess
Schematic diagram of the
ORC operating
system.
heat, the gas is then reconditioned again in liquid form,
Pump
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Technology • Energy Saving
which is collected inside a condensation tank ready to be sent back into
the system through a recirculation pump.
The excess heat that is released inside the condenser is itself a source
of thermal energy and it can be reused for other purposes such as the
heating of buildings or the production of domestic hot water. If it is not
reusable, the residual heat can be dissipated through external cooling
system such as an evaporative tower.

Borgonovo glassworks

The 5,000m² factory at the Vetreria di Borgonovo glassworks in Italy
produces 45,000 tonnes of glass per year and uses two modern melting
furnaces. The system that Zuccato Energia installed involves the operation
of an ORC that produces up to 200kW of electricity and features an
adiabatic cooler for the dissipation of the low-temperature heat that is
generated by the ORC during the production of electricity.
Inside the system, the recovery takes place using a heat exchanger
that intercepts the fumes from the ovens and uses them to heat some
water – the vector fluid necessary for the operation of the ORC system.
Afterwards, the fumes are cooled from a temperature of about 450°C to
200°C, while on the secondary side of the heat exchanger, pressurised
water circulates at 10 bar at 140°C which, using the heat of the fumes, is
heated up to 160°C.

Zuccato Energia’s ORC system for recovering waste heat and exploiting low-temperature
heat sources.

•

Additional advantages

Other than specific benefits of the ORC, there are also the operational
advantages deriving from it, such as:
• Zero emissions, since the system uses an impeccably eco-friendly
technology and simple tap water for the transfer of thermal energy
instead of diathermic [heat transfer] oil (which is potentially harmful to
the environment);

•

•

Less maintenance and no supervision, owing to the low
operating pressures of ORC technology and full-scale
automation that precludes the need to employ specialised
personnel for its operation;
Long operational life up to 20+ years due to the dry working
fluid and the system’s CNC-machined steel body with
aluminium alloy impeller;
Maximum efficiency in energy conversion guaranteed by the
customised components designed in-house specifically for each
model. l

OPTIMIZED
GLASS
MANUFACTURING
through temperature
controlled processes

Waste heat can be recovered at multiple points in the hollow glass manufacturing
process.

SCR power controllers
and non-contact temperature
sensors by Advanced Energy
for improved process control
and energy efficiency in every
step of glass manufacturing
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About the author:
Andri Zeqja works in Marketing at Zuccato Energia
Further information:
Zuccato Energia, Verona, Italy
tel:
+39 45 8378 570
email: info@zuccatoenergia.it
web:
www.zuccatoenergia.it
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You need
more electrical
melting power to
help reduce CO2

Expertise to manage glass plant energy more efficiently

Eurotherm power control solutions and EcoStruxure™
energy & sustainability services are designed to
reduce costs, optimize energy usage and improve
sustainability, for a more efficient, carbon neutral future
- from grid to glass.

eurotherm.com/glass

Automotive glass
silver pastes

Our technology focuses on creating eﬃcient
printing pastes optimized for conductivity,
durability and connector adhesion on both
toughened and laminated glass parts.

Fenzi AGT

To nd out more visit www.fenzigroup.com
or email AGT@fenzigroup.com
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360° printing on shaped profiles

Fast, innovative, convenient and green: Magnani Marco introduces Omso’s versatile
new screen printing machine for decorating glass containers with complex geometry.
An Italian company with long
experience in the industry of
decoration and direct printing on items,
Omso introduced its SB021 screen
printing machine to the international
market in June 2021.
The SB021’s user-friendly
configuration offers design freedom to
print from one to three colours with fine
adjustment between colours, and the
option to build in an inspection system
for quality control. The machine can print
cylindrical, elliptical and flat formats. With
an elliptical bottle, the same colour can
be printed on both sides – a feature
inherited from the Servobottle model
that inspired the SB021.
Omso’s compact new machine has
a 3,000mm x 2,500mm footprint and can
decorate bottles ranging in height from
20mm to 280mm. Maximum production
speed is 60pcs/min, depending on
container dimension and quality.

Easy to use

Omso designed the SB021’s
advanced user interface to be easy
and intuitive to control, particularly
for users not familiar with servocontrolled machines, with parameter
management technologies for set-up
that make it simple to operate.
Format change has been
optimised (no tools are needed)
to reduce machine downtime.
Equipment components have been
minimised. Other adjusting processes
are automatic, programmable and
repeatable.

Green machine

The SB021’s use of LED lamps to dry
inks is a key benefit. As is well known,
LED lamps have an energy consumption
that is drastically lower than traditional
UV mercury lamps without jeopardising
drying performance. In addition,
LED lamps reduce CO2 emissions
to almost to zero and produce
no ozone whilst in use – a feature
appreciated by users and supervisors
for improved workplace safety [in high
concentrations, ozone can affect nasal
passages and lungs]. The SB021’s
management software constantly
monitors CO2 savings while in use and
this value can be easily displayed on
the user interface statistics pages.

Energy-efficient LED lamps for drying inks.

Applications

The SB021 printer is suitable for all
aspects of the glass finishing market.
Its array of features make it a wise
purchase for container decoration in
large companies, while it is also an
accessible and affordable investment for
small-sized companies of contractors
and printers who want to modernise
and optimise their production. l

The equipment’s maximum production speed is 60pcs/min.

About the author:
Magnani Marco is the Sales
Manager of OMSO
Further information:
OMSO Spa, Reggio Emilia, Italy
tel:
+39 0522 382696
email: info@omso.it
web:
www.omso.it

The SB021’s user-friendly interface has been designed to assist operators less
familiar with servo-controlled machines.

Omso’s SB021 is a fully servo-controlled automatic screen printing machine for plastic or glass items.
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JetScreen! LT
High Tech CtS System with UV Lasers
for Large Formats
With Swiss precision engineering and state-of-the-art
laser technology, Lüscher Technologies AG sets new
standards in digital imaging of screen printing stencils and
is available in various formats up to 5500 x 3200 mm.
— Lüscher Trioptic! System with resolution
of 635 / 1270 / 2540 dpi
— Optional resolution up to 5080 dpi
— Ultra-long service life of laser diodes
— Low maintenance and energy costs

Lüscher Technologies AG
4665 Oftringen, Switzerland, www.luescher.com
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Of course, by definition with this type of product – and
contrary to all normal requirements – the big challenge is
to develop a product that has reasonable integrity to the
surface and does not fall off immediately but that can be
easily removed later! This is not an easy technical challenge,
and in fact our new technology has taken us five years to
develop, with many setbacks with the application and/or
the peel-ability of the product throughout the development
process. Thanks to strong support and co-operation from
our customers, we have continued to develop and now we
can say that we have developed a very good system which
offers various application possibilities.

Ferro’s new technology

For drinking glasses or glass bottle packaging,
fundamentally our new peel-off film technology is screenprinted and UV-cured. The water-borne organic coating is

applied on top and cured at around 200°C. Or
alternatively, a real acid etch can be applied
with the usual process methods.
Regarding the critical peel-off method, we
carried out a lot of trials to discover the best
way to remove the film from the object. Manual
peeling of the film after an initial drying flash-off
of the coloured over-coat – or after the curing
oven, was not the aim, so we came up with
the solution of compressed air or an adhesive
tape. Removing the film can be done easily
by making an initial break in the surface of the
printed area with a sharp tool – even a fingernail
is enough – and using compressed air you can
then blow the film off the completed design. The
option of removing the film with adhesive tape
is a little trickier and you will need the right tape/

decorative coating combination
to peel it off in one go without
damaging the printed surface.
What is ultimately produced
is a high quality, cost-effective,
clear transparent window,
embedded within a cured
decorative organic coating.
Additionally, if required, the
design can be further enhanced
by over-printing the window with
organic inks, a feature that is not
usually possible with earlier peeloff systems. And critically, Ferro’s
new technology provides the
option of full automation.

Large format applications

In addition to the possibilities
outlined for hollow-ware
decoration, we see this
technology presenting important
new opportunities for the
processed flat glass and
automotive glass industries. For
example, there is potential to
use these layers as transport
protection for large decorated or
complex printed glass windows
or façade elements; for the
protection of IG [insulated glass]
units, tempered or laminated
automotive glass parts. For such
large format glass applications, we
looked at the possibilities of rollercoating or spray application of our
peel-off film, and we were able to
achieve good results by further
optimising our system. Trials we
have conducted have shown that
our film is easy to remove from
large format glass parts, without
leaving marks on the glass,
compared to traditional films that
are currently widely used.
We are excited that the
feedback we have received
so far from customers has
been very positive. We see
this product as a new step
towards automation 4.0 in
the glass sector and we are
already thinking about further
applications and possibilities. l

About the author:
André Paasch is European
Sales Manager – Container
Glass at Ferro
Further information:
Ferro GmbH., Frankfurt am
Main, Germany
tel:
+49 69 27116 0
email: info-fc@ferro.com
web:
www.ferro.com
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Hybrid approach to glass foiling
Designer and manufacturer of machines for packaging decoration ISIMAT has
upgraded its I-Series range of multi-colour screen-printing machines. Jochen
Grabert introduces the latest model and explores its capabilities.
ISIMAT’s I-Series machine portfolio
offers a combination of different print
technologies such as screen printing,
digital printing and different kinds
of foiling solutions which give the
full flexibility of a hybrid decoration
approach.
We have made some fundamental
adjustments in recent months. We
have now made the I-series more
‘entry-level friendly’. The customer can
choose between a basic version or an
advanced version and from many more
highlights. The new generation of the
I-Series is suitable for glass hollowware
such as bottles, drinking glasses and
jars.

inLINE FOILING on
conical glass hollowware

In 2015 ISIMAT and thin film technology
specialist LEONHARD KURZ
launched inLINE FOILING, offering a
patented process for decorating glass
hollowware. The foiling technique is
now available for tapered glass bottles
and conical glass drinkware.
inLINE FOILING is a patented
multicolour metallisation process
using only one foil. This foil can be
overprinted immediately with a clear
varnish or a tinted varnish. Overvarnishing with tinted varnishes of two
or more colours can create stunning
multi-colour metallised images.
The inLINE FOILING unit takes the

The new generation of the I-Series

place of a printing unit and can be integrated into a multi-colour
screen-printing machine, such as an I-Series. The system
enables glass decorators to streamline the glass decoration
process. Screen printing with UV inks and inLINE FOILING is
done in a single machine pass without additional handling.

Tailored to tapered bottles

ISIMAT’s inLINE FOILING unit moves the foil control unit in an
arc during foiling. As a result, the speed of the foil varies along
the line of contact between foil and glass item: the outer foil

Tapered wine
bottles finished
with conical inLINE
FOILING process

edge moves the fastest along the arc
while the inner foil edge moves the
slowest. This way the unit can match
the different speeds across the width of
the foil to the different surface speeds
along the height of a rotating glass item.
Compatible with glass hollowware
that is tapered, ISIMAT’s direct
decoration foiling process is suited
to the wine market’s preference for
slightly conical bottles, along with
the gold/silver metallic elements
that commonly appear on the labels
of many brands. The combination
of inLINE FOILING of multi-colour
metallised images and screen printing
with vibrant UV inks offers a costefficient process for applying eyecatching decoration to conical glass
hollowware. l
inline FOILING is a registered trademark
of ISIMAT GmbH Siebdruckmaschinen

About the author:
Jochen Grabert is Director Sales &
Marketing at ISIMAT
Further information:
ISIMAT GmbH
Siebdruckmaschinen, Ellwangen,
Germany
tel:
+49 7961 886 0
email: info@isimat.de
web:
www.isimat.com

inLINE
FOILING is a
cost-efficient
process
that delivers
eye-catching
decoration.

Register your interest
at www.glassprint.org
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UV LED screen printing
on glass substrates
In association with glass manufacturers, Marabu fine-tunes ink formulations in line
with specific use cases. Pascal Iffland shares the company’s latest developments
for UV LED screen printing.
In recent years, screen printing has
undergone a technological transition –
from conventional UV to UV LED curing.
Dual-cure screen printing inks make it
easier for user organisations to manage
this change, as they can be deployed
both in traditional UV and in the newer
UV LED printing systems. As a printing
ink manufacturer with engineering
industry partners, Marabu has extensive
expertise in UV LED technology. This
printing method offers a variety of
benefits, especially for glass substrates.

Fresh impetus

Glass decoration with UV LED screen printing technology.

no ozone is emitted. An air extraction
system for the production area is
therefore not required. Together, these
factors lead to markedly lower electricity
consumption and significantly reduced
costs. As a result, there is rapid payback
of the initial capital outlay. Overall, LED
technology leads to more sustainable
business operations and is an attractive
alternative to conventional UV-curable
printing.

© Marabu

UV LED curing for screen printing has
made great inroads. Printing-system
engineers and ink manufacturers
are increasingly making use of this
pioneering technology. UV LED curing
eliminates the need for a warm-up
period, saving time. A further advantage
is the greater printing speed, and
therefore higher throughput, as there is
no need for a standby mode when the
printer is paused or when switching print
jobs. Moreover, the UV LED lights have
a far longer service life than conventional
UV tube lights. The greatest benefit is,
however, the wavelength of the light.
LED units operate in the UV A band, so

Increasing market presence

Ultra Glass LEDGL UV LED-curable screen-printing ink.
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To make full use of the strengths of UV
LED curing, inks must be formulated
to match its attributes. Marabu, the
ink manufacturer headquartered in
south-western Germany, has made a
name for itself in this field. The Marabu
portfolio comprises premium-quality
ink ranges, in particular for glass
substrates. Pascal Iffland, Key Account
Manager for Packaging, explains: “UV
LED-curable inks, such as Marabu’s
Ultra Glass LEDGL line, contain
photoinitiators. These absorb light in
the UV A band, and ensure complete
curing at the speed required for the
corresponding print jobs.”

Printing directly onto glass items improves colour fastness.

Register your interest
at www.glassprint.org

We print
your world

Uniting inks and substrates
to create a uniqueness,
which is incomparable.

Koenig & Bauer Kammann GmbH
Weidehorst 80
32584 Löhne

kammann.de
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The use of polyester fabric, and the
smaller-sized particles of the ink’s raw
materials, allow the printing of extremely
fine details. As a result, both large
images and precise details can be
created. UV LED curable inks produce
an abrasion-resistant film that adheres
firmly to the substrate. They do not
require a further coating, unless this
is to deliberately produce a particular
look and feel. And compared with the
ceramic thermoplastic baking inks,
UV LED curables do not require oven
drying, and so consume far less energy.
Industry experts consider a 56%
reduction possible. Additionally, there
is no need for the oven itself within the
production area, thereby saving space.

Glass decoration

UV LED curable inks do not require a further coating, unless a particular look or
feel is required.

In the printing industry, wavelengths of between 385nm
and 395nm have proven to be ideal, and Marabu’s inks
were developed accordingly. Moreover, UV and UV LEDcurable screen printing inks do not, in contrast to ceramic
thermoplastic inks, have to be heated within the screen.

SERIGRAPHY

The UV LED process has been
successfully employed to decorate
plastics for many years. Beginning
some five years ago, the process has
been applied to glass. Glass containers
for personal care items must avoid
contaminating their contents in any
way. For the decoration of cylindrical
containers, such as drinking glasses,
the priority is dishwasher safeness.
UV LED screen printing complies

with both requirements, and offers
further strengths. Inks printed directly
onto glass items, such as bottles for
beverages, have greater colour fastness
and brilliance, communicating enhanced
quality and achieving competitive
advantage over conventional labels.
In association with glass
manufacturers, Marabu fine-tunes ink
formulations in line with specific use
cases. The makers of printing systems,
too, consider how to best create
decorations on certain shapes and
materials. These collaborative activities
led to Ultra Glass LEDGL. This UV
LED-curable screen-printing ink
combines excellent initial adhesion with
superb opacity, sheen and reactivity.
The product line includes brilliant,
glossy colours and high-opacity tones
for dark substrates. Marabu offers
its customers the broadest choice of
high-opacity ink colours on the market.
With appropriate printing systems, it
is also possible to perform pinning:
this is a form of curing to allow the
360-degree decoration of cylindrical
items, such as tubes and bottles.
Depending on the exact scenario,
the substrate may require pretreatment. Ultra Glass LEDGL is a two-
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component system that requires an adhesion promoter (bonding
agent) for effective use. It also permits flexibility with regard to
the chosen printing method, as LEDGL is a dual-cure screen
ink. Following its successful deployment by customers and in
response to growing demand, Marabu is extending the range
of LEDGL colours available. The company is soon to launch a
bronze binder for special metallic colours. Furthermore, Marabu is
co-operating with an engineering partner to test a primer suitable
for UV LED curing. This would allow the subsequent decoration
of glass substrates with hot-stamp foil. Equipment capable of this
production method is already established in the marketplace.

Further applications

UV LED-curable screen printing has primarily been used for
personal care items, e.g. tubes and bottles that must meet stringent
requirements. Recently, a further use case has gained attention,
namely metal. Inks for glass offer extremely good adhesion for
this substrate, as well. As a result, UV LED-curable screen-printing
systems are already being deployed to directly print metal packaging.
“This technology is certain to be rapidly adopted in other fields of
application where it can play to its strengths,” believes Mr Iffland. l

About the author:
Pascal Iffland is Key Account Manager Packaging at Marabu
Further information:
Marabu GmbH & Co. KG, Tamm, Germany
+49 7141 6910
tel:
email: info@marabu.com
web:
www.marabu-inks.com
Example of glass finishing.
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Creating stencils with
laser-to-screen machines
Michael Mogge introduces the latest addition to CST’s portfolio of screen imaging
solutions: high energy LTS (laser-to-screen) technology from SAATI.
Since becoming a member of the SAATI Group, CST
has been able to offer LTS (laser-to-screen) technology in
addition to its range of DLE (digital light engraver) models.
The latest addition to CST’s portfolio, SAATI’s LTS machines
have been designed to produce high-quality stencils with
variable resolutions up to 2,540dpi.

LTS specifications

There are three models of LTS available from CTS: LTS6080
– a horizontal machine for small stencils with 96 lasers, and
vertical models LTS 8012 and LTS1015 with 128 and 160
lasers, respectively. The first LTS machines have already

been delivered to different parts of the
industry.
According to CST, the construction
of SAATI’s LTS machines is ‘very
solid’ and the software makes it easy
to operate, while ROI can quickly be
achieved.
The machines’ high UV light
output is suitable for glass printing
applications as thick layers on the
stencils and high build up on EOM can
be exposed on all common emulsions.
In 2021 CST started installing LTS
in different applications as stand-alone
models and in an automatic line with
loading magazine, a processor to develop
the exposed screens and unloading
magazine with integrated drying.

processor and an unloading magazine.
Screens with different dimensions and
mesh counts can be loaded, imaged
and developed automatically with
matching parameter sets.
CST develops, constructs and
manufactures its entire DLE portfolio
in Krefeld, Germany, using its own
electronics to offer high precision.
Every DLE can be upgraded with new
developments and innovations.

DLE options
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A new compact DLE for an industrial company.

CST also offers standard DLE CTS
(computer to screen) devices in various
configurations.
Here, the customer can also
choose between a horizontal or
vertical model. Each size of DLE can
be customised and there is the choice
of either powerful UV LEDs or lasers.
Using CST’s DLE models, fine screen
rulings and lines with a spot size of
5x5µm at 5,080dpi; 10x10µm at
2,540dpi; and 20x20µm at 1,270dpi
can be exposed.
The DLE can be installed as
automatic line connected with
a loading magazine, developing

LTS8012 and LTS 1015 can expose two screens together.

DLE for screens up to 4m x 8m at a specialised service provider in glass industry.

LTS inline with loading magazines and developing
processor.

Register your interest
at www.glassprint.org
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Passion for
printing inks

DLE in an automatic line with processor and loading magazines.

Worldwide product support

The DLE is a low-maintenance device, designed so that users
can change all settings needed to operate the machine and
troubleshoot any problems.
CST has an in-house service team able to respond quickly to
emergencies by either remote access or by phone. In addition to its
headquarter in Germany, the company has a well-developed service
network with specific knowledge worldwide. Every DLE is equipped
with a CCD-module and remote access. Even when systems from
other manufacturers have been retrofitted to DLE technology, CST
will take over full responsibility of the retrofitted devices. The same
support is given to LTS as well. l

and
innovative
solutions for
glass decoration
Responsible • Unique • Creative • Original

Special RUCOINX ink systems ensure enhanced
performance, stability and colour brilliance.

937LED - LED/ UV Screen printing
• Suitable for curing both with LED technology
and conventional UV systems (Hg-, Fe-doped)
• Significant time, energy and space savings
• Environmentally-friendly alternative to ceramic inks

110GE - Screen printing

Multiscreen exposure for small sizes.

• Oven-drying of ink film at 180°C within 20 minutes

About the author:
Michael Mogge is Key Account Manager at CST
Further information:
CST GmbH., Krefeld, Germany
tel:
+49 21511 592260
email: mmogge@c-s-t.de
web:
www.c-s-t.de
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T28 - Pad printing
• Drying of ink ﬁlm at room temperature or heat-forced
oven drying at 80° C within 20 minutes
The inks series are excellent resistant against
chemicals, water and abrasion.

All system and product beneﬁts:

www.ruco-inks.com
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Safety first with BPA-free inks
Is your decorating process compromising the environmental and health benefits
of glass as a packaging material? Robin McMillan and Bob Nersesian explain how
Sun Chemical’s BPA-free inks support sustainability and customer wellbeing.
Glass is proving to be an increasingly popular packaging
choice for consumers as their habits and purchase
choices become ever-more driven by a desire to be more
sustainable.
According to market and consumer data provider,
Statista, the forecast for manufacturers of glass containers
and bottles worldwide is very strong, with production
volumes projected to be 922 billion units in 2026, up
from 690 billion units in 2020. This promising forecast is
supported by research from the European Container Glass
Federation (FEVE)1, which concludes that glass is the
dominant packaging material for spirits, wines and beer. The
reason for this, FEVE says, is partly because “sustainability is
influencing consumer purchasing behaviour.”
Indeed, according to a publicly available report by
Nielsen, within the fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG)
space, it is now common practice for shoppers to look for a
product which is not only good for them, but also helps to
save the environment.

Positive perception of glass

Consumers’ positive perception of glass packaging is further
supported by the results of a survey commissioned by the
Friends of Glass community in 2020,2 with half European
consumers buying more products in glass packaging than
in 2016, and 90% perceiving glass as the most sustainable
packaging.
This positive perception of glass comes very much from
the increased awareness of consumers that it is made from
only natural materials and is 100% recyclable.
There are advantages to using glass packaging for
consumables. For example, sodium silicates – types
of organic matter found in glass – are completely inert,
non-toxic and cannot migrate into the contents and the
components of glass.
Another benefit of glass packaging is: because it is
nonporous and impermeable, unlike other materials used
for packaging, it also does not require a plastic layer

between it and the consumable that it
contains. This benefit has contributed
to the increased demand for growth
packaging because it contrasts with
the ongoing and increasing health
concerns around the use of Bisphenol
A (BPA).

BPA-free water-based coating

While glass provides an impenetrable
barrier to BPA, which protects a glass
container’s contents, its presence on
the external surface can contaminate
other parts of the supply chain
including recycling waste streams
where it has the potential to cause
environmental damage. Using Sun
Chemical BPA-Free inks can prevent
this type of contamination, which
is appealing to brand owners and
consumers alike.
In response to market demand
and customer feedback, as part of
Sun Chemical’s SunVetro range of
glass decoration solutions it introduced
SunSpray WBSPG – the first BPAfree, entirely water-based spray paint
coating for glass. Not only is SunSpray
WBSPG BPA-free, but, based on Sun
Chemical’s pigment dispersions, it also
offers greater adhesion and hardness
than traditional sprays, as well as clarity
and product resistance, while being
environmentally friendly. For brands and
decorators looking to create high quality
glass packaging that is also sustainable
and meets the health and safety
concerns of consumers, SunSpray
WBSPG is an ideal solution.

Focus on sustainability

Glass is an increasingly popular packaging choice for consumers.
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The introduction of SunSpray WBSPG
is very much in line with Sun Chemical’s
policy towards sustainability. At Sun
Chemical, we see it as our responsibility
to raise awareness about environmental
issues that are part of our industry,
including issues raised by regulatory
and consumer-driven forces. Given that
responsibility, we have a history of, and
continue to develop, methodologies
to assess our impact and to innovate
processes and products that are more
sustainable from both an economic
and environmental standpoint. We
have in place a rigorous development
process and analytical tools that

guide our choice of materials and the
safety of our products. We strive to
use manufacturing processes that
demonstrate environmental excellence
through reduced waste generation,
lower energy and water usage,
and strong safety performance. We
commit to meeting local regulatory
requirements, and to proactively
work with government, industry
trade groups (Sun Chemical is, for
example, a member of EuPIA, the
European Printing Ink Association), and
business partners in the value chain to
better define, measure and promote
sustainability.

UV BPA-free screen ink

In the food packaging market in
particular, we believe that Sun
Chemical has significant credibility
with brand owners, based on our
supply into that market and the vast
experience we have of supplying other
packaging sectors.
With that in mind and Sun
Chemical’s focus on meeting the
highest regulatory standards, in 2019
we also introduced a UV BPA-free
screen ink specifically formulated for
glass container decoration. Maintaining
the highest levels of performance
for adhesion, hardness, scratch
resistance, scuff resistance, chemical
and water resistance, the new ink
presents the beverage, cosmetics
and household items (e.g. scented
candles) markets with an even greater
opportunity to promote the use of
sustainable glass packaging. l
1
2

https://feve.org/productionhy2019/
https://news.friendsofglass.
com/glass-packaging-topenvironmentally-consciousconsumers/
About the authors:
Robin McMillan is Product
Manager, Industrial and Graphics
Europe, Sun Chemical;
Bob Nersesian is Product Manager,
Industrial, Sun Chemical
Further information:
Sun Chemical, New Jersey, USA
web:
www.sunchemical.com
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GIS Atlas IQ Tools can
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– Colour correction and ink
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– Tools available as bundled
software, standalone or SDKs
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Selective sputter coating
of architectural glass
Birds flying into windows are not only a major problem in big cities, but also in less
populated regions. Michael Gross looks at how applying Kissel + Wolf’s magnetron
sputter coating to architectural glass can prevent bird collisions.
According to an estimate in
ornithological journal “The Condor”
in 2014, between 365 to 988 million
birds die each year by colliding into
buildings in the USA. The German
Council for Bird Protection (DRV)
estimates in its magazine “Reports on
bird protection, Issue 53/54 (2017)”,
that the death rate of birds colliding
with glass facades and window panels
in Germany reaches 115 million.
In order to prevent bird collisions,
there are now various versions of birdfriendly glass.
Using selective sputter coating,
glass facades can either be decorated
with high-contrast, metallic coatings or
coated with UV-reflecting structures that
are nearly invisible to the human eye.

What is magnetron
sputter coating?

Magnetron sputter coating is a coating
technique that can be used to coat
glass panels with metal atoms or
metal oxide atoms in a very thin layer.
This coating is commonly used on
architectural glass for heat reflection
– well known as mirrored glass
on skyscraper facades in financial
metropoles.
The same application method is
used for selective sputter coating of
architectural glass. Here, the metallic
deposition is applied partially and not
over the entire surface.
This type of bird-friendly glass
uses a spiderweb effect. Unlike
humans, birds are able to detect light
in the ultraviolet wavelength range.
This characteristic protects spider
webs from being destroyed by birds:
the webs reflect the UV light and are
thus perceived as obstacles that the
birds avoid. With selective sputter
coating, structures that are almost
invisible to the human eye can be
coated to reflect UV light. Only the
bird’s eye sees a contrasting pattern
and is thereby warned of the obstacle.
Figure 1 shows an example
of selective sputter coating on
architectural glass at a shopping
centre in Leicester, England. The
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Figure 1: Glass facade with a floral design sputtered pattern at a shopping centre in Leicester. Photo courtesy of AGC Interpane.

sputtered pattern gives the building an
interesting appearance and the coating
protects the interior from the sun,
whilst deterring birds.

Sputter resist

Using a sputter resist, a glass surface
can be masked with a design prior to
sputter coating. The masking can be
done either by inkjet or screen printing.
For glass sizes under six metres and
larger numbers of glass panes with
the same design, masking by means
of screen printing is recommended.
For larger glass formats or individual
designs, the masking is preferably
applied with inkjet. After the sputter
coating process, the resist and the
coating can be removed with a special
cleaning chemical, either manually or in
an automatic washing unit.
Kissel + Wolf is the only
manufacturer worldwide to offer
screen-printable and inkjet-capable
resists that have been specially
developed for use in magnetron
sputter coating. KIWOMASK W 850
Etch (screen printing resist) and
KIWOMASK IJ 510 (inkjet resist)
have been used successfully for this

application for several years.
As a medium-sized, family-owned business based in
Wiesloch near Heidelberg, Kissel + Wolf supplies chemical
products worldwide for screen and textile printing; industrial,
flock and special adhesives; cleaning agents as well as
resists and coatings. l

Bird-friendly glass with UV light reflecting structures.

About the author:
Michael Gross is Business Development Manager
Printable Media & Coatings at Kissel + Wolf
Further information:
Kissel + Wolf GmbH, Wiesloch, Germany
tel:
+49 6222 5780
email: info@kiwo.de
web:
www.kiwo.de
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Glaswerke Haller’s glassware production site in Kirchlengern, Germany.

Upgrading to automation
for standardised screens
Andreas Ferndriger explains how automated screen-making equipment from
SignTronic and Grünig has helped German glassware manufacturer Glaswerke
Haller to modernise and optimise its operation.
A specialist in glassware for 75 years,
Glaswerke Haller offers optimal
solutions for any type of individual
requirements – from smaller to larger
projects and even up to exclusive
single parts. Certified to standard ISO
9001: 2015, the manufacturer is also
distinguished by its development of

prototypes up to series-production
readiness and experimental testing of
glass models, designs and products
(e.g. ball-drop tests, climatic testing,
bullet-resistance tests).
Glaswerke Haller is currently
focusing strongly on the screen
printing sector for its high-quality

SignTronic’s STM-3124 for automatic CtS direct exposure.

Register your interest
at www.glassprint.org

Grünig’s G-COAT 415 enables automatic and therefore standardised coating of
the highest quality.
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Glaswerke Haller customers are now “benefitting from an improved quality” in its screen-printed glass products.

decorations and functional printing.
“A continuous market monitoring
is the basis of our aim to continue
our re-interpretation of the material
glass. The sector of high-quality
decoration is particularly diverse
and interesting for our customers
as well as us,” said a company
representative.

Embracing automation

Decorative or functional screen printing
requires high-value and standardised
processes to produce high quality
screens with maximum flexibility and
absolute reproducibility, and at low
costs.
In order to guarantee the
standards of its products and

Work processes involving CtS direct exposure: before/after.

achieve continuous improvement in quality, automation
and technology were the “obvious instruments” to help
Glaswerke Haller to optimise its processes and to meet the
growing requirements of its customers.
According to the company, its top priorities were
“profitability, quality and enhanced flexibility”. Another aspect
that influenced its decision to upgrade were good references
from other printing companies already using the latest
automated screen-making equipment.

SEFAR® GLASSLINE
The screen printing mesh efficiency champion for printing functional and decorative glass

For unchanging quality during high
production runs of window heating
conductors printed with
SEFAR® GLASSLINE 77/195-48Y

Sefar AG
Hinterbissaustrasse 12
9410 Heiden – Switzerland

Phone +41 71 898 57 00
Fax
+41 71 898 57 21

High color density and sharp
contours when printing doors and
room dividers with
SEFAR® GLASSLINE 61/156-64W

printing@sefar.com
www.sefar.com

For a precise and durable print
image on the glass facade with
SEFAR® GLASSLINE 68/175-55W
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A screen-printed end product from Glaswerke Haller.

Suppliers were chosen on the basis of the following criteria:
readiness to perform, experience, market presence, service
performances and accessibility, as well as price/performance.
Glaswerke Haller ultimately opted for an automatic screen
manufacturing solution from Grünig/SignTronic and their partner in
Germany – Simon GmbH, on the grounds of the companies’ “excellent
service offer as well as the attractive price/performance ratio.”

Optimised screen-making

Automatic and therefore standardised coating of the highest
possible quality was a basic prerequisite for the giant step that
Glaswerke Haller took: direct exposure based on CtS technology.
Grünig’s G-COAT 415 covers the extensive range of possible
screen sizes to be handled by the glassware company. All the
various processes can be programmed and memorised within the
state-of-the-art control concept.
Using CtS direct exposure considerably simplifies and
accelerates the screen making process. A large number of former
process steps are simply no longer required and can be deleted
without substitution.
In addition, Grünig/SignTronic’s equipment enables energy
costs to be reduced since a vacuum frame and an energyconsuming 5kW+ MH-lamp are now surplus to requirements.

Advantages for company & customers

“Thanks to the new screen making procedure, we can benefit from
a constant screen quality which is tantamount to an unchanging
high quality of our products,” explained Glaswerke Haller’s
representative. “Furthermore, we are now capable of responding
with a lot more flexibility to individual and special wishes of our
customers. And last but not least: this new equipment has also
enabled us to improve the work conditions of our staff – working
with less effort and more precision is a strong motivation for all our
team members.
“For our customers, the pricing per screen has become more
favourable, and at the same time they are benefitting from an
improved quality. In addition, we are now more flexible and thus in a
position to easily cater to any requests for modification.” l

About the author:
Andreas Ferndriger is Marketing Director of Grünig-Interscreen
and CEO of SignTronic

COLORS
MADE
FOR LIFE
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Developing the perfect
squeegee for glass decoration
Corentin Chretien and Jesús Rodríguez Tamayo describe how a productive
partnership between FIMOR, manufacturer of polyurethane squeegees and related
accessories for screen printing, and RODATEC, its dealer in Mexico is benefitting
customers in the glass decoration sector.
Family-owned companies FIMOR and RODATEC have been
in the screen printing industry for over 40 years. Now led by
the second generation, both companies maintain the core
values of being customer-oriented, driven by innovation,
[building] technical knowledge, and offering top quality
and highly reliable products. Printing on glass poses many
technical challenges and the partners view glass decoration
not just as an industry but more a way of life, distinguished
by highly demanding needs and particularities that require
knowledge and technical passion.

Supplying squeegees in Mexico

Together we have developed an extensive product range
and we are delighted to supply squeegees to the top
glass producers and decorators in Mexico. Backed by our
technical knowledge and experience, the serilor squeegee
range of products allows us to offer the perfect squeegee for
customers to print properly and profitably, whether on a very
small shaped glass object or on 3m x 5m architectural glass.
The wide range of applications in the glass industry
imply different types of paints and inks, depending on the
specific use of the glass to be printed. Our customers can
use solvent-based inks, UV inks, water-based inks, ceramic
inks, precious metal inks, conductive and functional inks,

Glass printing in a Mexican factory; the squeegees are compatible with a wide range of inks.

to mention a few, and with serilor
squeegees we have always found the
right product for their need.
With mono layer, double or triple
layer squeegees, either in serilor
Standard Resistance SR or High
Resistances HR, we can offer our
customers the squeegee with the
correct chemical and mechanical
characteristics to achieve their
goals both in printing quality and in

production output (speed and amount
of prints per squeegee blade).
The different formulations and
the high quality of polyurethane
blades from FIMOR serilor allow
our customers to print with high
quality and profitability, enabling their
businesses grow and making us long
term partners and solution providers,
driven by innovation as the industry
keeps evolving. l
serilor is a registered trademark of
FIMOR.

About the authors:
Corentin Chretien is a Key Account
Manager at FIMOR and Jesús
Rodríguez Tamayo is Commercial
Director at RODATEC.
Further information:
FIMOR, Le Mans, France
tel:
+33 243 406 600
email: cor@fimor.fr
web:
www.fimor.com

RODATEC supplies FIMOR’s mono layer, double or triple layer squeegees, either
in serilor Standard Resistance SR or High Resistances HR.
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The serilor squeegees feature high quality
polyurethane blades.

RODATEC, S.A. DE C.V., Cuidad
de México, Mexico
tel:
+52 55 5281 2431
email: jrt@rodatec.com
web:
www.rodatec.com
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Intelligent inkjet printing of
flat, hollow and container glass
Nadine Cornwall considers the challenges as well as the appeal of using inkjet
in glass applications, and explains how GIS’ software solutions and ink control
systems can help to optimise print performance.
The advantages of digital inkjet
technology inkjet in glass are
compelling. Small batch capability,
no screen preparation or cleaning,
fast job changeover, along with the
possibility of using variable data so
that every image can be different,
and the ability to create photorealistic
images. These all add to the appeal
of using inkjet in glass applications
for exciting new marketing
opportunities – and a reduction in
overall costs.
There are integration challenges,
but the application of intelligent
software and high data-rate drive
electronics, inks/fluids and system
design can not only help overcome
process challenges, but also help
achieve superior print performance.

Container glass printing challenges

Printing onto cylinders is now well
understood, but conical objects such as
glass tumblers add greater complexity and
challenges for inkjet. Image compensation
is required to wrap the image around
the cone – and the system also must
contend with resolution changes as the
conical shape rotates under the printhead
at different speeds; the image screening
is more complex and the increase
in drop density in the image must be
compensated. Indeed, drop-laydown
strategy – the precise co-ordination of
nozzle jetting with the positional information
of the printhead – is critical. Without
implementing software correction, such as
using GIS Direct to Shape software with
optimised user interface, these issues
can result in unacceptable image quality.

Image quality (IQ) tools for flat glass

Industrial inkjet printing systems often now include large
arrays of printheads. Despite the tight manufacturing
tolerances, there is still variation in the performance of each
nozzle within a printhead, as well as from printhead to
printhead, which can lead to image defects in the final print.
GIS Atlas IQ Tools are a comprehensive software
solution to optimise print performance, overcoming the
challenges of missing nozzles, nozzle-to-nozzle density
variation and printhead-to-printhead banding. The package
includes GIS ultra-fast binary and greyscale screeners,
nozzle density compensation, missing nozzle compensation,
channel linearisation, colour correction and colour
registration tools.
Atlas IQ Tools can be used as independent tools within
an existing printing system and are compatible with third
party RIP solutions, user interfaces and datapath drive
electronics.

Reliable ink delivery systems

Alongside robust, production-proven drive electronics
and innovative software, GIS technology can also offer
comprehensive ink system control. GIS Ink Delivery
Systems (IDS) are carefully designed for heavily pigmented
inks and challenging fluids. The systems support different
flow modes, and a wide range of scalable header tanks is
available for different printhead types. Components such as
heaters, filters and pumps are carefully selected depending
on the size of the system, the ink type and printhead used
and the duty cycle of the system. The advantages of digital
inkjet technology for glass applications are more compelling
than ever as an intelligent application of technology and
processes continues to meet the demands of today’s
marketplace. l
About the author:
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GIS Atlas IQ tools for image quality measurement and optimisation.
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ESMA Glass Decoration 2022–23

Ever thought of
outsourcing your margins?
Hans-Jürgen Amann explains how H.J. Amann’s range of temperable stoving foils
can help users to reduce costs during glass decoration and further processing.

Alarm Spyder sensor for security glass.

Hans-Jürgen Amann, President of H.J. Amann.

The market situation for glass finishers
is subject to frequent change. While
years ago there was a lot of float
glass on the market and the price
was constantly falling as a result, in
recent times the market has been
characterised by a lack of glass
which has driven up the price and
made procurement more difficult. The
calculation [of estimates] had to be
constantly adapted to the changing
conditions. However, price pressure
was always present as foreign
companies tried to gain a foothold in
new markets with aggressive prices.
Studies have come to the conclusion
that this situation could lead to a
market shakeout in the next few years.

Advantages of outsourcing

Only providers who have their costs
under control can counteract this

trend. The development of energy costs is only one
aspect, albeit an important one. The vertical integration has
an equally important influence on the price development. In
other branches of industry, outsourcing is a frequently used
instrument to positively influence cost development.
Purchasing third-party products can not only improve
the cost situation, it also alleviates the lack of skilled
workers that can be found everywhere. Lower space and
energy requirements also have a positive effect. In addition,
exact figures are available for estimates and scheduling
becomes more reliable.

Reducing decoration and processing costs

H.J. Amann’s range of temperable, stoving foils can
help users to reduce costs during decoration and further
processing. The Amann company has more than 35 years
of experience in the production of transfer images based
on ‘burnable’ [able to be fired], UV-resistant inorganic
colours.
We cannot cut or otherwise process glass, but we
specialise in glass printing and can supply you with glass
finishing prints that extend the functionality of the glass or,
if desired, decorate it. These products meet the highest
quality and environmental standards. The printed colours
are matched to the requirements of the end product. They
are anchored to the glass surface with little effort before
the tempering process. After tempering, they are burned
onto the glass – resulting in a permanent and weatherproof
decoration. The only requirement for processing the
images is the presence of a tempering furnace.
The application of the images does not require any
special training and is easy to learn. The process of
applying the images is easy to learn, without any special
training needed.

Diverse range of applications

H.J. Amann supplies glass identification markings
that can be made with one or more colours on
request.
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H.J. Amann supplies glass identification markings that
can be made with one or more colours on request, and
that can go through the tempering process directly after
application without drying. Ranging from bird silhouettes
on a glass bus stop, to decorating architectural glass
and glass doors, shower walls, partitions, etc., the uses
are almost unlimited – as is the number of possible
printing colours. If necessary, the company can also

produce images with 25 individual
colours. H.J. Amann develops
its colour formulas in-house and
also self-manufactures important
materials, thereby circumnavigating
any problems with raw material
shortages.
Examples of special products that
H.J. Amann has developed include
UV-absorbing colour stripes for firing
in, which can be cut to the desired
stripe width. These serve to protect
the insulating sealant from harmful
radiation and can also be glued
together if necessary. As a result,
these tapes offer a cost-effective
and simple solution for edge printing
insulating glass or edge enamelling.
In the etched white version, these
foils can create a satin finish on glass
panes, for example, and desired
shapes can be made with a plotter.
A further innovation is the
company’s Alarm Spyder sensor,
which triggers an alarm if the glass is
broken. Production of the decals and
burnable foils was described in Glass
Worldwide March/April 2021’s ESMA
supplement, S16-17.
Short delivery times and a
manageable, fixed budget are the
main advantages of such solutions. l
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Technology • Melting

Using microwave heating to
improve batch melting speed
Khaled Al-Hamdan, Sven Wiltzsch, Ralph Behrend, Valerie Grimm, Hartmut Krause,
and Wolfram Wintzer discuss enhanced microwave absorption in glass batch
through batch pre-treatment and alternative raw materials.
The question of the efficient use of
resources, reduction of emissions and
100% application of renewable energy
is a primary goal for environmental
policy and of strategic interest for the
glass industry. One vision for the future
concerns the process heat in glass
melting tanks being mainly produced
with electrical energy. An efficient use
of electrical heat on a larger scale
could therefore be microwave heating,
and especially microwave glass
melting.
According to our measurements,
raw batch materials show penetration
depths for microwaves in the range
of 0.4m to 4m, depending on the
temperature and composition.1 In
the case of glass melts at melting
temperature, the penetration depth of
the electromagnetic radiation is very
small: a maximum of 1cm, which is
lower than heat radiation. Thus, one
could say that microwaves are less
advantageous for glass melt heating at
melting temperature in comparison to
standard technology.
However, the batch melting
area has to be evaluated completely
differently! Here, the microwave offers
the possibility of ‘inside out’ heating
– a method most are familiar with
from heating food in the microwave.
Furthermore, in glass melting the most
energy-intensive step is the primary
melting of the main raw material
components (roughly 80%). Thus,
microwave heating in the batch melting
zone 2 could be a ‘melting booster’,
or a technology for the batch melting
of sensitive glasses which cannot be
melted easily with standard technology.
In both cases, the improvement
from ‘inside out’ heating, and
correspondingly the absorption of the
microwave by the batch (microwave
coupling) is of special importance.

materials, and thus to expand the
possible applications for electric
heating in the glass industry. The
research parameters were:
• Raw materials (oxides, hydroxides)
• Cullet content (batch without
cullet; batch with 50% cullet)
• Grain size of the raw materials
(standard size and fine grain size)
• Batch preparation (standard loose
batch; compacted batch3)
The above-mentioned investigations
were carried out with common raw
materials and batches for container
glasses.
The comparative melting tests
were conducted in an apparatus
consisting of the basic components
of the microwave system for glass
melting experiments, with the
magnetron rated for power up to 3kW
(see Figure 1). The applicator consisted
of an aluminium housing (see Figure 2)
with optical access and microwave
filters for temperature measurement.
The tests were carried out in a
crucible with a power input of 600W,
and 20g of batch samples were
irradiated with microwaves for 10
minutes.

Research parameters and
microwave furnace

Experiment results
and discussion

The aim of the investigations presented
here is to evaluate the various
influences when using microwave
technology for the heating of raw

Figure 1: Apparatus for carrying out the comparative melting tests. 1) Waveguide; 2) Applicator with moving short; 3) Reflectometer and
Tuner; 4) Magnetron.

a) Effect of microwave batch
melting and compacting:
Figure 3 shows the heating curve
progression of a loose batch and a

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk

compacted batch, both heated with microwaves. From the
diagram, the following can be seen:
• The microwave coupling for both batch samples
started in the same temperature region of 300–400°C,
with a sharp increase in temperature within half a
minute. The maximum temperature corresponds to
a stationary melting temperature and this stationary
phase demonstrates a relative low power input from the
microwave into the glass melt. We see that microwave

Figure 2: Applicator with moving short.
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Figure 3: Heating curve progression of a loose batch and a compacted batch, both heated with microwaves.

heating is favourable for batch
melting, but not for heat transfer
into the glass melt.
• The batch melting is very fast!
And compacting the batch
further decreases batch melting
time, offering a 50% faster rate
compared to the standard loose
batch.
b) Effect of cullet, grain size of raw
material and oxides/hydroxides
instead of carbonates:
The influence of cullet, grain size of
the raw materials and application of
carbon-free raw materials for soda
and limestone on microwave heating
is presented in Figure 4. In these
experiments, the specific energy
required to melt a 1kg batch inside
the microwave furnace is used as a
performance indicator of the microwave
heating. Here, a low specific energy
value indicates a fast batch melting.
From Figure 4 it can be concluded
that the following measures are helpful
to improve the energy efficiency or the
batch melting speed by microwave
heating, in this order:
1. Use of carbonate free raw
materials such as CaO and NaOH
2. Use of fine raw materials
3. Use of cullet
From an environmental point of view,

using carbonate-free raw materials and
cullet might be preferable when using
microwave heating. However, it should
be mentioned here that carbonatefree raw materials cannot be taken
for granted due to their specific
technological challenges, which also
need to be solved in the future.
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Figure 4: Specific energy required to melt 1kg batch inside the microwave furnace as a function of batch properties.
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Spotlight

Unclaimed funds
in the glass industry
Businesses, organisations and other entities active in the glass industry
throughout the world may not realise that they have monies owed to them.
Richard McDonough reports on ways you can find out if one or more of the
American states is holding monies owed to you.
A number of businesses and organisations involved in the
glass industry may have funds owed to them by states
within the USA. These businesses include ones based
within the USA as well as firms headquartered in countries
throughout the world. Some of the businesses are among
the largest global enterprises active in the production of
glass, whilst others are small businesses with just a few
employees at one site.
What all of them have in common is that someone or
some entity owed them money at some point in the past. It
could be a payment for products or services, a refund, an
insurance settlement, proceeds from the sale of stocks and
bonds, a rebate, or some other type of payment. It could
also be monies in a bank account that your business has
not used for some time.
If your entity does not take receipt – cash a cheque,
for example – that is owed to you within a specific time
period, the entity that owes you that money must typically
send those monies to a specific state within the USA. If you
don’t use a bank account for a specific period of time, the
financial institution is typically required to send those monies
to a specific state within the USA. That state then holds your
monies as Unclaimed Funds.
Please note that there are a variety of names for
governmental entities in the USA. When referring to
‘state’ or ‘states,’ this news column is also including
such governmental entities as a ‘commonwealth’ or
‘commonwealths’ as well as the District of Columbia, the
seat of the Federal government for the USA.
These monies could be very modest in size – a few
American dollars, for example – or the Unclaimed Funds
could total in the tens of thousands of American dollars.
Whilst the specific laws vary from state to state, in
essence, until you request your Unclaimed Funds, the monies
are kept by the state. In many cases, your money is used for
ongoing operations of the specific governmental entity.
Beyond businesses and organisations, much of the
Unclaimed Funds are owed to individuals.
In addition to monies, contents of safe deposit boxes
are sent to a specific state within the USA if you don’t
access your safe deposit box for a specific period of time.
Some states hold the actual contents of safe deposit boxes
in storage; others sell the safe deposit box contents and
instead hold the monies obtained from those sales.
On occasion, states typically highlight the Unclaimed
Funds through news releases and advertisements. States
also provide information to databases that are available with
some public information that may help someone locate their
Unclaimed Funds.
But, for the most part, it’s up to each business or
organisation – as well as each individual – to request their
Unclaimed Funds.
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Funds due to the GPI appear to be held by the State of Oklahoma, Commonwealth of Virginia and the
District of Columbia.

The problem, though, is that many
have no idea that they have Unclaimed
Funds. After all, how do you make a
claim for funds that you don’t even
know may be owed to you?
The Gloine Chronicles has
contacted a number of businesses
and organisations active in the glass
industry to let them know that they
may have funds potentially owed
to their enterprises. Some of these
entities are in the process of doing
their own research to determine if
the Unclaimed Funds that appear to
be owed to them are in fact monies
owed to them. In the interim, this news
column will provide some specific
details about Unclaimed Funds.

Origins of unclaimed funds

How does money owed to your
business become unclaimed by
your firm? Sometimes this occurs
because a cheque was mailed to your
enterprise, but the sending entity used
an incorrect or incomplete address.
Unclaimed Funds can also occur
when a cheque that was mailed with
a correct address to your business is

delivered incorrectly to someone else.
The person that actually received the
letter that was meant for your business
may just dispose of that letter because
they thought it was junk mail or they
simply didn’t care to put the letter
back into the US Postal Service.
Also, you may have received the
check, but instead of opening the
letter, you yourself may have thrown
away the letter thinking that it was
junk mail. Or, you may have chosen to
open the letter, but instead of cashing
the cheque, you may have lost it or
forgotten to cash it. You may also
have received the cheque, but filed it
in your records rather than cashing the
cheque.
Many of the individual states
explicitly note that they would like to
return Unclaimed Funds.
“We really enjoy being able to get
unclaimed property back to its rightful
owners,” said a spokesperson for the
New Mexico Taxation and Revenue
Department. “The Department is
happy to return unclaimed funds
to anyone who can prove they are
entitled to them.”
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Spotlight
Initial research

To have the greatest success in finding any Unclaimed
Funds that may potentially be owed to your business or
organisation, you’ll need to create a list of where you have
– or have had – offices, factories, warehouses, and other
facilities or where you live now as well as where you’ve
resided in the past.
Once you create that list, you’ll need to determine
which database(s) of Unclaimed Funds you may want to
search. Two websites in particular, MissingMoney.Com and
FindMyFunds.Com, are each utilised by a number of different
states. In addition, some states do not participate in these
two website databases and instead have their own individual
websites. These states include California, Connecticut,
Delaware, Georgia, Hawaii, Kansas, New Jersey, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, Washington State and Wyoming. You may
also choose to visit the individual websites of these states.
Information on how to contact all of the states – both
participating and non-participating states in MissingMoney.
Com and/or FindMyFunds.Com – can be viewed by going to
missingmoney.com or to findmyfunds.com and clicking on
‘States’ on either website.
Please note each state has its own laws, regulations,
and documentation requirements that must be met to
secure Unclaimed Funds.

MissingMoney.Com

MissingMoney.Com has options for you to search in English,
French and Spanish by clicking on a button at the top right
corner of the main webpage for the site. In the section
with the text ‘Start Your Search,’ place the name of your

business and click on ‘Search.’ A
new webpage will display with a list
of entities (businesses, people, and
others) with your business name (or
names similar to your business name)
that may have Unclaimed Funds. To
further clarify funds that may be due to
your entity, place the name of your city
in the ‘City’ box and select one of the
participating states in the drop down
menu of ‘Province/State.’ Then click
on the ‘Search’ button.
You can use the same approach
to determine if Unclaimed Funds
are owed to you as an individual.
In the section with the text ‘Start
Your Search,’ place your surname
and click on ‘Search.’ (You can also
add a first name if you so choose.)
A new webpage will display with a
list of people with your surname (or
surnames similar to your surname) that
may have Unclaimed Funds.
The specific amounts of the
Unclaimed Funds that may potentially
be owed to your entity or to you are
listed in this database. Instead, for
amounts held by many of the states
that use this site, the amounts listed
will either be ‘Over (US) $100’ or
‘Under (US) $100.’

Annealed by Pennekamp.

If a listing appears that indicates
a specific state may have funds due
to your entity or to you, click on the
‘Claim’ button for that listing. Then
click on the ‘My Claims Cart’ that
displays on the website.
A new webpage then displays.
This webpage lists the type of property
for the specific item as well as which
entity reported the item to the specific
state. The website recommends that
you verify that the item is in your
name, that you operated or lived at the
address and/or city listed for that item,
and that you have conducted business
with the entity listed in the ‘Reported
By’ column.
If you think the item is due to
your business or to you, follow the
instructions listed for the specific state.
Typically, you will need to prove your
specific business or organisation – or
you as an individual – are, in fact, the
entity or the person that is owed the
Unclaimed Funds.

FindMyFunds.Com

FindMyFunds.Com also has options for
you to search in English, French, and
Spanish by choosing a language from
the drop down menu in the ‘Choose

Spotlight
Language’ box at the top right corner of the main webpage
for this site.
In the section with the text ‘Find Your Funds Now,’
place the name of your business and click on ‘Search.’ A
new webpage will display with a list of entities (businesses,
people, and others) with your business name (or name
similar to your business name) that may have Unclaimed
Funds. To further clarify funds that may be due to you, place
the name of your city in the ‘City’ block and select one of
the participating states in the drop down menu of ‘State.’
Then click on the ‘Search’ button.
As with MissingMoney.Com, you can use the same
approach to determine if Unclaimed Funds are owed to you
as an individual. In the section with the text ‘Find Your Funds
Now,’ place your surname and click on ‘Search.’ (You can
also add a first name if you so choose.) A new webpage will
display with a list of people with your surname (or surnames
similar to your surname) that may have Unclaimed Funds.
The specific amount of the Unclaimed Funds that may
potentially be owed to your entity or to you are not listed in
this database. For amounts held by many of the states that
use this site, the amounts listed will range from ‘< (US) $25’
to ‘> (US) $100.’
If a listing appears that indicates a specific state may
have funds due to you, click on the ‘Claim’ button for that
listing. Then click on the ‘View Claimed Properties’ that
displays on the website.
A new webpage then displays. This webpage lists
the type of property for the specific item as well as which
entity reported the item to the specific state. The website
recommends that you verify that the item is in your name,

that you operated or lived at the
address and/or city listed for that
item, and that you have conducted
business with the company listed in
the ‘Reported By’ column.
If you think the item is due to
your business or to you, follow the
instructions listed for the specific
state. As with MissingMoney.Com,
you will typically need to prove your
specific business or organisation – or
you as an individual – are, in fact, the
entity or the person that is owed the
Unclaimed Funds.

Research techniques

As you research whether you
have Unclaimed Funds, there are
several techniques you may want to
consider when reviewing information
at both MissingMoney.Com and
FindMyFunds.Com as well as at the
distinct websites maintained by some
of the individual states.
Keep in mind that you may
have to sift through hundreds of
potential items to locate ones actually
due to your business or to you.
MissingMoney.Com provides up to
200 items for each search, whilst
FindYourFunds.Com provides up to

1,000 items for each search.
If you use only your official name
and your current location(s), you
may limit the number of items to
sift through, but you may also miss
locating many of the Unclaimed Funds
due to your entity.
Common names like ‘Glass’
placed by themselves in the ‘Name’
space will likely result in far more than
200 items or 1,000 items, depending
on the database selected, but since
the systems only display a certain
number of items, you may not come
across funds that are owed to you.
Thus, if you have a common name or
part of your official name is ‘common,’
try to add other aspects of your name
in the ‘Name’ space.
Another technique to find potential
funds owed to your business is to
alter aspects of your official name in
the ‘Name’ space. Consider inserting
only part of the business name in
the ‘Name’ space. For example, if
your official business name has three
words, consider placing only one or
two of the words of your official name
in the ‘Name’ space and the names of
each individual city where the business
operated/operates in the ‘City’ space

Bottle measurement
has never been easier!
Fast, accurate, and comprehensive
dimensional measurement
Featuring AutoJob™— job setup in seconds

AGRINTL.COM • +1.724.482.2163

Spotlight
as well as the names of each individual
state where the business operated/
operates. Then check the specific
mailing addresses listed to see if
they match current and/or previous
addresses used by your business or
organisation.
In doing your research, you may
find the way you spell your entity’s
name is not the way that others
spell your entity’s name. An example
is that ‘company’ may be listed as
‘co,’ or ‘com,’ or just as a ‘c.’ Your
official name may be ‘Little Glass
Corporation,’ but it may be listed
as, for example, ‘Glass Corp Little,’
or ‘Corporation Little Glass,’ or ‘Lit
Gls Co,’ or any of a number of other
misspellings. Each of these names
may have different Unclaimed Funds
attached to them, but yet may all
be monies actually owed to your
business.
Beyond these examples, consider
common misspellings for the name of
your entity. For example, if your entity
includes the name ‘O’Hara,’ there may
be some listings for entities with the
name spelled correctly as ‘O’Hara,’
but different listings for entities with the
name spelled as ‘OHara’ and ‘O Hara.’
There could be funds potentially
owed to your entity under your current
name as well as previous names used
by your entity. For example, if your
business acquired a company with a
different name years ago. Even though
you may have stopped using the
previous company’s name, Unclaimed
Funds may be attached to the specific
entity that your business now owns.
Or, consider checking on brand names
that your company uses for your
products and/or services today or
that your business may have used for
previous products and/or services.

Another item to consider is to
research your entity by individually
checking every city where you’ve had
operations. You may have Unclaimed
Funds owed to you dating back years
– even decades. It’s possible that you
may not even realise you potentially
have funds owed to you from vendors,
banks, or insurance companies you
dealt with years ago. Consider also
checking on cities where you had
special events recently or in years
past. Payments to your business may
have been sent to someone working
for your business or organisation for
specific activities that were limited in
scope.
“Treasury receives hundreds of
millions of dollars in unclaimed property
every year, often because of something
as simple as a misspelled name or an
out-of-date address,” according to a
statement from Stacy Garrity, Treasurer
of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
“But let’s be clear: this is YOUR money
we’re talking about, and I want to
return it to you.”
“For your protection, banks,
insurance companies, utilities,
investment companies, and many
other businesses are required by
State law to surrender inactive
accounts to the State,” according to
a statement from the New Mexico
Taxation and Revenue Department.
“These accounts are known as ‘lost,’
‘abandoned,’ or ‘unclaimed’ funds.
The Unclaimed Property Unit serves
as custodian of this money. If you can
prove you are entitled to the money,
we will gladly return it to you, at any
time, without charge. Until the money
is claimed, it is used by the State’s
General Funds, serving the citizens
and taxpayers of the State of New
Mexico.”

For the most part, it’s up to each business or organisation – as well as each
individual – to request their Unclaimed Funds.

Unclaimed funds in the glass industry

Within the glass industry, a number of businesses and
organisations appear to have Unclaimed Funds owed to
them. Recently, The Gloine Chronicles contacted a number
of businesses and organisations – large and small – to
determine if monies that appear to be Unclaimed Funds due
to those entities are, in fact, monies due to them.
One of the glass industry entities that may have
funds held in several jurisdictions in the USA is the Glass
Packaging Institute (GPI). Funds due to the GPI appear to be
held by the State of Oklahoma, Commonwealth of Virginia
and the District of Columbia. Some of these funds included
addresses that haven’t been utilised by the GPI for many
years. A few of the funds are under names that are different
from the organisation’s formal name: “Packaging Ins Glass,”
“Packaging Inst Glass,” and “Packaging Institute Glass.”
The GPI welcomed word of potential funds due to the
organisation. “As GPI continues to sharpen the governance
of the association, Richard’s research and efforts to identify
outstanding monies owed by several state governments
to the glass container industry is very much appreciated,”
stated Scott DeFife, President of the GPI. “GPI is taking
steps now to claim these funds.”
As noted above, some of the businesses and
organisations contacted in the glass industry are still
reviewing information provided by The Gloine Chronicles.
Please let this news column know if your business or
organisation is successful in securing Unclaimed Funds
due to you. We’ll report back in a future edition on some of
the results of our efforts to have Unclaimed Funds returned
to glass businesses and organisations in the USA and
throughout the world. l
Copyright: Richard McDonough, 2022
About the author:
Richard McDonough is a civic journalist based in the
USA. He writes on a variety of topics in the glass
industry.

A number of businesses and organisations involved in the glass industry may have funds owed to them by
states within the USA.
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Further information:
TwoCents.News
email: gloinechronicles@gmail.com
web:
www.twocents.news
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Offering global glass competence
glassglobal started over 20 years ago to provide the world’s glass industries with
a comprehensive digital platform, database and directory. With steady growth in
net recognition and effective keyword positioning, glassglobal achieved a record
8.2 million page impressions in August 2021 and established its position as market
leader in this sector.
The range and services of glassglobal’s network have been
consistently developed. Today, it offers companies the
opportunity to have a professional appearance, enables
users to search for and advertise jobs, to search for and
advertise machines or glass, and to read and publish
news. Project information about greenfield developments or
factory repairs further serve to channel and optimise sales
in a very targeted manner.
The glassglobal network also offers banner advertising
to significantly improve the visibility and brand awareness
of a company, a product or a logo worldwide. Synergies
are drawn out of a strong presence on Twitter and LinkedIn
that serve to multiply customers’ messages and reach.
All aspects of the glass production cycle are covered,
from raw materials to glassmakers, and from suppliers of
equipment to glass processing companies or recycling.

projects, locations or competitors
to support takeovers and
investments.
Training and development of sales
strategies. The company’s core
team consists of graduate experts in

glass engineering, glass technology
experts, market analysts and
software IT engineers. glassglobal
connects international customers
from all segments of the glass
industry.

The pillars of success

glassglobal maintains five expert divisions:
• Community with sales, marketing and communication;
advertisement banner, newsletter, jobhunting and social
media
• Consulting with know-how in strategic development,
analysis and benchmark of production, markets and
competitors
• Trading with knowledge about international sales
strategies for equipment or products
• Engineering with expert research systems for new
technologies
• IT services with pinpointed analysis of markets,
providing industry-related design, and expert Google
keyword programming and online systems.

Studies to underline strategic moves

Glass industry research and studies that form the basis
for independent advice to investors can be a key asset
in today’s business world. glassglobal is experienced in
providing customer-specific market studies for its clients:
• Main areas: float and rolled glass; container or
pharmaceutical glass; solar glass; glass fibre and glass
wool; tableware as well as industrial technical glass.
• Customer-specific feasibility studies for complete
projects.
• Benchmark, SWOT analysis [strength, weakness,
opportunity and threat – a diagnostic tool for strategic
planning], bankable business plans.
• Analysis and price evaluations for raw materials, flat
glass, container glass, solar glass etc.
• Market figures about imports and exports, in
combination with further statistical data translated into
future development of markets and/or countries.
• Strategy plans and marketing concepts for company
launches.
• Analysis of existing investment plans or factory
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The glassglobal website landing page, showing options for marketing. Source: glassglobal.
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Spotlight
Solar glass

In 2020/21, glassglobal conducted an
independent feasibility study for Canadian
Premium Sands (CPS) focusing on the
identification of possible products, which
led the company to pivot from selling
‘just sand’ to becoming a solar glass
manufacturer. The project resulted in a
solar glass facility design that will yield
not only significant cost competitiveness
but also a low-carbon advantage relative
to CPS’ international rivals.
Current projects cover the market
evaluation for solar glass manufacture
by one of the largest PV (photovoltaic)
module producers in Europe,
investigating the obstacles that a glass
factory faces when diversifying its
portfolio into other segments.
Online glass industry research
platform plants. glassglobal.com is a
widely used research and marketing
tool for supplying glass makers
worldwide with glass furnace details.
Sophisticated filter functions lead
to selected products or companies,
requiring just a few clicks to evaluate,
compare or connect. Investments such
as greenfield glass factories, expansions
or furnace cold repairs are regularly
added to the projects area, in addition

glassglobal’s network of plants. Source: plants.glassglobal.com

to essential data such as time schedule,
budget, contact person, etc. Each
icon represents a location with a glass
melting furnace, providing company
names and locations, and data such as
furnace type, capacity, colours, year of
construction and more. Summaries of
production data per country or region,
import and export data for glass in
tabular and graphic form are included
in this online resource. This collection of
data and information allows customers

to immediately view the glass consumption expected in
countries or regions, for example those with an import surplus.
This gives hints on potential new locations for glass factories
and is a must-know before strategic plans and investments. l

Further information:
OGIS GmbH / glassglobal Group
Düsseldorf, Germany
tel.:
+49 211 280733 0
email: office@glassglobal.com
web:
www.glassglobal.com / plants.glassglobal.com
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Associations

A year-long celebration of glass
President of the Society of Glass Technology (SGT) Stuart Hakes reflects on
the opening ceremony for the International Year of Glass and shares details
on upcoming SGT events planned for 2022.
As many readers will know by now, 2022 has been
declared by the United Nations to be the International Year
of Glass. Worldwide, there are a considerable number of
events, seminars, conferences etc. around this year-long
celebration of all that is glass. John Parker, a member of
the ICG [International Commission on Glass] committee
and a past SGT President has been working very hard
to organise and co-ordinate the many events to mark
this wonderful year and acquaint the general public
with many events. These can be found on the IYOG22
website [www.iyog2022.org] and include a huge range of
activities including the online ‘Glass Now’ exhibition that
took place from 17 January to 28 February, and ‘It’s all in
the technique’ – a presentation of work by contemporary
UK glass artists running at the National Glass Centre in
Sunderland until 13 March.
At the opening ceremony for the IYOG22 in Geneva
there were 17 representatives from the UK and Ireland
out of 132 attending, including John Parker the UK
representative on the ICG Council as well as myself as
the President of the SGT. In addition, Andy McConnell
of the Antiques Roadshow was persuaded to give a talk
in his inimitable style. Mr McConnell has been a regular
on the BBC One television show since 2005 and has
written several books about glass. Another speaker was
Ian Freestone, Professor of Archaeological Materials and
Technologies at University College in London where his
research focuses on the glass industry from the Bronze Age
to the medieval period. See also pages 18–26.

SGT events

The SGT is planning a number of events this year. We
continued with virtual training course series number five on
9 February, titled ‘The Challenges of Tin Bath Blocks in the
Float Process and how to test them’, given by Jan Theron
of Lucideon. You can sign up and register for training
sessions via the SGT website.
The Furnace Solutions & Training Day will be held this
year as usual. More information to follow in the next issue
of Glass Worldwide and on the SGT website.
The SGT is also running the 16th International
Conference on the Physics of Non Crystalline Solids
to be held in Canterbury from 10–15 July 2022. This is
immediately after the 26th ICG Annual Conference to be
held from 3–8 July in Berlin, where the DGG (the German
equivalent of the SGT) is celebrating its 100th anniversary.
At this meeting the Michael Cable lecture (sponsored by
AGC) will be given. The Physics of Non Crystalline Solids
meeting has intentionally been scheduled immediately
afterwards to encourage a larger attendance.
In the normal course of events, if we were hosting
a conference of this size we would not have our Annual
Conference in Cambridge but this year we are hoping to do
this and have a much bigger programme on ‘History and
Heritage’ as well as looking at the effects of decarbonising
the glass industry and the ramifications. More details on
this in future SGT news.
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Stuart Hakes (right) at the Furnace Solutions Conference in 2019. Details of the 2022 conference will follow in
the next issue of Glass Worldwide.

Members’ news

We announce the resignation of John
Henderson as Honorary Secretary
of the SGT for the last 17 years.
John was the 48th President of the
SGT from 2000–2002 and has been
Secretary since 2004. John felt that
the time had come to pass the mantle
on to the younger generation and we
thank him very much for his excellent
work in guiding the Society for the last
20 years or so. John will remain on the
Council, as do all past Presidents.
We have appointed Emma
Barney, Associate Professor at the
University of Nottingham as the new
Honorary Secretary of the SGT. As a
consequence of this post Emma has
given up the Recorder to the Board of
Fellows and this position is being filled
by Pauline Dabouret. Pauline works
for Ferro Corporation in France and
has been an active member of the
SGT, especially on the Analysis and
Properties Committee. We are pleased
that Pauline has stepped up her
involvement and represents the new
generation of younger members.
In addition, the SGT has appointed
Alastair Cormack, latterly the Van
Derck Frechette Professor of Ceramic
Science & founding Dean of the
Inamori School of Engineering at

Alfred University in the USA, as Editor
in Chief. Alastair’s role will work with
David Moore [also Glass Worldwide’s
Technical Advisor] and Sara Lindley
in modernising and enhancing our
journals.
It is with much regret that we
announce the passing of Trevor
Gledhill, an SGT stalwart who was a
member since 1985 and the author
of The development of glass bottle
making machines. l

www.sgt.org
About the author:
Stuart Hakes is President of the
SGT
Further information:
Society of Glass Technology,
Chapeltown, Sheffield, UK
tel:
+44 114 2634455
email: christine@sgt.org
web:
www.sgt.org
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Better measures required
for building renovation
To decarbonise the EU building stock and boost its sustainability, the European
Commission is on the right track, but it needs to accelerate, advises Bertrand Cazes,
Secretary General of Glass for Europe
already constructed, more efforts are expected on existing
buildings. In the coming months, the compromise between
the European Parliament and the Council will be crucial to
ensure the success of the policy framework and put Europe
on the right track to becoming the first climate-neutral
continent.
“The EC proposal has the merits of trying to bring
into the legislation some of the proposed measures that
were part of the Renovation Wave strategy”, says Bertrand
Cazes, Secretary General of Glass for Europe. “These
measures need to be fine-tuned and added substance
so that they can deliver their full impact and drive upward
both the quantity and depth of building renovation,” he
concluded.

stay on track towards a zero-emission
building stock by 2050.
Other tools such as Energy
Performance Certificates are being
reviewed to become more reliable and
allow better harmonisation across the
EU. A new tool, ‘renovation passports
for buildings’ is being introduced.
These will equip building owners with
works recommendations, possibly
including windows retrofitting, when
planning a staged renovation of a
building.

Glass for Europe highly engaged
Bertrand Cazes, Secretary General of Glass for Europe.

With the
objective of
boosting
the rate
Preferred journal and depth
of Glass for
of building
Europe
renovation
in the
European Union,
in December 2021 the European
Commission released a proposal
to recast the Energy Performance
of Buildings Directive (EPBD). The
revision of the Energy Performance
of Buildings Directive is part of the
Commission’s ‘Fit for 55’ package
[to reduce net EU greenhouse gas
emissions to 55% below 1990 levels
by 2030] and sets the vision for
achieving a zero-emission building
stock by 2050.
Glass for Europe, the trade
association for Europe’s flat glass
sector, believes that the proposal is
future-proof and aligned with the 2050
carbon emission reduction ambitions
when it comes to its provisions on
new buildings. However, since most
buildings that will be used in 2050 are

A zero-emissions building stock by 2050

Glass for Europe supports the increased drive to deliver
zero-emission building stock. Windows equipped with
high-performance glazing have the potential to deliver up
to 75.5mtoe [millions of tonnes of oil equivalent] of energy
savings in 2030, which corresponds to an annual CO2
emissions avoidance of up to 94.2 million tonnes. Half of
this could be achieved in 10 years just by doubling the
current window replacement rate.
The zero-emissions goal for building maintains
the EPBD’s focus on energy efficiency and opens the
opportunity for EU Member States to give more prominence
to healthy indoor climate conditions. While not expressly
specified, this should include the availability of daylight.
Glass is the only component of the building covering that
provides thermal insulation, access to natural light and a
visual connection to the exterior. The benefits of access to
natural daylight on human health are widely acknowledged
in scientific literature and it is time to include measures
ensuring natural lightning in all national legislations.

Supporting the Renovation Wave

The EPBD proposal [bases] several of its new measures
on the Renovation Wave strategy which aims to double the
renovation rate by 2030. Among these newly introduced
measures, Glass for Europe supports the introduction of
Minimum Energy Performance Standards (MEPS) as they
could step up energy renovation and ensure the installation
of energy efficient glazing solutions. The MEPS will be part
of the National Building Renovation Plans that Member
States will have to prepare to achieve higher energy
performance classification in all building segments and

Glass for Europe regrets that the costoptimality methodology used to define
building components’ minimum energy
performance requirements, among
other things, will not be reviewed
before 2026. It is a missed opportunity
to improve the assessment of the
energy performance of windows,
thanks to the energy balance
approach. Access to subsidies and
information on financial measures will
be facilitated by different new tools.
The flat glass industry is already
delivering on the ground with its lowcarbon solutions: high performance
glazing to save energy from buildings
and solar glass to contribute to on-site
renewables. To ensure the flat glass
and glazing industry can maximise its
contributions to a decarbonised and
sustainable building stock, Glass for
Europe will work with policy makers
to help finalise a robust revision of the
EPBD. l

Further information:
Glass for Europe, Brussels,
Belgium
tel:
+32 2 538 43 77
email: info@glassforeurope.com
web:
www.glassforeurope.com
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Events

Forthcoming
events

ical
Electr
MARCH 2022
22 March: GlassTrend webinar – the future of glass optical fibre (John
Ballato, Clemson University)
APRIL 2022
2–3 April: Deco ’22 (Columbus, USA)
13–16 April: China Glass 2022 (Shanghai, China)
MAY 2022
11–12 May: Glassman Latin America (Monterrey, Mexico)
JUNE 2022
6–9 June: Mir Stekla 2022 (Moscow, Russia)
8–9 June: Furnace Solutions Conference (St Helens, UK)
29 June – 2 July: Glass South America (Sao Paulo, Brazil)
JULY 2022
3–8 July: ICG 2022 – 26th International Congress on Glass / DGG
Conference (Berlin, Germany)
10–15 July: 16th International Conference on the Physics of Non-Crystalline
Solids (Canterbury, UK)
SEPTEMBER 2022
20–23 September: glasstec 2022 (Düsseldorf, Germany)
OCTOBER 2022
18–20 October: GlassBuild America 2022 (Las Vegas, USA)
19–21 October: XXIV ATIV Conference (Parma, Italy)
26–28 October: Glasstech Asia 2022 (Marina Bay Sands, Singapore)
31 October – 3 November: 83rd Conference on Glass Problems
(Columbus, Ohio, USA)
DECEMBER 2022
8–9 December: International Year of Glass official closing ceremony (Tokyo,
Japan)
FEBRUARY 2023
17–18 February: Glassman Asia (Seoul, South Korea)
APRIL 2023
25–26 April: GlassPrint 2023 (Düsseldorf, Germany)
JUNE 2023
21–22 June: 16th International Seminar on Furnace Design – Operation and
Process Simulation (Velke Karlovice, Czech Republic)
SEPTEMBER 2023
5–8 September: Vitrum 2023 (Milan, Italy)
14–16 September: glasspex INDIA (Mumbai, India)
OCTOBER 2023
31 October – 2 November: GlassBuild America 2023 (Atlanta, USA)

For up-to-date listings of exhibitions, conferences,
webinars and seminars around the glassmaking world,
visit www.glassworldwide.co.uk

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk
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- Engineering and modelling
for boosng systems
- Water-cooling Systems
for electrode holder
- Electrode holder
for boom / side / top
- Power regulaon /
Transformers
Special services

- Hot drilling
- Change of electrode holder

Bock Energietechnik
nik GmbH
Gösen 15
92685 Floss
Germany
www.bock-energietec.de

Classified
Air Compressors

Coating

Low NOx

Air Fuel Burner

VACUUM PUMPS
AIR COMPRESSORS
SWISS ENGINEERING
ITALIAN DESIGN
GLOBAL PRESENCE

Oxy Fuel Burner
Electric Boosting
Bubbling

SINCE

www.hotwork.ag

Combustion Technology

1923

www.pneumofore.com

Your global partner
for glass enamels and
precious metal pastes

Fenzi AGT

Decoration

Advanced Glass Technologies

www.fenzigroup.com

Analysis / Consultancy
Cold End Technology

EXPERTS IN GLASS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

routine laboratory analysis
defects and inclusions
glass property measurements
failure and foreign body analysis
quality assessment
food contact materials
pharmacopoeial verification
melting trials and development
troubleshooting, consultancy
and research
www.glass-ts.com
+44 (0) 114 290 1801
enquiries@glass-ts.com

YOUR GUIDE THROUGH
THE WORLD OF GLASS

Grenzebach Maschinenbau GmbH
www.grenzebach.com

SCREEN PRINTING
MACHINERY FOR:
· Appliance glass
· Cover &
technical glasses
· Architecture
· Automotive

Combustion Systems
/ Burners

Annealing Lehrs

www.sps-technoscreen.com
www.atma.com.tw

COLD-END COATING

Application Systems
Your supplier of
applicators for powder separator
and liquid stain protection

Keimstrasse 7a
D-86420 Diedorf
Phone:
Fax:
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+49 821 88588 170
+49 821 88588 188

info@grafotec.com
www.grafotec.com
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serilor@fimor.fr
fimor-serigraphy.com

Low-Emission Oxy-fuel Solutions
• Oxygen & oxygen flow control
equipment
• Global oxygen enrichment
applications
• Cleanfire® oxy-fuel burners
• Start-up services
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Inerting Applications

• Hydrogen, nitrogen & other gases
• Enabling flow control equipment
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+44 (0)1342 322133

Worldwide
distribution
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info@airproducts.com
airproducts.com/glass
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CST GmbH
Königsberger Strasse 117
D-47809 Krefeld, Germany
office@c-s-t.de
www.c-s-t.de

Global
Combustion
Systems

TOTAL SUPPORT

•	Gas & Oil Burners for Melting
Furnaces
•	Complete Fuel Systems
•	Furnace Control Systems
•	Commissioning
•	Servicing
2 Elphinstone Square
Deans Industrial Estate
LIVINGSTON EH54 8RG
Tel: +44 (0)1506 416160
Email: Sales@globalcombustion.com
Web: www.Globalcombustion.com

Gallus Screeny
G-Line & C-Line
Hollow glass printing
with system

www.gallus-group.com

Screenprinting,
pad printing and
digital printing inks
for glass decoration
STRETCHING
COATING
WASHING

ANNEALING LEHR

POLYURETHANE SQUEEGEES
FOR FLAT & HOLLOW WARE
SCREEN PRINTING

www.encresdubuit.com

Screen printing
technology to
produce the
perfect screen
Grünig-Interscreen AG
www.grunig.ch
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Organic Glass Inks
Marabu GmbH & Co. KG
Asperger Strasse 4
71732 Tamm
Germany

Screen printing
mesh for the
glass industry
Sefar AG
Hinterbissaustrasse 12
9410 Heiden – Switzerland
Phone +41 71 898 57 00
printing@sefar.com
www.sefar.com

Your link to ink:
+49 7141 691 0
info@marabu.com
www.marabu-inks.com
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OVERHAUL, UPGRADE
AND SUPPLY NEW PARTS
TO ORIGINAL DRAWINGS
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and screen automation
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onto packaging con
ISIMAT GmbH Siebdruckmaschinen
Rindelbacher Str. 36 - 40
D-73479 Ellwangen | Germany
Tel. +49 - (0) 7961 886 0

www.isimat.com
TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED ADVERT
+44 (0)1342 322133

HIGH TECH PRINTING
AND COATING EQUIPMENT

SignTronic AG
www.signtronic.com

• RKS System and Carbon Squeegees
• RKS Squeegees & Holders for PVT
and Micro Electronic printing
• RKS Squeegee grinding technology
• RKS Special application machinery
RK Siebdrucktechnik GmbH
Nußbaumweg 31
51503 Rösrath Germany
Tel. +49 (0) 2205 949970
info@rk-siebdruck.de

www.rk-siebdruck.de

• 81 Standard Feeder
• 503 High Speed Feeder
• Shear Mechanisms
• Spout Bowl
• Revolving Tube Mechanism
• Plunger Chuck Assemblies
• IS Machine Mechanisms
and Sub-Assemblies
Sole suppliers of I.S.Maintenance spare
parts and machinery.
DESIGN • ADVANCEMENT • ORIGINALITY

1, The Green, Elvington, York YO41 4AF
Phone/Fax: +44 (0)1904 607086
Email: sales@daoldfield.co.uk
www.daoldfield.co.uk

Screen Printing Machinery

Architecture
Automotive
Appliance goods
Glass displays
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www.thieme-products.com
THIEME GmbH & Co. KG
+49 (0) 76 41 5 83-0 • info@thieme.eu
· Screenmaking chemicals
· Specialty adhesives
· Resists and coatings

Germany
info@kiwo.de · www.kiwo.de

RUCOINX Printing Inks
A. M. Ramp & Co. GmbH

USA
info@kiwo.com · www.kiwo.com

FOR THE GLASS INDUSTRY –

Complete glass plants,
expert services and high
performance equipment.

Australia
info@kiwo.com.au · www.kiwo.com.au
Singapore
info@kiwo.sg · www.kiwo.eu

Engineering Technology

Lorsbacher Straße 28
65817 Eppstein/Ts., Germany
Phone: +49 61 98 30 40
Fax: +49 61 98 3 22 88
info@ruco-inks.com
www.ruco-inks.com

SAATIglass

www.heye-international.com

STRATEGIC SUPPLIER &
INNOVATIVE PARTNER

WALTEC.DE

The Pre-Press Package
For The Glass Industry
+49 9260 99010
INFO@WALTEC.DE

Screen Fabrics, Chemicals,
Stencil Materials and Equipment

DIGITAL
SCREEN PRINTING
HOT STAMPING
FULLY AUTOMATIC
UNIVERSAL DECORATING
MACHINES

Weidehorst 80,
32584 Löhne, Germany
kammann.de
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SAATI S.p.A

Complete Batch Plant & Furnace
Electrical Installations

Via Milano 14
22070 Appiano Gentile (CO)
Italy
Tel: +39 0319711
Fax: +39 031933392
email: screenprinting@saati.com
web: www.saati.com

IS Machine, Coating Hood, Lehr Installations

WALTEC MASCHINEN GMBH
KRONACHER STR. 2A
96352 WILHELMSTHAL · GERMANY

Conveyor, Inspection & Palletizer Installations
General Services, Distribution, Compressor,
Vacuum System Installations

“Engineering Excellence
within The Glass Division”

TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED ADVERT
+44 (0)1342 322133

Get in touch for a free site survey and quotation

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk

Classified

ULG-GmbH / UL-GLASS

Furnace Technology

Measurement Systems

WORLDWIDE SERVICE FOR GLASS

ELECTROGLASS
YOUR LINK
TO ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

PENICO MOULD
GAUGE EQUIPMENT

Harrbacher Weg 30
D-97753 Karlstadt
Germany

Tel: +49 9353 4926
Fax: +49 9353 996399
Email: office@ulglass.de
Web: www.ulglass.de / www.ulglas.de

Penico Gauges Limited

TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED ADVERT
+44 (0)1342 322133

Electroglass Ltd,
4 Brunel Road, Manor Trading Estate,
Benﬂeet, Essex SS7 4PS, England
t: (44) 01268 565577
e: info@electroglass.co.uk
w: www.electroglass.co.uk

Albion Works Keighley Road
Bingley BD16 2RD UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1274 511044
Fax: +44 (0) 1274 510770
E-mail: info@penico.com
Web Site: www.penico.com

www.rath-group.com

Glass level measuring

Inspection

TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED ADVERT
+44 (0)1342 322133

Furnaces
Forehearths
Robotics
SOLUTIONS FOR THE GLASS INDUSTRY

GLASS SERVICE s.r.l - ITALY
tel. +39.0571.4442
glass-service@glassservice.it
www.glassservice.it

Parc du Chêne,
14 rue du 35ème Régiment d’Aviation,
F – 69500 BRON, France
phone: +33.(0)4.72.78.35.27
Parc du Chêne, 14 rue du 35 Régiment d’Aviation, F – 69500 BRON, France
email:
contact@iris-im.fr

YOUR EXPERTS FOR NON-CONTACT GLASS
WALL THICKNESS MEASUREMENT

It‘s
really
www.iris-im.com
It‘s
scaryreally
scary
not
to It‘s really
not toIt‘sscary
have
really
scary
have
notto to
the
full not
have
have
full
the fullthe
picture!
picture!
the full
ème

TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED ADVERT
+44 (0)1342 322133

High Performance
decoration inks for glass

IMPROVE
YOUR PROCESS.
· 100% jetable
modular layer build up
· 100% LED curable system

www.growth-group.com

Complete
guaranteed.
Not
just INformation – ALLformation:
www.tiama.com
That’s a promise only we can make
since control,
only Tiama
That’
s a promise
make
since only Tiama
offers monitoring and inspection
from
theonly
hotwetocanthe
cold
offersguaranteed.
monitoring and inspection from the hot to the cold
Complete
control,
end and beyond. If, like us, you end
believe
that knowledge is
and beyond. If, like us, you believe that knowledge is
allow Tiama
take the
pressure
power, allow Tiama to take thepower,
pressure
off to
your
hands
– off your hands –
That’s a promise only wewith
can
make since
only
real-time
qualityTiama
control that results
with real-time process and quality
controlprocess
thatand
results
in improved efficiency
offers
monitoring
and inspection
from and
theproductivity.
hot to the cold
Intelligence
Monitoring
Traceability
Inspection
Support
Real-time Process & Quality Controls
in improved
efficiency
and productivity.

end and beyond. If, like us,
believe –that
knowledge
is
Not you
just INformation
ALLformation:
www.tiama.com
power, allow Tiama to take the pressure off your hands –
Not just INformation – ALLformation: www.tiama.com
with real-time process and quality control that results
in improved efficiency and productivity.

www.growth-group.com

www.growth-group.com

www.growth-group.com

Complete control, guaranteed.

A division of Mankiewicz Gebr. & Co. (GmbH & Co. KG)
Georg-Wilhelm-Straße 189, 21107 Hamburg, Germany

Get in touch → info@mankiewicz.com

www.vma-online.de

Melting Technology
,
Tomorrow s Technology Today

Not just INformation – ALLformation: www.tiama.com

Hot End Technology

Intelligence

Inspection & Forming
Are you interested in CO2 reduction?
Real-time Process & Quality Controls
Controls

Monitoring

Traceability

Inspection

Support

Come to FIC for superboosting and
large all-electric furnaces – we have the
answers to reduce carbon footprint

Intelligence

www.teco.com

container glass I special solutions
flat glass I laboratory measurement

That’s a promise only we can make since only Tiama
offers monitoring and inspection from the hot to the cold
end and beyond. If, like us, you believe that knowledge is
power, allow Tiama to take the pressure off your hands –
with real-time process and quality control that results
in improved efficiency and productivity.

· High color density, wide color
gamut & low ink consumption

Designing, building and
modernising your furnaces,
forehearths, and furnace
equipment.

measuring technology
for the glass industry

Complete control, guaranteed.

· Best mechanical resistance

www.precitec.com

Optical, non-contact

picture!
picture!

· 3D relief printing

www.rath-group.com

Precitec Optronik GmbH
glass@precitec-optronik.de

Intelligence

Monitoring

Monitoring

Traceability

Inspection

Traceability

Inspection

Support

Support

Real-time Process & Quality Controls

Real-time Process & Quality Controls

Electric boost for extra tonnage
and reduced emissions
Versatile bubbler systems to
eliminate floor wear

All-electric forehearths reducing
energy consumption by up to 80%
Mathematical modelling

YOUR GUIDE THROUGH
THE WORLD OF GLASS

Grenzebach Maschinenbau GmbH
www.grenzebach.com

Innovative all-electric furnace
designs

Proven technical innovations

www.fic-uk.com
+44 (0) 1736 366 962

www.xparvision.com

Latest news, digital archive and Virtual Marketplace at www.glassworldwide.co.uk

,
The World s Number One in Furnace Technology
FIC (UK) Limited, Long Rock Industrial Estate,
Penzance, Cornwall TR20 8HX, United Kingdom

A Division of
Glass Service
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Melting Technology
(continued)

Index to display
advertisers

Vacuum Pumps

Services

Optimize Furnace Life
Furnace Heat-Up

www.hotwork.ag

Furnace Draining
Regenerator Repair
without Production Loss

Regenerator Cleaning
Hot Drilling / Electrode

www.smartmelter.com

Holder Replacement

SWISS ENGINEERING
ITALIAN DESIGN
GLOBAL PRESENCE

SINCE

1923

www.pneumofore.com

Ware Handling

Process Control
14701 PT 40mm x 40mm Ad.indd 1

VACUUM PUMPS
AIR COMPRESSORS

12/4/15 11:28 AM

Worldwide supplier of glass furnace
heating, expansion control supervision,
regenerator sulfate burnouts, glass
draining with hot water recycling,
wet cullet filling, furnace cooldowns
and hold hots, and electronic crown
rise monitoring. The only continuous
operating Hotwork heatup company
since 1965 and proud sponsor of -

Explore the Possibilities for a
Sustainable Efficient Future

Hotwork-USA, 223 Gold Rush Road
Lexington, KY, USA 40503
1-859-276-1570 www.hotwork.com

D A Oldfield Ltd
G L A S S W O R K S T E C H N O L O G Y • PA R T S • S E R V I C E

SPECIALISTS AT
HOT GLASS WARE HANDLING

PRODUCTS INCLUDE:
• Quick change lehr cross conveyor
700 Series 3 flexible transfer
• New and reconditioned – Stackers –
Conveyor end – Transfers
• Suppliers of high temperature soft felt,
stainless steel insulation
SERVICES OFFERED:
• Ware handling audits & consultancy
• Design & build to customer requirements
• On site overhaul, commissioning & training
• Recondition & upgrade service
DESIGN • ADVANCEMENT • ORIGINALITY

Swabbing

1, The Green, Elvington, York YO41 4AF
Phone/Fax: +44 (0)1904 607086
Email: sales@daoldfield.co.uk
www.daoldfield.co.uk

Timing and Drive
Systems for IS Machines

D E S I G N S • A D VA N C E M E N T • O R I G I N A L I T Y
1 The Green • Elvington • York YO41 4AF • United Kingdom • Tel: +44 (0)1904 607086 • Fax: +44 (0)1904 607086
Email: sales@daoldfield.co.uk • Website: www.daoldfield.co.uk

Tolnauer Straße 3-4 | D - 88069 Tettnang
Tel. +49 7542 5307-0 | info@futronic.de
www.futronic.de

automation in a new dimension

aadministration@novaxion.f r
rwww.novaxion.f r

UV Curing
'LJLWDOL]DWLRQHQVXUHV
ODVWLQJVXFFHVV
VLHPHQVFRPJODVV

UV curing systems
Exposure units
UV measuring devices
made in Germany

.

Quality Traceability

Glass-Worldwide_Kampagne.indd 1

SUBSCRIBE

23.11.17 15:16

info@technigraf.de www.technigraf.de

TODAY

To receive future copies
and download content, visit
www.glassworldwide.co.uk
Subscribers receive a FREE
copy of the Who’s Who /
Annual Review Yearbook!
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Advanced Energy Inc................................ 122
Agr International Inc................................. 135
Air Products..................... Front Cover, 6 & 13
All India Glass Manufacturers’ Federation.... 126
AMETEK Land.......................................... 119
Anglo Carbon............................................. 91
Antonini Srl................................................ 63
Applied Vision Corporation........................ 133
ATIV........................................................ 145
BDF Industries SpA............................17 & 83
Bock Energietechnik GmbH...................... 143
Bottero Glass Technologies.................65 & 93
Bucher Emhart Glass...........Inside Front Cover
BÜRKLE / Robert Bürkle GmbH................... 38
CAR-MET SpA......................................... 113
CelSian Glass & Solar BV........................... 21
CTA Division Delta Thermique................... 127
Dr Günther Inspections GbR..................... 121
DSF Refractories & Minerals Ltd................. 77
Dura Temp Corporation.............................. 42
Electroglass Ltd......................................... 55
EME GmbH................................................ 57
Eurotherm by Schneider Electric............... 123
Excelsius Global Services GmbH................... 1
Famor....................................................... 81
Fenzi AGT Netherlands BV........................ 124
Ferro Corporation..................................... 111
FIC (UK) Ltd.................................4, 23 & 130
Fimor.............................................S6 (ESMA)
futronic GmbH........................................... 21
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Glass Service Srl........................................ 45
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Glassworks Hounsell.................................. 68
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Grafotec Spray Systems GmbH................... 95
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Grenzebach Maschinenbau GmbH.............. 37
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HEGLA.................................................... 101
Heye International GmbH............................ 61
HFT......................................................... 102
HORN Glass Industries AG.......................... 99
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Hotwork USA........................................... 137
Hunprenco................................................. 79
ICG 2022.................................................. 94
Intermolde................................................. 97
IPROTec GmbH ......................................... 11
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ISIMAT GmbH
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ISRA Vision................................................ 39
ITALCARRELLI SpA................................... 109
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Koenig & Bauer Kammann GmbH....S5 (ESMA)
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Lüscher Technologies AG.......................... 127
LWN Lufttechnik GmbH.............................. 33
Marabu GmbH & Co KG................S15 (ESMA)
NOVAXION................................................. 85
OCMI-OTG SpA.......................................... 87
Olivotto Glass Technologies.......................... 3
OMCO..................................................... 117
PaneraTech Inc.......................................... 89
Parkinson-Spencer Refractories Ltd.......... 141
Penico Gauges Ltd....................................... 8
Ernst Pennekamp GmbH & Co. oHG.......... 134
Pennine Industrial Equipment Ltd................ 67
Pneumofore Spa........................................ 47
Quantum Engineered Products Inc......9 & 115
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RATH AG................................................... 15
RECKMANN GmbH..................................... 51
Refmon Co Ltd........................................ 117
RHI Magnesita........................................... 31
RUCO Druckfarben..........................S9 (ESMA)
S.I.G.MA. Group......................................... 49
SEFAR..........................................S14 (ESMA)
Shamvik Glasstech Private Limited.............. 73
Shanghai Precision Dosing
& Weighing System Co Ltd..................... 53
Sheppee International......................Insert 8-9
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SignTronic......................................S2 (ESMA)
Sklostroj Turnov CZ sro................................ 7
Socabelec SA.......................................... 105
Society of Glass Technology........................ 19
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Nikolaus Sorg GmbH & Co KG.................... 41
Strutz International Inc.........Inside Back Cover
Tecno5 - Division of Cerve SpA................ 128
TECO Group.............................................. 75
TIAMA....................................................... 71
Vertech’.................................................. 131
Vidromecanica Lda.................................. 131
Virtual Marketplace................ 1 & S17 (ESMA)
VMA GmbH............................................... 34
VON ARDENNE GmbH.............................. 103
Waltec Maschinen GmbH............................. 5
D Widmann GmbH..................................... 15
XPAR Vision BV.......................................... 59
ZIPPE Industrieanlagen GmbH.................... 25
Zuccato Energia......................................... 47
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For humans, it’s obvious. For NEO too.

NEO Artificial Intelligence
for defect recognition

